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--New Article-- The 7 Church Letters of Revelation from Jesus Christ - The Christian Church is divided
into Seven Church groups - Which Church group are You in?
Like the seven miracles that we went through in the Gospel of John that John himself personally witnessed,
Jesus personally spoke to the disciple John and had John write an evaluation of the Christian Church in the
book of Revelation - Likewise to critique the entire Christian Church (people) Jesus divided it up into seven
churches. Each Church existed in the day that Jesus spoke to John about it and each Church type is still
practiced throughout today. Note the book of Revelation and in particular the part about the seven churches
is unique because Jesus is asking John to write it for Him. The entire Bible is written by God through man but
Revelation makes that point even more evident. So onto the description of the seven churches as critiqued by
none other than the resurrected Jesus Himself. ... The Parables of Jesus (Matthew 13:1-50) are from the
teaching of Jesus during His time on earth. The letters of the Apostle Paul (New Testament) are from a
representative of Jesus and finally the 7 letters of Revelation (Revelation 2:1-3:22) are teaching and
instruction from the resurrected Jesus, the three teaching groups span three timeframes with the one unique
message of Jesus Christ and His eternal Kingdom.
http://www.basicchristian.org/churches.html

40DaysForLife.com: I am in complete awe of the unprecedented level of pro-life activity that is stirring
all across America and Canada as more than 170 cities actively gear up for this fall's 40 Days for Life
campaign 2008 -- at a crucial time when abortion is back at the top of the news headlines and in the
forefront of the heated political debate (Mp3)
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We've also learned of many other organizations now joining in 40 Days for Life's call for nationwide prayer,
fasting, and action: The Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the SOUTHERN BAPTIST
CONVENTION has joined the call, asking all believers to unite together in the 2008 September 24 November 2 season of prayer and fasting. ... This fall is not only going to be the largest and longest
coordinated pro-life mobilization in history, it could also be one of the largest unified 40-day seasons of prayer
and fasting in North America during our lifetime. WOW! Who would have ever believed that this would go
from one simple idea to a worldwide movement - in just ONE YEAR……But, by the grace of God, it has. And
YOU can help shape history by participating!
http://40daysforlife.com/blog/?p=127

Microsoft's Renewed Vista Strategy {Microsoft is winning the battle in getting people to spend
hundreds of their hard earned dollars to upgrade to MS Vista but Microsoft is losing the war in that
people are so displeased with Microsoft and Microsoft products that as soon as there is an
alternative they are gone forever. Apple, Linux and Solaris are very close to becoming real
replacements to MS software.}
It is eighteen months since Windows Vista was launched with the slogan "The 'Wow' starts now." Far from
wowing users, however, Vista left them cold. They were unhappy with its speed, with compatibility issues and
with what seemed like gratuitous changes to well known functions. All through 2007 and into 2008 the
beat-up continued and Microsoft's rivals, most notably Apple with its engaging comparison advertising, made
hay with little effective response from Redmond. Microsoft, a company once renowned for its marketing and
for swift PR responses to even the mildest slight, seemed to have lost its mojo. ... Meanwhile, much of the
noise out of Seattle is now about Vista's successor, Windows 7, leading some to suggest it's all over for Vista
and even Microsoft has moved on. And doesn't that pull the rug from under Green and his efforts to shift
perceptions of Vista? Not so, Green says. Microsoft has learned from its Vista experience and one of the
things it has learned is to shorten the time between operating system releases -- hence the noise about
Windows 7. Shorter cycles will also mean users won't be exposed to huge changes when they upgrade, he
says. Another reason why Microsoft is talking about Windows 7 is that it is engaging much more with the
Windows "ecosystem" over the development of the new operating system, including independent software
vendors to preempt future compatibility problems.
http://www.pcworld.com/businesscenter/article/150721/microsofts_renewed_vista_strategy.html

Japanese Expert: North Korean (Dictator) Leader Kim Jong Il Died in 2003 - Expert on North Korea
claims that (Dictator) Kim Jong Il -- pictured in 2001, left, and 2006 -- actually died in 2003 and has
been replaced by a look-alike {We briefly lived in the 'information age' which soon gave way to the
'age of deceit' but now we have entered into the 'age of conjure' where deceit, lies and manipulations
have given way to outright fabrications [i.e. fake leaders, 'Osama bin Laden'] where dis-information is
intentionally conjured up like a magical spell at Disneyland and passed off as truth to an
unsuspecting audience.} (Photos)
Is Kim Jong Il for real? The question has baffled foreign intelligence agencies for years, but a veteran
Japanese expert on North Korea says the "dear leader" is actually dead - and his role is played by a double.
The expert says Kim died of diabetes in 2003 and world leaders, including [Bush], Vladimir Putin of Russia
and Hu Jintao of China, have been negotiating with an imposter. He believes that Kim, fearing assassination,
had groomed up to four look-alikes to act as substitutes at public events. One underwent plastic surgery to
make his appearance more convincing. Now, the expert claims, the actors are brought on stage whenever
required to persuade the masses that Kim is alive.
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http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,418205,00.html

Palin has party revved for victory - They are more fired up than they've been since Ronald Reagan's
Morning in America in 1980 - Sarah Palin won the hearts and hopes of a party that had, six months
ago, resigned itself to losing this election
The Republicans are, to swipe a phrase from that other campaign, all fired up and ready to go. They are
more fired up than they've been since Ronald Reagan's Morning in America in 1980, only this time their
hopes are pinned not on a controversial former California governor but a controversial Alaska governor. The
GOP, per its convention, is running a hiding-in-plain sight, anti-incumbent incumbent campaign that
essentially has it running against itself, which isn't half as painful as its sounds and which, in many corners of
America, may just work. In St. Paul last week, Sarah Palin won the hearts and hopes of a party that had, six
months ago, so resigned itself to losing this election that it was willing to hold its nose and run the bete noir of
both the far-right opinionators and the party's Capitol Hill gang, John McCain. But Palin, the 44-year-old
cheerily telegenic, ideologically orthodox vice-presidential nominee, delivered a speech Wednesday night that
was such an Obama-knocking stem-winder that, watching the ecstatic faces in the crowd as she spoke, you
could almost hear what they were hearing: "Wah wah wah WIN...wah wah wah WIN..."
http://www.edmontonsun.com/Comment/2008/09/07/6687831-sun.html

Liberal Meltdown - With the nomination of Barack and Sarah, three major industries and shibboleths
of the left, feminism, racism and the media are losing their clout, big time
In a delicious stroke of cosmic justice, it seems that the left, not the earth, is in meltdown stage. The sacred
pillars of liberal orthodoxy are in the process of losing their underpinnings and it is not a pretty sight. With the
nomination of Barack and Sarah, three major industries and shibboleths of the left, feminism, racism and the
media are losing their clout, big time. The feminists who have preached against the 'social construct' of male
patriarchy and female victimhood have achieved their stated goal, and they're furious. After 40 years, the
feminist mantra that a woman can and should have it all, has come to fruition in Sarah Palin. There's only one
small problem. Palin doesn't buy into the feminist line. As Peggy Noonan so aptly put it, "she is a feminist not
in the Yale Gender Studies sense but the How Do I Reload This Thang way." When feminists see Sarah
Palin, they see a woman. When conservatives see Palin, they see a conservative. Who'se sexist? -Feminists are furiously backtracking on one of their core tenets, questioning whether Sarah Palin has the
ability to juggle home and job. Instead of applauding a woman who has it all, they instead question whether
she will have time to be VP, what with her family and all. ... The presidential race of 2008 will go down in
history as a turning point - as the pivotal event that exposed the shallowness of liberal policies, institutions
and people. A mere 5 months ago, the liberals were on the brink of victory. And now…
http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/4871

NewsBusters.org: Oprah Refuses To Interview Sarah Palin - Are you kidding me? The strongest and
most popular voice for women in this country (Oprah) is refusing to interview the first woman
nominated to be vice president in 24 years? {The liberal media - Oprah's biased discrimination is
really disturbing. If anyone thought there was any semblance of fairness from the established media
that mirage is now gone.}
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She's done multiple events for Barack Obama since announcing her support in late 2007, which apparently
has cost her some popularity with her fans. All because he hasn't been on her program since then, does she
actually believe that she's not using her show nee fame as a platform? Winfrey certainly used her show as a
platform to bash George W. Bush weeks before the 2006 midterm elections when she invited on the New
York Times columnist Frank Rich to discuss his hit book about the president. Beyond this, in September
2000, Oprah invited both Al Gore and Bush on her program to discuss their campaigns. As such, it's a tad
late for Winfrey to hide behind the fallacy that her sofa is apolitical. With this in mind, as the ABC.com piece
stated, Winfrey is taking a risk of looking absurdly biased and hypocritical by refusing to interview Palin
especially as her audience is dominated by women:
http://newsbusters.org/blogs/noel-sheppard/2008/09/05/oprah-refuses-interview-sarah-palin

**SermonAudio.com: Pursue Peace and Holiness (MP3)
Covenant Community Church - A Family Integrated Church where the Word of God is the only certain rule of
faith and obedience. We are a Reformed Baptist Church and adhere to the Second London Baptist
Confession of 1689.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?SID=9208843593

Bible verse: Joshua 5:12-15 Joshua went unto Him (Jesus), and said unto Him, Art thou for us, or for
our adversaries? And He (Jesus) said, Nay (neither); but as Captain of the Host of the LORD am I now
come. And Joshua fell on his face to the earth, and did worship {God does not choose sides as God
has His own plan and His own agenda. His plan and His agenda is to reconcile (cross) sinful mankind
back into a relationship with Himself. It is up to us as individuals to get involved in the Captain's
(Commander Jesus') plan if we are to be in with 'the Host of the LORD' – the assembled [entourage]
army of Jesus Christ.} (The complete Bible is available at www.BasicChristian.net)
Joshua 5:12-15 And the manna (bread of the 40 year desert wandering) ceased on the morrow after they
(Jews) had eaten of the old corn of the (Promise-Israel) land; neither had the children of Israel manna any
more; but they did eat of the fruit of the land of (Israel) Canaan that year. And it came to pass, when Joshua
was by Jericho, that he lifted up his eyes and looked, and, behold, there stood a man over against him with
His sword drawn in His hand: and Joshua went unto Him (Jesus), and said unto Him, Art thou for us, or for
our adversaries? And He (Jesus) said, Nay (neither); but as Captain of the Host of the LORD am I now come.
And Joshua fell on his face to the earth, and did worship, and said unto Him, What saith my lord unto his
servant? And the captain of the LORD'S host said unto Joshua, Loose thy shoe from off thy foot; for the place
whereon thou standest is Holy. And Joshua did so. -- Holy Bible. {When in the presence of God (Jesus) both
Moses (at the burning bush) and later Joshua (entering Israel - the Promise land) were instructed by God to
remove their sandals. It is the same for us when we are in the presence of God (Bible, prayer, fellowship) to
remove our sandals. The sandal (footware) is a covering for the soul of the foot 'the walk' when in God's
presence the covering (doubt, disbelief) any hindrance to accepting what God has to say is to be removed
from us as God is to be allowed to speak directly to us, directly into our spirit and directly into our soul.}
http://www.basicchristian.net/

McCain throws Obama for loop - how Sen. John McCain has overcome political odds against him the concept known as OODA [Pray](observe, [Pray] orient, [Pray] decide, [Pray] act)[Pray] loop in
decision making and performance in a fast-paced, changing environment {Unless our decisions are
being orientated towards God (Biblically based) and God's plan there is no reason to even spend the
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energy the time or the resources in what will ultimately be a wasted venue. However getting
orientated to what God has for our life will make for many ultimate, fulfilling and eternally
unstoppable accomplishments.}
Col. John Boyd was an ace fighter pilot in the U.S. Air Force. He fought in Korea and Vietnam, helped design
F-15 and F-16 jet fighters, and is revered within military circles as a strategist who conceived an entirely new
way of conducting war or doing business. Robert Coram's biography of Boyd is a riveting story of an eccentric
genius breaking new frontiers in a discipline and profession far removed from concerns of the general public.
Even a passing acquaintance with the late John Boyd would help in knowing how Sen. John McCain has
overcome political odds against him. -- Boyd developed the concept known as OODA (observe, orient,
decide, act) loop in decision making and performance in a fast-paced, changing environment. The ingenuity
of OODA loop is the formula for rapid assessment and response to events or opponents in gaining advantage
in dynamic situations. This ability to assess and outpace opponents has been a key factor in McCain's
progress as a politician not ideologically stuck to partisan politics, and being readily open in adapting to new
information.
http://www.edmontonsun.com/Comment/2008/09/06/6680881-sun.html

A Priest's (Father Jonathan Morris) View of the Palins - I have felt a growing obligation to say why
Governor Sarah Palin and her family have won my utmost respect
In the best of worlds, I would leave most discussion of a politician's family matters to the privacy of the home.
But over the last few days I have witnessed such meanness, such venomous politicking, such childish gossip
-all, of course, in the name of news reporting- that I have felt a growing obligation to say why Governor Sarah
Palin and her family have won my utmost respect. It's mostly about comparison. As a priest, families often
ask me to help them through personal situations like Bristol's teenage pregnancy. So when I think of Bristol's
case, I immediately think too of Molly, Jenny, Amy, Christy, and so on….how they and their families
responded to the same life-altering reality. As you read along, consider this: how a family fares in such a
challenge is mostly about good instinct and character. A family that thinks as family and has lived as family
will almost always come out of the test being more family for it. More love. More trust. More loyalty. More "us"
and less "me." From my perspective, here are a few things that show the Palin's are a very special family: ...
God bless, Father Jonathan. Father Jonathan Morris is author of the new book, "The Promise: God's Purpose
and Plan for when Life Hurts". For information go to www.fatherjonathan.com.
http://foxforum.blogs.foxnews.com/2008/09/04/frj_0904/

Joe Biden [abortion-minded Catholic]: no plans to prosecute Bush - Biden said it is Congress -- not a
potential Obama administration -- that is investigating the White House - And he denied today that an
Obama administration would launch criminal investigations against the 43rd president of the United
States {Biden is deep seated Washington D.C. politics, he is bought, sold and owned by special
interest groups like the Bush family. Joe Biden is the opposite of change. Biden would be a VP like
G.H.W. Bush was a VP to Reagan where Bush stabbed Reagan in the back every chance he could.
There is a Reagan aide (talk radio) quote where Reagan's biggest regret was his being talked into
letting Bush Sr. join his administration.}
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The story first broke in London's Telegraph newspaper, under the headline "Barack Obama would consider
charging Bush administration over Guantanamo." The article described a campaign event in Deerfield, Fla., in
which, according to the Telegraph, vice presidential candidate Joe Biden said: "If there has been a basis
upon which you can pursue someone for a criminal violation, they will be pursued, not out of vengeance, not
out of retribution, out of the need to preserve the notion that no one, no attorney general, no president -- no
one is above the law." Asked about the comment this morning on Fox News, Biden said it is Congress -- not
a potential Obama administration -- that is investigating the White House. And he denied today that an
Obama administration would launch criminal investigations against the 43rd president of the United States.
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/presidentbush/2008/09/prosecute-bush.html

Palin strikes back at critics - Today she is the most talked-about woman in the world and with good
reason - Palin turned out to be an electrifying mix of intelligence, passion, energy, optimism and plain
speaking - the choice of Palin looks absolutely inspired {I'm convinced that God gave America and
the Republican Party a gift in Sarah Palin. The Peggy Noonan Republican Party is broken and almost
unfixable but with real Conservative values comes real hope! God Bless America!!!}
Today she is the most talked-about woman in the world. And with good reason. Sarah Palin's sensational
performance at the Republican Party Convention may turn out to be the tipping point of this rollercoaster
American election. Obama fans hoping she would fluff her big night were in for a nasty shock. This speech
has turned the election upside down. It was simply stunning. Democrats and their Lefty media backers had
been sneering that she was a small town nobody, a hick from the Alaskan sticks put into a job way beyond an
inexperienced woman. Believe me, you will not be hearing that again. Palin turned out to be an electrifying
mix of intelligence, passion, energy, optimism and plain speaking. ... For an unpopular party divided over Iraq
and struggling to compete with Obama's Messianic glamour, the choice of Palin looks absolutely inspired. ...
The irony, as Palin pointed out, is that liberal media sniping has only succeeded in uniting Republicans
behind her. The wagons have been drawn up and the Republicans are ready for battle. The McCain-Palin
ticket now looks in exciting shape.
http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/columnists/fergus_shanahan/article1647092.ece

McCain/Palin nominated - Republicans formally declared John McCain their presidential candidate
{It's official John McCain & Sarah Palin. God Bless Them!! God Bless America!!}
Republicans formally declared John McCain their presidential candidate ... McCain locked up the nomination
with a roll call vote late Wednesday at the Republican National Convention. Republicans hope the veteran
senator with a reputation as a maverick can overcome the legacy of George W. Bush and give their party four
more years in the White House. ... McCain, 72, is scheduled to accept the nomination in a speech Thursday
night.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/USA/McCain_nominated_Palin_steals_show/articleshow/3442919.cms

d her.}">Sarah Palin receives rousing welcome at 2008 Republican Convention {Just watched (on the
internet) Sarah Palin give her magnificent speech. John and Cindy McCain seem to be very happy
with the Palin VP pick. John McCain has never appeared happier or more comfortable then since he
announced Gov. Palin as his VP. I think McCain knows that the Palin family has his back and that he
can trust them, also it's good to see the way John McCain and his staff have stepped in for his VP
and have supported her.}
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Sarah Palin took a very public swat at her critics Wednesday night in St. Paul, using her debut performance
at the Republican National Convention to scold the media for questioning her credentials and cast Barack
Obama as two-faced. The first-term Alaska governor, tapped Friday to be John McCain's running mate,
introduced herself to voters as a small-town Washington outsider and pitched that as an asset. "I'm not a
member of the permanent political establishment. And I've learned quickly, these last few days, that if you're
not a member in good standing of the Washington elite, then some in the media consider a candidate
unqualified for that reason alone," she said. "But … here's a little news flash for those reporters and
commentators: I'm not going to Washington to seek their good opinion - I'm going to Washington to serve the
people of this country."
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/09/03/palin-to-scold-washington-elite-defend-vp-credentials/

Media on Palin - a sudden case of 'family values'? - **Vote in our poll - What is the motive behind
media attacks on Palin? - I think the Left always takes an opportunity to take a personal crisis and
turn it into a policy issue. So this will be no exception
Bob Knight, director of the Culture and Media Institute, says it is quite humorous to watch the media "finally
discover family values." Knight predicts that in light of the Alaska governor "saying that she's pro-life and her
daughter's pro-life, and she decided to keep her Down syndrome baby herself and her daughter is keeping
her baby and plans to get married...I think the attempts by the media to paint this as a moral crisis will fail."
Knight says in the end, the media "will have egg on its face" because Palin's family has rallied around her
daughter and reaffirmed its belief that life is precious. ... At least one TV journalist has suggested that Bristol
Palin's pregnancy is a result of her mother's stated promotion of abstinence-only education. Nevertheless,
says Knight, "the attacks have already started. Abstinence has been questioned on CBS and other networks,
and I think the Left always takes an opportunity to take a personal crisis and turn it into a policy issue. So this
will be no exception."
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Election2008/Default.aspx?id=236178

Christian Band Adam's Road follows a new road for former (Mormon) LDS missionaries - The name
refers to the biblical Adam as representing the path all people must take to return to God through
Jesus - They don't go out of their way to offend believing Mormons, but do feel an obligation to share
their conversion with members of the LDS Church, Matt Wilder says. "As a band, we are not afraid to
testify to what we believe" -- Holy Bible Galatians 5:1 Stand fast therefore in the liberty where with
Christ hath made us free, and be not entangled again with the yoke (Mormon/Islam) of bondage.
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Wilder's awakening began with an evangelical minister's challenge to read the Bible more closely, noting
discrepancies between the ancient text and Mormon beliefs. ... They don't go out of their way to offend
believing Mormons, but do feel an obligation to share their conversion with members of the LDS Church, Matt
Wilder says. "As a band, we are not afraid to testify to what we believe." That approach created a small
problem on Sunday Aug. 17 when organizers of Worship '08, a nondenominational Christian concert at
Gallivan Plaza in downtown Salt Lake City, suggested that they tone down or eliminate their rhetoric about
Mormonism. They refused to play without it and organizers relented. The Rev. Gregory Johnson of Standing
Together, a consortium of Utah's evangelical churches that sponsored the event, denied that that was his
instruction. "We talked about their Mormon background in our press release," Johnson insisted, adding, "but
this is not [just] an ex-Mormon gathering." ... After his conversion, Warren came to see God's love as
unconditional and all-encompassing. The lyrics resonate well with Wilder's father, Michael, and mother,
Lynne, who resigned from the LDS Church in response to their son's prompting after being active Mormons
for more [than] three decades. Lynne Wilder gave up a tenured position at (BYU) Brigham Young University.
At his son's insistence, Michael Wilder says, he re-read the New Testament and began delving into
little-known aspects of Mormon history. "It opened my eyes," he said. "Once I got into Mormon doctrines, I
realized this is not what Christ would teach. We are not anti-Mormon, just anti-Mormon doctrine."
http://www.sltrib.com/ci_10275706?IADID=Search-www.sltrib.com-www.sltrib.com

TheEdgeAM.com: August 23th, 2008 - Anthony Hilder 9/11, Conspiracies, Illuminati - As a
Documentary Film Producer he (Anthony Hilder) made 9-11 The Greatest Lie Ever Sold, which is now
in 23 countries and 7 languages {Anthony Hilder has excellent research but lousy Theology. Hilder
obviously has no grasp on Eternity and therefore no real concept of Heaven or Hell or he wouldn't be
so multi-religion compromised. – Holy Bible John 14:6-7 Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth,
and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by Me. If ye had known Me, ye should have known
My Father also: and from (Jesus) henceforth ye know Him (Father), and have seen Him.} (MP3)
Anthony J. Hilder's ever-present goal is to insight a Revelation to avoid a Revolution & form an Alliance of
Independent Tribal, Linguistic, Religious, Political, Ethnic and Racial Nation States in opposition to the United
Nations. Hilder is fully cognizant that the world must have an option to the U.N. and the chaos & killing that is
being deliberately directed by this Brotherhood of Death to bring about our control. Hilder is the Producer of
21 Video Documentaries ... As a Documentary Film Producer he made 9-11 The Greatest Lie Ever Sold,
which is now in 23 countries and 7 languages.
http://theedgeam.com/main.php

On the First Lady (Laura Bush): Is It Just Me . . . This woman--after telling the press she'd never don a
hijab on her phony Mid-East breast cancer PR tour--went and donned a hijab - She also hinted--over
the years--that she's pro-abortion {Interesting photos of Laura Bush wearing Muslim garb. Laura
dressed in the Muslim hood looks more like she is wearing it as a Witchcraft or Skull & Bones hood
(robe) an outfit Laura seems to be accustomed to wearing.} (Photos)
You think you or I could run a stopsign, commit vehicular manslaughter, and get away with it? Think again.
It's negligence, it's manslaughter, and it's not without consequences . . . if you're one of the little people. We'd
be ex-cons, if we were even "ex" at this point. Let's face it. This woman--after telling the press she'd never
don a hijab on her phony Mid-East breast cancer PR tour--went and donned a hijab and pandered to the
future payers of her husband's high-dollar speaking fees and exorbitant Presidential Library: The Gulf State
Emirs and Kings. And, just to make sure the future deals are sealed, she also smilingly posed with women in
niqabs, or as I call it, "The Full Ninja" (complete face veil). She also hinted--over the years--that she's
pro-abortion. And she and hubby surrounded themselves with liberals like Colin Powell and Condi Clueless.
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http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/09/on_the_first_la.html

At youth vote rally, Mike Huckabee says youth vote crucial, remarks on McCain and Palin - "Sarah
Palin got more votes in her election as mayor than Joe Biden did in his run for the presidency" {Mike
Huckabee is a class act and has been a tremendous Blessing in the 2008 election, especially with his
great sense of humor. I will always appreciate the fact that Mike Huckabee was open and honest with
his followers particularly when he announced early on that he didn't have a chance at the VP slot.}
Mike Huckabee made a surprise appearance Monday at a Republican youth vote luncheon at the Hard Rock
Cafe -- introduced by daughter Sarah Huckabee who was scheduled to speak. On McCain and Sarah Palin:
Sarah Palin got more votes in her election as mayor than Joe Biden did in his run for the presidency. Sarah
Palin has more actual experience in making decisions in two years as a governor then Joe Biden as Senator.
... Huckabee said the current and future elections will have a significant impact among young voters, drawing
increased interest today from the youth vote.
http://blogs.suntimes.com/conventions/2008/09/at_youth_vote_rally_mike_hucka.html

Alaska's Jewish community says Palin 'remarkable' - Cites participation in cultural events, support
for Israel's 60th anniversary - Governor Palin had plans to visit Israel with members of the Jewish
community, which did not happen yet because of scheduling conflicts
Sarah Palin has established a great relationship with the Jewish community over recent years, and has
attended several of our Jewish cultural gala events," said Rabbi Yossel Greenberg, Chabad emissary in
Alaska. Palin has shown solidarity with Israel by signing a State of Alaska Resolution recognizing Israel's
60th Anniversary and its relationship with Alaska. In the resolution, Governor Palin pointed to Alaska's special
connection to Israel dating back to Alaska Airlines' participation in the rescue of 40,000 Yemenite Jews when
it airlifted them from Yemen to Tel Aviv during 1948 and 1949. ... Though Greenberg was unequivocal in
stating that Chabad representatives do not endorse political candidates, and as spiritual leaders reach out to
anyone regardless of political affiliation, he did say, "We all feel that the Governor is a remarkable, energetic,
and good person."
http://www.shturem.net/index.php?section=news&id=29167&lang=english

SermonAudio.com: Pursue Peace and Holiness (MP3)
Covenant Community Church - A Family Integrated Church where the Word of God is the only certain rule of
faith and obedience. We are a Reformed Baptist Church and adhere to the Second London Baptist
Confession of 1689.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?SID=9208843593

1689 Baptist Confession of Faith - "The Baptist Confession of Faith adopted by the ministers and
messengers of the General Assembly which met in London in 1689" the Second London Confession,
originally composed in 1677, has ever since been called "The 1689 Confession"
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This became the most popular confession of Calvinistic Baptists in the English speaking world. It enjoyed
editions in Britain in 1693, 1699, 1719, 1720, 1791, 1809. In 1855 C. H. Spurgeon issued a new edition. It
was only the second year of his ministry at the New Park Street Chapel. Spurgeon wrote, "I have thought it
right to reprint in a cheap form this excellent list of doctrines, which were subscribed to by the Baptist
Ministers in the year 1689. We need a banner because of the truth; it may be that this small volume may aid
the cause of the glorious gospel by testifying plainly what are its leading doctrines ... May the Lord soon
restore unto Zion a pure language, and may her watchmen see eye to eye." He addressed these remarks to
"all the Household of Faith, who rejoice in the glorious doctrines of Free Grace." Other British editions have
appeared in 1958, 1963, 1966, 1970, 1972, 1974. -- In the later 1600's Benjamin Keach and another minister
of London published the 1689 Confession with two articles added, one on "the laying on of hands" and
another''the singing of psalms". When Elias Keach, son of Benjamin, became a Baptist minister in America in
1688, he became a part of the Calvinistic Baptists who formed the Philadelphia Baptist Association in 1707.
Through him the Second London Confession with his father's addenda was adopted by the Philadelphia
Association. For years the association appealed to the confession, formally adopting it in 1742. The first
edition of the "Philadelphia Confession of Faith" was printed by Benjamin Franklin in 1743. Under this name
the 1689 confession became the definitive doctrinal statement of Calvinistic Baptists throughout the colonial
and early United States periods. Associations in Virginia (1766) Rhode Island (1767), South Carolina (1767),
Kentucky (1785), and Tennessee (1788) adopted the confession. It came to be known in America 85 "The
Baptist Confession". Familiarity with the Confession and its doctrines declined in the latter half of the 19th and
first half of the 20th centuries. But since God has remarkably revived Biblical Calvinism among Baptists in
recent days, interest in this historic confession has been renewed.
http://www.dominionbaptist.org/confession/

Historic Baptist Documents - Confessions, Catechisms, Creeds
Many contemporaries have a deep-seated suspicion of catechisms. In our own Baptist denomination, many
would consider the words "Baptist catechism" as mutually exclusive. A popular misconception is that
catechisms are used in times and places where inadequate views of conversion predominate or the fires of
evangelism have long since turned to white ash. If the Bible is preached, they continue, no catechism is
necessary; catechisms tend to produce mere intellectual assent where true heart religion is absent. This
concern reflects a healthy interest for the experiential side of true Christianity. Concern for conversion and
fervor, however, should never diminish one's commitment to the individual truths of Christianity nor the
necessity of teaching them in a full and coherent manner.~An Encouragement to Use Catechisms, Tom
Nettles.
http://www.reformedreader.org/ccc/hbd.htm

Free Resources for Christian Living and Ministry - Southern Baptist Confessions of Faith - Topics
Under Discussion in Southern Baptist Life (An Evangelical Manifesto PDF)
First Baptist exists to experience, celebrate, and share God's grace. We affirm six main functions as the
means of so doing: Christ-centered Worship, Biblical Instruction, Prayer, World Evangelization, Nurturing
Fellowship, and Caring Acts.
http://www.baptiststart.com/doctrine.htm

** Labor Day 2008 Project 'Labor with the LORD' Download and Listen to these 76 mp3 files - Then
pass along to others these Excellent Short Sermon Messages set to background Music - {All the
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Mp3's fit on one DVD} (FREE - Mp3's)
I burned many Compilations from the Audio Section on CDs so we can hand them out to people. I had
several opinions in which order to place the tracks; I think they turned out good. I give the red one to anyone,
but the blue one to younger people because the first track is a bit intense. You can download the entire CD's
with the things I printed, the link is below. More information is at the bottom.
http://www.lostseed.com/audio/index.php

Palin rebuts rumors, says daughter pregnant - some in the mainstream media were pushing a false
story about Gov. Palin's most recent pregnancy - PRO-LIFE GROUPS OFFER SUPPORT - head of
Americans United for Life, said, "We join them in welcoming this new life"
ST. PAUL (Reuters) - The 17-year-old unmarried daughter (Bristol Palin) of Republican vice presidential
candidate Sarah Palin is pregnant, Palin said on Monday in an announcement intended to knock down
rumors by liberal bloggers that Palin faked her own pregnancy to cover up for her child. ... PRO-LIFE
GROUPS OFFER SUPPORT: Palin is staunchly anti-abortion, and pro-life groups welcomed the decision to
keep the child. James Dobson, an influential Christian evangelical conservative, said his Focus on the Family
group had always counseled young mothers to see their pregnancies through, "even though there will be of
course challenges along the way." "That is what the Palins are doing, and they should be commended once
again for not just talking about their pro-life and pro-family values, but living them out even in the midst of
trying circumstances," he said in a statement. Charmaine Yoest, head of Americans United for Life, said, "We
join them in welcoming this new life."
http://www.reuters.com/article/newsOne/idUSN2944356420080901?pageNumber=2

Hurricane Gustav tests New Orleans levees - The storm was weaker than had been feared - But waves
splashed over floodwalls containing the New Orleans Industrial Canal, triggering a tense watch over
the barrier system that failed three years ago
NEW ORLEANS, Sept 1 (Reuters) - Hurricane Gustav slammed ashore on the U.S. Gulf Coast just west of
New Orleans on Monday, hammering the city devastated by Katrina in 2005 with surging floodwaters that
threatened its rebuilt levees. The storm was weaker than had been feared. But waves splashed over
floodwalls containing the New Orleans Industrial Canal, triggering a tense watch over the barrier system that
failed three years ago, flooding 80 percent of the city and stranding thousands of people. Six inches (15 cm)
of water pooled in some streets near the canal, and troops prepared to evacuate residents. But the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers said the levees had not been breached and city pumps were able to keep up with the
flooding. ... A dangerous Category 4 hurricane a few days ago, Gustav hit shore near Cocodrie, Louisiana,
about 70 miles (115 km) southwest of New Orleans, as a Category 2 storm on the five-step Saffir-Simpson
scale of hurricane intensity, one step below Katrina's strength when it made landfall. Wind ripped through the
city, knocking down trees, tearing down shop awnings and bowling trash cans through all but deserted
streets. "Gustav doesn't have no punch," pool builder Randall Dreher said, head bowed into the gale. "I went
through Katrina and this is totally different. It's weak." About 500,000 homes and businesses were without
power in Louisiana, the governor said.
http://www.reuters.com/article/vcCandidateFeed7/idUSN01292385._CH_.2400

New Orleans spared a repeat of Katrina · Hurricane downgraded to category two · Levees expected to
hold · Bush says emergency planning has improved
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New Orleans appeared today to have been narrowly spared a repeat of the devastation of Katrina three years
ago when Hurricane Gustav weakened in power and veered away to the west of the city in a last-minute
reprieve. The hurricane was categorised downwards from force three to two just before it hit land near
Cocodrie, a thinly populated town west of New Orleans known for its fishing and oil industries. Dramatic
television footage showed waves being forced by winds of up to 110 mph over the tops of the flood defences
on the west side of the city, in a worrying echo of what happened in 2005. Power supplies were cut to large
parts of New Orleans as falling trees downed electricity lines and flattened several homes. Crucially, though,
sea level surges were this time mercifully limited to up to 9ft in some places, markedly less than the 27ft
surges that were seen with Katrina.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2008/sep/01/hurricanegustav.naturaldisasters4

Senator Hillary Clinton Discusses Global Warming with Al Gore {The most suspect thing about this
whole charade is that the politicians refuse to mention or acknowledge weather modification Projects
like HAARP that are doing more to offset (droughts/floods) the balance of nature than anything else.
Taxing every person, every home and every business was the entire agenda there was no agenda to
lessen any real crisis.} (YouTube)
Adding comments has been disabled for this video.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jxTw4ADfIA

AL GORE: Global Warming Testimony {Al Gore the perfect example of a mindless-heartless politician.
This is a prime example of how government (government greed) sees itself as the only option and the
only alternative to whatever problem or dilemma they want to associate as the crisis of the moment.
In Al Gore's world people don't exist, families don't exist only government programs exist. Ten
minutes into the video and it's true Al Gore is a main source of Hot Air!} (YouTube)
March 21, 2007 - Al Gore testifies to the House Energy & Science committees. ... "....It's become borderline
fascism. You can't think anything else. When it gets hotter it's global warming. When it gets colder it's global
warming. When everything is global warming then nothng is global warming." ~Dennis Miller.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yo7rmajxxnc

Teen daughter of GOP VP pick is pregnant - Bristol Palin, the 17-year-old daughter of Sarah Palin, is
pregnant and will keep the baby and marry the father, a senior aide to Sen. John McCain confirmed to
CNN - "Senator McCain knew this and felt in no way did it disqualify her from being vice president,"
said the aide - "Families have difficulties sometimes, and lucky (Blessed) for her she has a supportive
family" {The Palin VP selection gives me hope that someone will enter office who has America's
family needs on their mind just as much as the American governments' needs. I think that the
Government has never seemed to figure out that "families have difficulties" and that life in America is
hard. The Government seems to think that instead of it helping us or working with us that we are to
be doing everything for the government when in actuality the government needs to be assisting
families and helping to create a sustained atmosphere that is both Pro-Person & Pro-Family, putting
people first instead of putting a global government first.}
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ST. PAUL, Minnesota (CNN) -- Bristol Palin, the 17-year-old daughter of Sarah Palin, is pregnant and will
keep the baby and marry the father, a senior aide to Sen. John McCain confirmed to CNN Tuesday.
Republican presidential candidate McCain was aware of Bristol Palin's pregnancy before he chose her
mother for his running mate, the aide said. "Senator McCain knew this and felt in no way did it disqualify her
from being vice president," said the aide. "Families have difficulties sometimes, and lucky for her she has a
supportive family." The 17-year-old, a senior in high school, is about five months along, in her second
trimester, according to the aide. The aide said it was decided the campaign would reveal this information now
because of rampant Internet rumors that Sarah Palin's 4-month-old baby, who has Down syndrome, was
actually Bristol's.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/09/01/palin.daughter/index.html

Summary - Adolf Hitler {The Fascist (controlling-manipulating) Nazi Party at first was very unpopular
in Germany. The lesson to learn is that even an unpopular system can be voted into office and it can
then easily takeover. That is why the economy (oil prices) and society are manipulated (i.e. terrorist
threats) so that unpopular (surveillance) agendas can be introduced against the regular will of the
people.} (YouTube)
Note: After WWI When Hitler first joined the "Workers Party" Hitler did it as an Army Spy, Hitler was still in the
army as a secret agent at the time to spy for the German Government against the Fascist groups but all
along or soon after Hitler became a double agent and threw in with the Fascists.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7Y9pRxThoA

a that Americas elected leadership throughout all forms of government in the Local, State and
Federal offices were in fact actually working against America and against the individual American
citizens curtailing our individuality, our freedoms and our safety. It was this initial information that
explained many things about society and brought the light of reality to me causing me to see the
world for what it is, a deceptive dangerous place by intent and design of the NWO (Skull & Bones)
Satanic AntiChrist agenda. It has been my experience that the Jews are the ones Blessing and
helping America and the world especially in the furthering of a civil society and through the many
technological gains we are now accustomed to. The Jews are in no way harming or endangering the
world the Jews are Blessing it.}">NAZI GUN LAW(S) - Hitler, afraid the public might oust him, didn't
plan to hold more elections - On March 23, 1933, parliament voted to give him emergency powers
under the Constitution - There were no more elections in Germany until after World War II - The Nazis
were far from being popular with the German people - The Nazis knew that many Germans opposed
them -- THE NAZI STYLE GUN CONTROL LAWS WERE ENACTED BY THE FEDERAL CONGRESS AS
THE U.S. GUN CONTROL ACT OF 1968 {I was first introduced (at an End Times seminar in 1994 by a
Jewish-Christian speaker, also covering the Nazi-USA gun laws) to the idea that America's elected
leadership throughout all forms of government in the Local, State and Federal offices were in fact
actually working against America and against the individual American citizens curtailing our
individuality, our freedoms and our safety. It was this initial information that explained many things
about society and brought the light of reality to me causing me to see the world for what it is, a
deceptive dangerous place by intent and design of the NWO (Skull & Bones) Satanic AntiChrist
agenda. It has been my experience that the Jews are the ones Blessing and helping America and the
world especially in the furthering of a civil society and through the many technological gains we are
now accustomed to. The Jews are in no way harming or endangering the world the Jews are Blessing
it.}
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Many of us living today were not yet born during the reign of terror of Adolph Hitler and his German Nazi
party. Yet, every one of us have been told about the horrors and inhuman crimes perpetrated by the Nazis
against select groups of people throughout all of Europe. We refer to Hitler and the Nazis as a group of
criminals who took over a legitimate government and turned it into a killing machine. We heave a sigh of relief
and thank God that kind of thing could never happen here in America. Germany's Nazis were criminals ....
mass murderers. About 12,000,000 civilians were murdered by the Nazis, among them thousands of women
and children. Jews and Gypsies were targeted by the Nazis for total extermination. Some died from gassing
in concentration camps. Some died from starvation in ghettos. Some were lined up in front of open graves
and shot. ... For the Nazis, society was the end, individuals the means, and its whole life consisted in using
individuals as instruments for its social ends. Individuals rights were only recognized in so far as they were
implied in the rights of the state. The state was conceived as an absolute, in comparison with which all
individuals or groups are relative, only to be conceived of in their relation to the state. The Nazi state was
viewed as an embodied will to power and government. The Nazi's ruled under Police Power. The essential
method of the police power is that of regulation, restriction, or prohibition, but not that of taking for public use.
This power or means is used where the government does not desire ownership of anything, but wishes rather
to control the conduct of individuals. Sometimes regulation is much easier when a license is required. Some
courts here in America have held that the taking of a few dollars for licenses, the primary purpose not being
revenue, is an exercise of the police power. The courts have held that where "regulation goes too far it will be
recognized as a taking." In operation, it may be defined as the power of the state (government) to regulate
the conduct of individuals to the point of complete prohibition of certain acts of conduct or even to the
destruction of the things involved. This belief in the police power is the theory that animates a number of
dictatorial and totalitarian regimes throughout the world today. -- The Nazi Doctrine rejected the whole idea of
democracy and representative government. Rules of morality do not apply to the state or to its workers when
serving the state (absolute immunity). Fraud, treachery, torture, even murder, are right if committed in the
interest of the state (Waco, Texas). The people, incapable of governing, must be led by an "elite," a group or
party that is able to seize and to hold power. Freedom of speech, press, thought, and religion must not be
permitted; they are foolish democratic ideas, like elections and representative government. The state is not
simply a means to attain the welfare of men. Instead it uses men to achieve its higher purpose, and that
purpose is nothing less than power, power and more power. To avoid war and seek peace is only democratic
weakness. War is the very life of the state in Nazi doctrine. As strange as it may appear, Nazi ideas have
been imported into the United States, and have found secret as well as open and avowed recruits among
both ordinary American citizens and many elected officials. One need only look to Washington D.C., as well
as to elected public servants in the Union States, where you can find many supporters of the Nazi Doctrine.
http://usa-the-republic.com/jurisprudentia/firearms_1.html

ALEX JONES Documentary Filmmaker, Nationally Syndicated Radio Talkshow Host - Jones has
produced fifteen documentary films to date exposing the police state, the New World Order and
government sponsored terrorism {Alex Jones has good material however he is misleading in his
material when he blames Michelle Malkin and Jews in general for what the NWO (Skull & Bones)
politicians like George W. Bush and Joseph Biden are doing in their actual support and financing of
radical terrorism. Israel is certainly no supporter of Islamic terrorism the way Joe Biden is.}
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As featured in such publications as The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, The Dallas Morning News, The Los
Angeles Times, The Austin-American Statesman, and The Austin Chronicle, Alex Jones has created a
powerful platform in an attempt to re-create a Bill of Rights, freedom-orientated culture in the face of an ever
more federalized and security-obsessed America. Alex Jones broadcasts nationwide on the Genesis
Communications Radio Network. ... Alex is known for not just talking the talk, but walking the walk. He
combines his media presence with actual physical activism, a practice that once led to him being arrested on
the personal order of George W. Bush! ... Jones has produced fifteen documentary films to date exposing the
police state, the New World Order and government sponsored terrorism. ... Whether it be Bill Clinton or
George W. Bush, Jones pulls no punches in bringing to light corruption on both sides of the political equation.
He also points out that the left/right paradigm is a controlling mechanism to get people squabbling about
issues of little or no significance. This is why he is respected by liberals and conservatives alike.
http://www.infowars.com/alexjones.html

Joe Biden Threatened Cutting Off Aid to Israel - During that committee hearing, at the height of the
Lebanon War, Sen. Joe Biden (Delaware) had attacked Israeli settlements in Judea and Samaria and
threatened that if Israel did not immediately cease this activity, the US would have to cut economic
aid to Israel
Vice Presidential nominee Joe Biden sure has some interesting impulses with his famous temper. On
Tuesday, we reported on his post-9/11 response of sending a $200 million "blank check" to Iran. In a 1992
Jerusalem Post story, Biden threatened to cut off all aid to Israel unless all settlement activity was stopped: In
a conversation with Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, after a sharp confrontation in the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee on the subject of the settlements, Begin defined himself as "a proud Jew who does not
tremble with fear" when speaking with foreign statesmen. During that committee hearing, at the height of the
Lebanon War, Sen. John [sic] Biden (Delaware) had attacked Israeli settlements in Judea and Samaria and
threatened that if Israel did not immediately cease this activity, the US would have to cut economic aid to
Israel. When the senator raised his voice and banged twice on the table with his fist, Begin commented to
him: "This desk is designed for writing, not for fists. Don't threaten us with slashing aid. Do you think that
because the US lends us money it is entitled to impose on us what we must do? We are grateful for the
assistance we have received, but we are not to be threatened. I am a proud Jew. Three thousand years of
culture are behind me, and you will not frighten me with threats. Take note: we do not want a single soldier of
yours to die for us." After the meeting, Sen. Moynihan approached Begin and praised him for his cutting reply.
To which Begin answered with thanks, defining his stand against threats.
http://www.iris.org.il/blog/archives/2851-Biden-Threatened-Cutting-Off-Aid-to-Israel.html

Joe Biden's Response to 9/11: Send $200 Million to Iran - "Seems to me this would be a good time to
send, no strings attached, a check for $200 million to Iran" Biden declares {Sen. Joseph Biden and
President George W. Bush are from different political parties but both have the same goal, the same
cause and are exercising the same NWO agenda in strengthening radical-dangerous Iran.}
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Senator Joseph Biden was ostensibly chosen by Barack Obama for his foreign policy gravitas. Get a load of
this excerpt from the liberal New Republic in the wake of 9/11: At the Tuesday-morning meeting with
committee staffers, Biden launches into a stream-of-consciousness monologue about what his committee
should be doing, before he finally admits the obvious: "I'm groping here." Then he hits on an idea: America
needs to show the Arab world that we're not bent on its destruction. "Seems to me this would be a good time
to send, no strings attached, a check for $200 million to Iran," Biden declares. He surveys the table with
raised eyebrows, a How do ya like that? look on his face. The staffers sit in silence. Finally somebody
ventures a response: "I think they'd send it back." Then another aide speaks up delicately: "The thing I would
worry about is that it would almost look like a publicity stunt." Still another reminds Biden that an Iranian
delegation is in Moscow that very day to discuss a $300 million arms deal with Vladimir Putin that the United
States has strongly condemned. But Joe Biden is barely listening anymore. He's already moved on to
something else. Some facts seem to have eluded the foreign policy specialist: -Iran is Persian, and is
therefore not part of the Arab World. -It is the leading sponsor of Global Jihad terrorism, which is the force
that struck America on 9/11. Far more serious than the bizarre 'brainstorming' idea is the paradigm it
reveals--the universally held notion among Democrats that the proper response to the Global Jihad is gift
offerings to Muslim countries to demonstrate goodwill. This is the definition of dhimmi behavior.
http://www.iris.org.il/blog/archives/2848-Bidens-Response-to-911-Send-200-Million-to-Iran.html

i government - Answer: its swarming with em - Winning in Iraq? Or Establishing Iran II in Iraq?">Bush
Handed Iraq to Iran & Hezbollah - On this site, I've repeatedly criticized the "free" (one-sided)
elections in Iraq, which handed the country over to Iran and Shi'ite extremism - The arrest of Ali
Al-Lami [Iran Shiite agent] is blatant evidence of that - Bush [& England] made a big mistake not
handing the country over to a benevolent, pro-U.S, [pro-West]. Shah-like Sunni dictator -- Exit
Question: How many others like Al-Lami are there in the Iraqi government - Answer: it's swarming
with 'em - "Winning in Iraq"? Or Establishing Iran II in Iraq?
On this site, I've repeatedly criticized the "free" elections in Iraq, which handed the country over to Iran and
Shi'ite extremism. The arrest of Ali Al-Lami is blatant evidence of that. Not only is Al-Lami a top Iraqi official,
he was on the Iraqi Elections Commission, which raises questions about election fraud in favor of pan-Iranian
Shi'ite parties. Bush made a big mistake not handing the country over to a benevolent, pro-U.S. Shah-like
Sunni dictator. ... A senior official in Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki's government was in custody Thursday,
suspected of ties to Iranian-backed Shi'ite militias and plotting a June bombing that killed 10 people, including
four Americans, Iraqi authorities said. Advertisement The arrest of Ali al-Lami -- which happened Wednesday
in Baghdad as he left a plane arriving from Lebanon -- reinforced suspicions about Iran's influence within the
Shi'ite-led Iraqi government and could open wider investigations into Shi'ite networks, including possible links
to Lebanon's Hizballah. ... Iraqi Shi'ite parties that dominate the government maintain close ties to Iran [DS:
Duh!], where many key figures spent years in exile during Hussein's rule. . . ."The Americans know very well
that such people were brought up and trained" in the Iranian intelligence system, [Sunni legislator
Mohammed] al-Daini said. . . . "The detention of al-Lami is part of a chain of events that will lead to the
uncovering of others." Exit Question: How many others like Al-Lami are there in the Iraqi government.
Answer: it's swarming with 'em. "Winning in Iraq"? Or Establishing Iran II in Iraq?
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/08/i_told_you_so_b.html

Iran–Iraq War (September 1980 to August 1988) - Although the Iran–Iraq War from 1980–1988 was a
war for dominance of the Persian Gulf region, the roots of the war go back many centuries - The war
began when Iraq invaded Iran on 22 September 1980 following a long history of border disputes and
fears of Shia (Shiite) insurgency among Iraq's long suppressed Shia (Shiite) majority influenced by
Iran's Islamic revolution - **President Ronald Reagan decided that the United States "could not afford
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to allow Iraq to lose the war to Iran" and that the United States "would do whatever was necessary to
prevent Iraq from losing the war with Iran" {Looks like the Bush family held a different view from
President Ronald Reagan as the Bush family fought this war on behalf of Iran and make no mistake it
was the Bush NWO plan from the beginning to give a conquered Iraq to the extreme, radical Iran.}
The war was commonly referred to as the Gulf War or Persian Gulf War until the Iraq-Kuwait conflict
(Operation Desert Storm Jan-Feb 1991). ... The Iran–Iraq War, also known as the Imposed War
(Jang-e-tahmili) and Holy Defense (Defa'-e-moghaddas) in Iran, and Saddam's Qadisiyyah (Qadisiyyat
Saddam) in Iraq, was a war between the armed forces of Iraq and Iran lasting from September 1980 to
August 1988. The war began when Iraq invaded Iran on 22 September 1980 following a long history of border
disputes and fears of Shia insurgency among Iraq's long suppressed Shia majority influenced by Iran's
Islamic revolution. Although Iraq hoped to take advantage of revolutionary chaos in Iran and attacked without
formal warning, they made only limited progress into Iran and within several months were repelled by the
Iranians who regained virtually all lost territory by June 1982. For the next six years Iran was on the offensive.
Despite several calls for a ceasefire by the United Nations Security Council, hostilities continued until 20
August 1988. The last prisoners of war were exchanged in 2003. The war is noted for its similarity to World
War I. Tactics used included trench warfare, manned machine-gun posts, bayonet charges, use of barbed
wire across trenches and on no-mans land, human wave attacks and Iraq's extensive use of chemical
weapons (such as mustard gas) against Iranian troops and civilians as well as Iraqi Kurds. ... In 1982 with
Iranian success on the battlefield, the U.S. made its backing of Iraq more pronounced, supplying it with
intelligence, economic aid, normalizing relations with the government (broken during the 1967 Six-Day War),
and also supplying weapons. President Ronald Reagan decided that the United States "could not afford to
allow Iraq to lose the war to Iran", and that the United States "would do whatever was necessary to prevent
Iraq from losing the war with Iran." President Reagan formalized this policy by issuing a National Security
Decision Directive ("NSDD") to this effect in June, 1982.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iran-Iraq_War

tion is information and it is where you can find it, just be careful with all info and bring all info into the
light of the Bible and to the true Gospel of Jesus Christ doing that will automatically cause you to
reject the anti-Jewish bias they insert into their info.}">Alex Jones: Anti-semitic rhetoric; the hits
keep coming! - History always repeats its self - It is unfortunate that Jewish persecution seemingly
has become part of that cycle - I was pretty much oblivious to the modern world of "anti-zionism" and
"anti-jewish" rhetoric - This type of information completely invalidates these (Alex Jones) web-sites,
doesn't it? {Information is information and it is where you can find it, just be careful with all info and
bring all info into the light of the Bible and to the true Gospel of Jesus Christ doing that will
automatically cause you to reject the anti-Jewish bias they insert into their info.}
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Before I stumbled on to this web-site and the world of conspiracy theory in early 2004, I was pretty much
oblivious to the modern world of "anti-zionism" and "anti-jewish" rhetoric. I mean, I had heard horror stories
from my maternal grandparents about violence and vandalism that they and my other ancestors had endured
over the years, but this sort of thing seemed miles away. I really just look like a big Italian linebacker, so
maybe that helped me out a little bit. Anyway, back to the point. -- I like to skim conspiracy "news" sites
frequently, even the ones that I discovered, way back in '04, are anti-semitic. One lovely example is Jeff
Rense. While I was perusing his selection of today's "headlines", I found this gem; www.texemarrs.com....
This little beauty is by Texe Marrs, and is one of the most bigoted, hate-filled things I have read in quite some
time. I mean the article is clearly listed on www.rense.com under the heading "Z Media". This website,
unfortunately, is linked to multiple times a day. Just like Alex Jones' website. So my question is, does this
sentiment really exist so widely throughout the conspiracy community? Do half of the detractors of Zionism
actually know what it means, in both the past and modern tense? When did it become okie dokie to cyclically
bash a sect of people? This type of information completely invalidates these web-sites, doesn't it? ... Well,
that's not entirely true, T. The last time I checked, Rupert Murdoch and Ted Turner aren't "Jews" or "Zionists".
What does that make them? This smells a lot like baseless paranoia. Nothing more. How many of the top ten
most wealthy men in the world are Jewish? All ten? Nope. History always repeats its self. It is unfortunate
that Jewish persecution seemingly has become part of that cycle.
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread312390/pg1

Warning!! Shocking Video -- DNC: Malkin in Jeopardy - In this exclusive Pajamas TV video… Michelle
Malkin is under attack by Alex Jones {Michelle Malkin speaks at the end of the Video and she is
BRILLIANT as always. -- I have seen several Alex Jones DVD's and recommend them except. 1. Alex
Jones is very anti-Jewish and that always poisons his material and to an extent it is really what is
behind this sad inexcusable, sickening tirade. 2. Alex Jones is knowingly misrepresenting her book
and her info. 3. Alex Jones has a website, a radio show and produces DVD's he has several major
outlets in order to express his views, this tantrum was not necessary. 4. Alex created an extremely
ugly ambush journalism situation giving her no opportunity to speak and literally endangering her
safety what he did was really a crime.}
In this exclusive Pajamas TV video… Michelle Malkin is under attack by self-described anarchists yelling "Kill
Michelle Malkin" in front of the Denver Mint. (NOTE: We are providing more or less raw footage here for
timeliness. The Malkin incident does not appear for several minutes; please be patient. Pajamas Media will
provide a more carefully edited high definition version of this incident soon.)
http://pajamasmedia.com/blog/live-from-dnc-malkin-in-jeopardy/

u can easily tell Jones is paid in what he is doing, its his career, in trying to incite this ugly mob
violence against another person Alex Jones has gone way too far.}">Warning!! Shocking Video -Video Exclusive: Michelle Malkin Attacked at DNC; "Kill Michelle Malkin" (The first 90 Seconds of
video gives you most of the info) {Alex Jones appears to be a "Professional Race-Baiter" in this
Shocking, Stupid and Inaccurate public mob inciting, diatribe. It is creepy, ugly and NWO disgusting.
Whatever anyone believes about 9/11 Alex Jones is shouting at someone who had nothing to do with
it. Alex Jones, others and the chief loon of them all a person named Texe Marrs are only out to create
hatred especially against the Jews so do not buy into their disinformation campaigns when they
attempt to blame the Jews, it is all lies and they are trying to cover-up for the real people who did
9/11. Hint: Alex Jones is from Austin Texas (Bush family Headquarters). Alex Jones has many DVD's
with some good info however Jones is way off base in trying to project all the world's problems onto
the Jews. You can easily tell Jones is paid in what he is doing, it's his career, in trying to incite this
ugly mob violence against another person Alex Jones has gone way too far.}
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Michelle Malkin was attacked by protesters and conspiracy nut Alex Jones during the "Shake Your Money
Maker" event while Recreate68 attempted to levitate the Denver Mint. Another protester began shouting "Kill
Michelle Malkin."
http://www.peoplespresscollective.org/2008/08/exclusive-michelle-malkin-attacked-dnc/

Bush tells Gulf Coast residents to flee 'dangerous' storm - Bush said he planned to head to Texas to
meet with emergency workers and evacuees {It's good to see President Bush taking an active role in
serving, protecting and improving the lives of American citizens in need.}
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- President Bush warned residents of the Gulf Coast on Sunday that a serious storm
was headed their way, echoing the sentiments of New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin, who reiterated his
demands that city residents evacuate. Meanwhile, a federally supported computer projection says Hurricane
Gustav could cause up to $29.3 billion in property damage when it hits the Gulf Coast. The software,
developed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency and the National Institute of Building Sciences,
also projected Sunday that 4.5 million people will be in the storm's path and 59,953 buildings will be
destroyed. The path also ensnares about 170 hospitals and more than 1,100 police and fire stations. Bush
said he planned to head to Texas to meet with emergency workers and evacuees. "This storm is dangerous,"
he warned, urging residents to heed calls to evacuate. After a briefing at FEMA headquarters, Bush said he
would forgo an appearance at the GOP National Convention on Monday and will be in Texas instead. He said
he would not go to Louisiana because he did not want to impede the work of emergency officials. Nagin said
Sunday that New Orleans will impose a "dusk-to-dawn" curfew and will cease efforts to help people leave the
city Sunday afternoon. The city-wide curfew will continue until the threat of the storm passes, Nagin said,
warning that looters would be dealt with harshly.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/US/weather/08/31/gustav/index.html

Advisers say conservative ire pushed McCain away from picking Lieberman - For her part, Palin still
sounded surprised to have been picked - "I know that it will demand the best that I have to give, and I
promise nothing less"
For weeks, advisers close to the campaign said, McCain had wanted to name as his running mate his good
friend Senator Joseph Lieberman of Connecticut, the Democrat turned independent. But by the end of last
weekend, the outrage from Christian conservatives over the possibility that McCain would fill out the
Republican ticket with Lieberman, a supporter of abortion rights, had become too intense to be ignored. ...
Introducing Palin at a rally Saturday in Washington, Pennsylvania, McCain praised her and spoke about her
selection. "You know, I had a lot of good people to choose from, and I want to thank Mitt Romney and Mike
Huckabee and Fred Thompson and Rudy Giuliani," said McCain, referring to his rivals for the Republican
nomination. "And," he added, "it's with great pride and gratitude I tell you I have found the right partner to help
me stand up to those who have corrupted Washington." For her part, Palin still sounded surprised to have
been picked. "Well, I know that when Senator McCain asked me to be his running mate, he had a short list of
highly qualified men and women," she said. "To have made that list at all was a privilege. And to have been
chosen, it brings a great challenge. "I know that it will demand the best that I have to give, and I promise
nothing less."
http://www.iht.com/articles/2008/08/31/america/31reconstruct.php

Faith2Action (F2A.org) Radio Program Archive - Listen to some of the most brilliant minds (our
guests) and most effective organizations on the side of faith and family - August 29, 2008 - Topics:
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Announcement of Alaska Governor Sarah Palin as McCain's vice presidential pick; Senator Barack
Obama's nomination acceptance speech (Mp3)
August 29 2008 Guests: Rich Noyes (Media Research Center), Dr. Irwin Gellman, Presidential historian, Bob
Beauprez (Coalition for a Conservative Majority), and Joe Murray (The Bulletin) -- Topics: Announcement of
Alaska Governor Sarah Palin as McCain's vice presidential pick; Senator Barack Obama's nomination
acceptance speech.
http://f2a.org/radio/archive2003.htm

Testimony: Band 'Adam's Road' on Heart of the Matter with Shawn McCraney - 08/19/2008 128 By
Their Fruits – Part 3 (TV Show)
Adam's Road, a Christian band of musicians four of which are LDS returned missionaries . . . who abandoned
(LDS) ship and embraced the Gospel according to Jesus Christ!
http://www.hotm.tv/shows-2008.htm

Testimony: Interview with Ex-Mormon Christian Band 'Adam's Road' - Thanks so much for posting
this - I really enjoyed listening to their testimonies - That was so much more real than the same
testimony that every Mormon has (YouTube)
What I thought was interesting was when the young men were asked what Bible verses had meaning to them
and the young man on the left said something like; previously, when he was LDS, he hadn't trusted the Bible
because it didn't align with Mormonism. That just jumped out at me……the aha moment. There i[t] is: "The
LDS religion does not align with the Bible." The other thing was when they were talking about the five points
the MM are suppose to emphasize and they were led away from the first four into a personal relationship with
Jesus Christ……the Jesus of the Bible with which Mormonism does not align. ... This was very inspirational
and encouraging. I kept thinking about the Mormon missionaries that I have talked to over the years. I wonder
where they are today? I wonder if that Baptist minister knows what has taken place in the life of this
ex-Mormon who now knows the real Jesus of the Bible? I'm sure he has no idea what the impact of just that
one-time meeting where he gave a faithful witness has done in obviously so many lives.
http://blog.mrm.org/2008/08/adams-road/

The American Heritage Series - Join historian David Barton and experience the untold story of our
nation's history in the American Heritage Series (10 DVD's - $89.95)
Discover the forgotten and astonishing story of our nation's foundation in the American Heritage Series. For
centuries, Americans were taught a truthful view of history that recognized the Godly heroes and moral
foundation our nation was founded upon. But in recent years, a new version of history has assaulted the
moral and spiritual fiber of our nation, leaving the truth of our past eliminated and forgotten. Until today. From
Separation of Church and State, to the Civil Rights Movement, the heroism of our founding Fathers to the
building of our nation's monuments, this series will inspire every American to reclaim the Godly, true story of
our nation. Join historian David Barton and experience the untold story of our nation's history in the American
Heritage Series.
https://store.afa.net/pc-10000299-61-the-american-heritage-series.aspx
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onenewsnow.com: BREAKING NEWS... A GOP first -- female VP nominee - **Vote in our poll - Does
the addition of Gov. Sarah Palin as VP strengthen or weaken the GOP presidential ticket?
John McCain has announced an "out-of-the-box" pick for his vice-presidential running mate: Alaska Governor
Sarah Palin. [see video report] In Dayton, Ohio, the McCain campaign has confirmed that the presumptive
GOP presidential nominee named Palin -- the first female governor of Alaska -- as his pick to join him on the
November ticket. Palin and her husband, Todd, are the parents of five children, one of them with Down
syndrome. She is a reformer and a self-styled "hockey mom." The 44-year-old governor, described by some
in the media as a "religious conservative," was elected to lead Alaska in 2006 after defeating the Republican
incumbent. She is strongly pro-life, opposes same-sex "marriage," and is noted for her energy policies
promoting independence from big oil companies.
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Election2008/Default.aspx?id=232710

DebbieSchlussel.com: Brilliant McCain Stroke - Though I'm no big fan of John McCain, his choice of
Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin as his running mate is a stroke of genius - Brilliant {I agree with Debbie it is a
brilliant choice. In visiting several conservative internet blogs just before the announcement it seems
to me that the Republican Party was about to disintegrate had McCain not chosen a Conservative,
Pro-Life candidate as his choice for VP. Where the Republican Party was really going to be
demolished was in the State and Local elections from conservatives who had lost interest in the
Republican Party but now the Republican Party might hold together if McCain can keep it together.}
Though I'm no big fan of John McCain, his choice of Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin as his running mate is a stroke
of genius. Brilliant. ... The choice of Palin makes me more enthused to cast my vote for John McCain in
November, because I like Palin. She's pro-drilling for oil in ANWR and offshore, she's pro-life, and she's an
attractive and intelligent married mother of several kids. And she articulates the conservative viewpoint well.
... Believe me, when it comes to Palin, all of the feminists and Democrats' talk about "breaking the glass
ceiling" and "a woman in the White House" will be replaced by "Cats R Us." They'll be so-much cat-fight
sniping against her by that crowd, we may run out of kitty litter.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/08/brilliant_mccai.html

UPDATE: Read the official McCain campaign (VP Sarah Palin) press release
Blog - Draft Sarah Palin For Vice President: Every network is reporting that Gov. Palin will be introduced as
McCain's pick shortly. I'l have a lot more later, but needless to say I am positively elated.
http://palinforvp.blogspot.com/2008/08/we-did-it.html

John McCain picks Alaska's Gov. Sarah Palin as his VP - McCain confirmed that his vice presidential
running mate is Sarah Palin
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The rumor is true. As The Ticket reported just before dawn this morning, minutes ago, McCain confirmed that
his vice presidential running mate is Sarah Palin, the first female governor of Alaska and the first woman on a
national GOP ticket. ... She overthrew her own state party's corrupt (Republican) establishment in 2005-06 to
run without its support and win on a reform ticket against a Democratic former governor, Tony Knowles. [See
video below] She's been enjoying statewide popularity ratings of 70% to 80%, not least for her down-to-earth
touches, like selling the previous governor's jet plane to fly commercially and driving herself to work in the
family Jetta. She's worked against government pork barrel projects; again, a familiar phrase. ... Palin is also
an ardent advocate of developing Alaskan natural oil resources, having recently signed a bill to establish a
new trans-Alaska gas pipeline to deliver energy to the lower 48 states. In the face of opposition from large
domestic oil companies, which have ruled Alaskan state politics for many years, Palin supported the
1,700-mile gas line proposed by a Canadian firm. She also likes to point out that Alaska was admitted to the
Union 50 years ago in large part for its trove of natural resources, much of them now locked up, while the
country sends billions to other oil-rich nations. She notes that while the controversial Arctic Natural Wildlife
Preserve is roughly 19 million acres of protected federal land, the area actually proposed for oil development
with directional drilling is smaller than (Los Angeles international airport) LAX.
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2008/08/mccain-palin-vp.html

Alaska Gov. Palin to be Named as McCain Running Mate {If it's true that's a game changer for the
Republican Party and for America, let's hope it is!}
DAYTON, Ohio - John McCain will introduce Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin to be his vice presidential running mate
at an event here at noon Friday, senior campaign sources confirmed to FOX News. Palin emerged earlier in
the day as the hot name in the VP sweepstakes after reports circulated that two short-listers - Mitt Romney
and Tim Pawlenty - were out of the running. ... Palin is considered a rising star in the Republican Party. She
is the state's first female governor, the mother of five — and at 44 is its youngest chief executive. FOX News
confirmed Thursday that McCain had made his selection and would appear with his pick at the Dayton rally.
Born in Idaho, Palin moved to Alaska with her parents, to Charles and Sally Heath, when she was 3 months
old. She grew up in Wasilla, just outside of Anchorage, and played on the Wasilla state championship girls'
basketball team. She was crowned Miss Wasilla in 1984 and was a runner-up in the Miss Alaska pageant.
Palin studied journalism and political science at the University of Idaho and graduated in 1987. She eloped
with her high school boyfriend, Todd Palin, in 1988 to save money on an expensive wedding. She helped out
in her husband's family commercial fishing business and appeared occasionally as a television sportscaster.
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/08/29/mccain-to-name-running-mate-on-friday/

Caring McCain Has Shoulder To Cry On [for Hillary] - the McCain campaign's sudden concern for the
bruised feelings of certain Hillary Clinton supporters - It's kind of like the slightly sleazy next-door
neighbor who just happens to drop by right after you've had an argument with your spouse - It's just
possible he doesn't have your best interests in mind {The McCain Republican Party is just too willing
to throw the conservative Party base under any passing bus for the opportunity to pander to every
Liberal cause. It's not as though there is no Democratic Party to pander to the Liberals so the
Republicans are not doing anyone any favors.}
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Have you ever seen anything quite as touching, quite as considerate, as the McCain campaign's sudden
concern for the bruised feelings of certain Hillary Clinton supporters? ... Then it's Rudy Giuliani on the Sunday
talk shows, saying that Clinton really should have been Obama's running mate. That she and Obama each
got 50 percent of the Democratic vote, and that Obama had to go out of his way not to pick her. ... Who knew
the GOP had gone into anger management? Except, of course, that the object of all this counseling isn't to
help Clinton supporters get past their feelings; it's to make sure they stay ticked off right through November.
... Ticked off enough that they vote for John McCain, or at least decide to stay home on Election Day. That'll
show that arrogant Obama! And all his pals in the Democratic leadership! And the media! And the Kennedys!
And ... The GOP strategists are betting big on tantrums. They're betting that women - you know, those flighty,
emotional, not-quite-logical types - will cast aside any thoughts of John McCain's voting record. And his
preference in Supreme Court justices. And the impact of a McCain Supreme Court - compared to, say, an
Obama Supreme Court - on the issues Hillary Clinton has been fighting for all these years. Ignore all that, the
strategists whisper. In fact, ignore nearly everything that matters to you. Your gal was ... disrespected. Here's
your chance to get even.
http://www.courant.com/news/opinion/editorials/hc-horowitz0829.artaug29,0,7587590.story

The Next President: Look Past the Rhetoric - When it comes to electing a President, we should be
thinking about leadership - We've been fooled too often by rhetoric - Remember the "compassionate
conservatism" campaign of President George W. Bush in 2000? He proved to be neither
compassionate nor truly conservative, as evidenced by his profligate spending and the deficit he has
run up - Bottom line: Don't judge politicians on their promises - Judge them on their [past & present,
proven record of] leadership
All this hoopla is aimed at getting their candidate elected President. But it doesn't tell us what we really need
to know. Honestly speaking, voters should ignore all this political image-shaping. Instead, they should try to
determine the type of leader John McCain or Barack Obama would be in the world's most powerful leadership
position. -- We've been fooled before by political rhetoric. Remember the "compassionate conservatism"
campaign of President George W. Bush in 2000? He proved to be neither compassionate nor truly
conservative, as evidenced by his profligate spending and the deficit he has run up. In 1992, Bill Clinton ran
on a health-care platform of "managed competition" that turned out a plan that was anything but competitive
and almost sank his Presidency. Going farther back in history, Lyndon Johnson envisioned in 1964 a Great
Society and instead left us mired in Vietnam. In 1968, Richard Nixon promised to "win the peace in Vietnam,"
and wound up extending the war until 1974. Bottom line: Don't judge politicians on their promises. Judge
them on their leadership.
http://www.businessweek.com/managing/content/aug2008/ca20080827_346382.htm

Putin accuses U.S. (Bush) of orchestrating Georgian war - Putin said the U.S. had encouraged
Georgia to attack the autonomous region of South Ossetia - "U.S. citizens were indeed in the area in
conflict" - it was done to benefit a presidential candidate Republican John McCain" {It was done to
benefit the NWO. Bush has turned into the worst leader the world has ever known. Bush had
everything [Republican Senate, Republican Congress] but he rejected peace, he rejected prosperity
and instead went on his lunatic, self serving, warmongering agenda.}
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SOCHI, Russia (CNN) -- Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin has accused the United States of
orchestrating the conflict in Georgia to benefit one of its presidential election candidates. ... "U.S. citizens
were indeed in the area in conflict," Putin said. "They were acting in implementing those orders doing as they
were ordered, and the only one who can give such orders is their leader." ... Putin said Russia had no choice
but to invade Georgia after dozens of its peacekeepers in South Ossetia were killed. He told Chance it was to
avert a human calamity.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/europe/08/28/russia.georgia.cold.war/index.html

Welcome to the American Taxpayer Party - Whether you consider yourself a Democrat, a Republican
or an Independent you are probably looking for some real change in our federal government - You've
come to the right place {All other issues aside this 2008 Election year it is a must that people vote!
Whatever you are thinking about doing don't let non-voting become an option. Make it your Patriotic,
Civic and Biblical duty to VOTE in every single election on every single issue! Note: I had registered
into the so called 'Constitution Party' that was a huge MISTAKE the 'CP' is just an LDS front party for
their Mormon bigotry, hint: they (CP-LDS) candidates don't even want women to have a vote. I will
defiantly vote this election though I still need a Political Party to affiliate with I'm not in CP but I don't
want to be an Independent Voter. [I un-registered Republican, then CP, then registered and voted
Democrat in the 2008 primary, now I'm not sure about any party].}
Welcome to the official website of the American Taxpayer party - a new grass roots movement for the 2008
presidential election! The American Taxpayer party movement is a working class response to what we all can
see happening in Washington, D.C. now days (in both parties). Whether you consider yourself a Democrat, a
Republican or an Independent you are probably looking for some real change in our federal government.
You've come to the right place. ... Have you noticed that the will of the American Taxpayer has been set
aside for the good of the "global community"? Do you like seeing your tax money wasted in a thousand
ways? Is it your opinion that our country is headed in the wrong direction? Do you find yourself becoming
cynical and losing hope for the future of our country? Want some real change? We thought so, and so do we.
We think you'll like the American Taxpayer party movement.
http://www.taxpayerparty.com/

Bush's Top Ten (2004) Flip-Flops - #2 Nation Building and the War in Iraq - #7 Same-Sex Marriage - #9
Campaign Finance Reform - #10 Gas Prices - As gas topped a record level of $50 a barrel this week,
Mr. Bush has shown no propensity to personally pressure, or "jawbone" Mideast oil producers to
increase output {Bush says one thing in public then ultimately pushes to do the opposite. Every Bush
flip-flop has gone AGAINST America. What are the odds that America would lose out in every Bush
backroom decision?}
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Nation Building and the War in Iraq: During the 2000 campaign, George W. Bush argued against nation
building and foreign military entanglements. In the second presidential debate, he said: "I'm not so sure the
role of the United States is to go around the world and say, 'This is the way it's got to be.'" The United States
is currently involved in nation building in Iraq on a scale unseen since the years immediately following World
War II. During the 2000 election, Mr. Bush called for U.S. troops to be withdrawn from the NATO
peacekeeping mission in the Balkans. His administration now cites such missions as an example of how
America must "stay the course." -- Homeland Security Department: President Bush initially opposed creating
a new Department of Homeland Security. He wanted Tom Ridge, now the secretary of Homeland Security, to
remain an adviser. Mr. Bush reversed himself and backed the largest expansion of the federal government
since the creation of the Defense Department in 1949. -- Gas Prices: Mr. Bush was critical of Al Gore in the
2000 campaign for being part of "the administration that's been in charge" while the "price of gasoline has
gone steadily upward." In December 1999, in the first Republican primary debate, Mr. Bush said President
Clinton "must jawbone OPEC members to lower prices." As gas topped a record level of $50 a barrel this
week, Mr. Bush has shown no propensity to personally pressure, or "jawbone," Mideast oil producers to
increase output. A spokesman for the president reportedly said in March that Mr. Bush will not personally
lobby oil cartel leaders to change their minds.
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2004/09/28/politics/main646142.shtml

Condi pulls a Solomon: Split Jerusalem in 2 - Sources reveal status of secret (Bush) talks to create
Palestinian state this year {Wasn't it a Bush campaign promise Not to split Jerusalem? It was also a
Bush promise not to nation build and to spend only six months in Iraq. Oh and I thought Bush was
going to build up America. Bush not only lies about everything, Bush lies about anything and
everything!}
JERUSALEM - Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, completing a visit to the region today, has been
pressing Israel to sign a document by the end of the year that would divide Jerusalem by offering the
Palestinians a state in Israel's capital city as well as in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, according to top
diplomatic sources involved in the talks. The Israeli team, led by Prime Minister Ehud Olmert, has been
negotiating the division of Jerusalem – despite claims to the contrary – but would rather conclude an
agreement on paper by the end of the year that would give the Palestinians a state in the West Bank, Gaza
and some Israeli territory, leaving conclusions on Jerusalem for a later date, the informed diplomatic sources
told WND. The sources said the Palestinian team has been pushing to conclude a deal by January on all core
issues, including Jerusalem, and has been petitioning the U.S. to pressure Israel into signing an agreement
on paper that offers the Palestinians eastern Jerusalem.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=73428

BasicChristian.org: End Times Preview - WWI, WWII, WW3 - "The past is not dead. In fact, it's not
even past" William Faulkner -- This is most True concerning the cross and resurrection of Jesus
Christ
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Revelation 17:10-11 And there are seven [world (middle-east, Jerusalem) rulers: King Nimrod - builder of the
tower of Babel, Egypt, Babylon (Iraq), Iran, Greece, Rome (Italy), Antichrist] kings: five are fallen, and one
(Rome) is, and the other [7th world King - Antichrist] is not yet come; and when he (Antichrist) cometh, he
must continue a short space [3 1/2 years]. And the beast [Antichrist] that was [7th ruler], and is not [because
Antichrist is assassinated], even he (Antichrist) is the eighth [false resurrection], and is of the seven [the 7th
ruler is killed or seems to be in an assassination, and resurrects himself [false eternal life] (demonic
possession) to also become the 8th ruler], and goeth into perdition [everlasting damnation-hell]. -- In a short
summary WWII (1939-1945) was Satan's practice run at taking over and ruling the world for his evil, demonic
agenda. The next world war the coming future WW3 will be the war that installs a NWO a new world leader
called the antichrist. The Bible is clear (Revelation 17:10-11) that after the previous Roman world leader there
would not be another world leader until the antichrist. History has proven the Bible to be true and there has
been no world leader since the time of Jesus Christ of Nazareth approximately 2,000 years ago.
http://www.basicchristian.org/end_times_world_war3.html

Old WWII Tunnels show Hitler's megalomaniac vision [Hitler wanted to rule the world - to be the
'NWO' leader] - "Berlin the capital of the world" - Hitler called the concept, a symbol of the power of
the Third Reich [Nazi planned 1,000 year world rule] but in recent times it has come to be known as
("Deutschland") "Germania" {In the coming future NWO government that the Bible talks so much
about, instead of Hitler ruling the world from Berlin the antichrist will deceive the world (claiming to
be God) and the antichrist will rule for a short time (3 ½ years) from God's Temple in God's city
Jerusalem Israel. Jesus Christ will return and remove the antichrist and He will set up His Righteous
1,000 year Kingdom reign on earth, after the 1,000 years there will be a new heaven/sky and a new
earth (Revelation 21:1) for eternity. Jesus will rightfully rule from earth for 1,000 years from His
Temple in Jerusalem (city of God) then Jesus will rule for all eternity from the new Kingdom because
Jesus is God who has come from heaven to mankind to reveal and fulfill His original perfect, loving
and complete plan for all mankind.}
BERLIN (Reuters) - Three vast tunnels were opened under central Berlin this month, giving a glimpse of
Adolf Hitler's megalomaniac vision of a new architectural centre for the capital of Nazi Germany. ... The
overground plans, never completed because of World War Two, included boulevards, squares and huge
buildings, such as an arch dwarfing the Arc de Triomphe in Paris, and the 290-metre high Great Hall, with
room for 180,000 people. Hitler called the concept, a symbol of the power of the Third Reich, "Berlin -- the
capital of the world" but in recent times it has come to be known as "Germania."
http://www.reuters.com/article/newsOne/idUSLM63579720080825

Blog Porch Pondering - Take a trip around the world in less than five minutes and you'll be smiling all
the way through {This is a great Prayer implement, watch the video and pray for each location,
country and people. Pray that the people will be Blessed by God! Pray that God will bind the evil
works of darkness, pray for protection for the people and pray that the Life, Love, Light and
knowledge of Jesus Christ will shine in the hearts, minds and lives of the people in each Nation!}
(Video)
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Summer is typically "off-season" in the life of the church. As a pastor I have to adjust my expectations for
Sunday mornings because I know that people are often away on vacation. Vacations are essential. I highly
recommend them. But so also, in this "off-season" it feels like we've made some good progress in our
mission to this community. We've launched two new teams that will add needed structure to our life together.
The first is the Entry Team. This team will focus on creating a sense of welcome for people who are
encountering Village for the first time. They're going to help get the word out about who we are and when a
new person or family arrives, they're going to help them feel at home. The second group is the Connect
Team. This team will focus on connecting those "already here." Everything from mission trips to Miracle
Ranch, to Bible Studies, to social gatherings will fall under the banner of the Connect Team. Three other
teams will soon be off the ground in the fall season. Even so, we've made good progress with these two
teams in the lazy days of summer.
http://www.porchpondering.com/

McCain can't count all his houses? eight properties worth more than $13 million - on the Web, the
AFL-CIO had circulated a video claiming that McCain and his wife owned 10 homes - I don't know
anybody, no matter how rich, who could not answer that question - Even Teddy Kennedy knows how
many houses he owns - But John McCain, looking more than ever like a confused old man, could
only blurt out: "I think, I'll have my staff get to you, It's condominiums where, I'll have them get to
you"
Quickly attempting to defuse the situation, McCain's staff soon reported that he owned four homes. They
were off by half. As The Washington Post documented, the McCains actually own eight homes: a condo in
Arlington, Va.; three condos in Phoenix, Ariz.; two oceanside condos in Coronado, Calif.; one condo up the
road in La Jolla, Calif.; and a ranch in Sedona, Ariz. which actually has five houses on it. Altogether, these
eight properties are worth more than $13 million. By any stretch, that's a lot of real estate. How could McCain
own so much but know so little about it? There are four possible explanations: Either he really didn't know ...
or he couldn't remember ... or he knew, but didn't want to embarrass himself ... or he couldn't count that high.
However his campaign tries to explain it, the housing gaffe is bad news for McCain. Most Americans didn't
know he is one of the wealthiest and most pampered members of the Senate. They do now. And, as Obama
was quick to point out, hard-working Americans can't trust McCain to understand their economic woes when,
on top of thinking you have to make $5 million to be considered rich, he can't even remember how many
houses he owns.
http://www.wiscnews.com/bnr/opinion/302018

John Edwards In Sickness and In Hell - John reportedly made a love pledge to Hunter earlier this
month, saying, "We'll be together when Elizabeth is gone" {John Edwards said he was 99% telling the
truth about his one-time affair, if that's his definition of truth his lies must be doozies.}
According to Elizabeth Edwards, her husband John met his mistress Rielle Hunter one year before
Elizabeth's cancer diagnosis. The couple decided to work through the affair--however John reportedly made a
love pledge to Hunter earlier this month, saying, "We'll be together when Elizabeth is gone." People are fired
up over this, calling Edwards heartless--even downright despicable. After all, with not much time left to live,
couldn't John have held off on cheating out of respect for his wife? It's no surprise that the public reacted
strongly. Here are some message board responses to the scandal: "He has a beautiful wife who has cancer
and doesn't deserve this horrible treatment her husband has bestowed upon her."
http://www.momlogic.com/2008/08/edwards_rielle_hunter_affair_elizabeth.php
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John Edwards calling former staffers asking for forgiveness - the onetime presidential contender is a
man without a party - or a political future - trying to rebuild bridges through dozens of remorseful
phone calls - It's proving a hard sell with onetime true believers
DENVER - John Edwards is burning up the phone lines, begging former aides and backers to forgive him for
lying about his affair - but hearing their rage instead. As Democrats kick off their convention Monday, the
onetime presidential contender is a man without a party - or a political future - trying to rebuild bridges
through dozens of remorseful phone calls. It's proving a hard sell with onetime true believers. ... Many are
bitter and disillusioned after swallowing his lies about his affair with a campaign staffer and vouching for his
credibility with friends and journalists. Some ignore his plaintive phone entreaties and don't call back - even
when Edwards leaves follow-up messages. A few return his calls - and give him a piece of their angry minds.
When Edwards reached one longtime confidant asking for advice, he was cut off with a terse: "I don't want
you to call me again."
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/2008/08/25/2008-08-25_john_edwards_calling_former_staffers_as
k.html

**Gnosticism: New Release! Hollywood's War on God - Learn how these movies are initiating the
masses into a Gnostic worldview that will culminate in a "strong delusion" as the world joins Satan &
the final Antichrist in their war against God (DVD - $19.95)
Hollywood's War on God is a mind-blowing, eye-popping documentary that reveals how satanic forces are
using Hollywood's most memorable movies and most popular actors to propagate an ancient lie in fulfillment
of biblical prophecy. Learn how these movies are initiating the masses into a Gnostic worldview that will
culminate in a "strong delusion" as the world joins Satan & the final Antichrist in their war on God. Such titles
include Ron Howard & Tom Hanks "The Da Vinci Code"; Keanu Reeves "The Matrix" and "Constantine";
Brad Pitt's "Fight Club"; Jim Carrey's "Truman Show"; Toby McQuire's "Pleasantville"; Arnold Swarzenegger's
"Total Recall"; Johnny Depp's "From Hell"; Shawn Connery's "League of Extraordinary Gentleman"; J.K.
Rowling's "Harry Potter"; Harrison Ford's "Bladerunner"; Tom Cruise's "Vanilla Sky," "Eyes Wide Shut" and
"Minority Report" and many others.
http://webinsi5.webinsite.net/mivastore/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=blessedhope&Category_
Code=vid

CUTTING EDGE David Bay MINISTRIES DISCLOSES THEIR HIDDEN (anti KJV 1611) AGENDA [Emails] Cutting Edge is helping to bring to pass the agenda of the Antichrist, which is to discredit
and eventually do away with the established canon (66 books) of Scripture (Genesis - Revelation) and
to substitute the [Fake] Gnostic scriptures in its place (Mp3's)
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The following audio programs are presentations by Barbara Aho which were made shortly after the release of
"The Secret Mysteries of America's Beginnings" Video by Cutting Edge Ministries. The audios present much
evidence refuting the false claims made by David Bay of Cutting Edge that King James I of England
conspired with Francis Bacon and the Rosicrucians to transform the 1611 King James Version into "a
Rosicrucian Bible which would reverberate with Satanic power every second of every day, a sacred book
which would gradually move the peoples of the world into practicing that 'Mystic Christianity',
Rosicrucianism." Following the audio programs is evidence that David Bay and Cutting Edge have planned all
along to discredit, not only the KJV, but all English Bibles as Rosicrucian works. ... Notwithstanding David
Bay's protestations to the contrary, Pastor Ron Riffe of Cutting Edge Ministries divulged last January (2006)
that they have been planning all along to use the "Secret Mysteries" video series to "expose the King James
Version as a Rosicrucian/Freemason masterpiece... edited by the Rosicrucian/Freemason Francis Bacon and
his band of intellectuals known as the 'Order of the Helmet'."
http://watch.pair.com/cutting-edge.html

Info: FMH Children's Club International - An Open Letter To David Bay Of Cutting Edge Ministries
{Note: Cutting Edge is often asking for money besides selling their info on their website. This letter is
from a Ministry that was unable to obtain a gift subscription from Cutting Edge so Cutting Edge
seems to be very much a take and not give ministry. Basic Christian has links to the 'Cutting Edge'
website and sort of recommends their 'America's Mysteries – Secret Beginnings' DVD series. But in
every case including the Basic Christian material please be careful about it, errors will happen and
not every ministry is trustworthy. Also there seems to be an indication that David Bay is anti KJV
1611 even though when called on that issue by others he couches his responses. David Bay may not
be a Christian it's hard to tell in this day and age and just be careful of ministries that know too much
about the cults, interview active cult leaders as their main source of info and often ask for your
money.}
An Open Letter To David Bay Of Cutting Edge Ministries - Dear "Brother" Bay, I'm sure you've heard of the
proverbial "snake in the woodpile", right? Well, as the Lord God would have it, this, our third letter to you, is
focused on addressing yours. "This is the third time I am coming to you. In the mouth of two or three
witnesses shall every word be established." (2 Corinthians 13:1 KJV) In fact, just to refresh your memory,
here's a copy of our second letter to you, which also made mention of our first: ... [Email] Cutting Edge
Ministries is rather stalled right now, and we need your help. Without warning, and almost overnight, our total
income from subscriptions, donations, and bookstore sales have fallen 75% {This 75% decrease is probably
because their anti KJV info became public}. But, our daily readership remains very steady at historically high
levels, about 30,000 people per day…The harsh reality is that Cutting Edge has never been able to retain a
cash cushion of more than 7-10 days of average income for the entire 12 years we have been an Internet
ministry.
http://www.fmh-child.org/CuttingEdge.html

**ENDGAME - ALEX JONES - Blueprint for Global Enslavement (Google Online Video)
Extremely interesting, shocking and disturbing. It should be essential viewing for everyone. Wake up world
[and follow Jesus Christ], before it's too late.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1070329053600562261

John Edwards' Earlier Visit to Lover? - June 18 between 10:30 and 11 p.m Vs. July 22 at 2:30 in the
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morning - Was John Edwards visiting his lover and possible baby mama Rielle Hunter earlier than
thought? {Is there a chance Rielle Hunter was a friend of Joe Biden before she happened to meet
John Edwards? I bet Bidden was sending every bimbo he met Edwards way. Edwards was Biden's
main competition for the VP slot.}
Remember: the National Enquirer's big scoop was that they found Edwards in the Beverly Hilton Hotel on
July 22 at 2:30 in the morning. Their reporters cornered him in a basement bathroom after he'd been visiting
Hunter and her baby, Frances Quinn. Edwards later explained the meeting to ABC's Bob Woodruff as a
chance to discuss with Hunter how details of their association were coming out in the press. But now a very
credible source tells me they ran into Edwards at the Beverly Hilton on June 18, between 10:30 and 11 p.m.
This encounter took place not in the ballroom at a public function or in one of the restaurants or bars, but
again, in the basement parking lot. ... "I came down to get something from my car, and I saw another car pull
in and drop someone off," says the source. "It was John Edwards. I couldn't believe it. He was by himself. I
asked him if he was staying there, and he said, no, he was staying with friends. He was very uncomfortable."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,409964,00.html

Obama Aides Defend Bank's Pay to Biden Son - During the years that Senator Joe Biden was helping
the credit card industry win passage of a law making it harder for consumers to file for bankruptcy
protection, his son had a consulting agreement that lasted five years with one of the largest
companies pushing for the changes - Consumer advocates and other Democratic allies remain
sharply critical of Mr. Biden's actions
Mr. Biden's support for the bankruptcy changes, which were signed into law in 2005, puts him at odds with
Mr. Obama of Illinois, who opposed the bill and has criticized the presumptive Republican nominee, Senator
John McCain of Arizona, for supporting it. Consumer advocates and other Democratic allies remain sharply
critical of Mr. Biden's actions, saying in recent days that they could hamper the campaign's efforts to attack
the Republicans over their handling of the nation's credit crisis. -- The financial services industry began
seeking relief from Congress in the mid-1990s from an increase in bankruptcies that was cutting into its
profits. Its initial support came from Republican lawmakers, who repeatedly introduced bills to make it more
difficult for consumers to erase their debts. During that time, executives at MBNA, which was bought in 2006
by Bank of America, began donating heavily to both major political parties and many national politicians,
including Mr. Biden. -- In late 1996, the company hired the younger of Mr. Biden's two sons, Robert Hunter
Biden, known as Hunter, who had just graduated from Yale Law School, as a lawyer. The company promoted
Mr. Biden to senior vice president by early 1998. And after the younger Mr. Biden worked at the Commerce
Department on electronic commerce issues from 1998 to 2001, MBNA hired him back on a monthly
consulting contract to advise it on such issues, aides said.
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/25/us/politics/25biden.html

Guess who (ultra-ultra-ultra liberal) Biden wanted on (2004 VP to John Kerry) Dem presidential ticket?
- John McCain - it is time to have a guy like John McCain – a Republican – on the ticket with a guy
(Kerry) he does like - They (Kerry-McCain) do get along," answered Biden, "and they don't have
fundamental disagreements on major policies" {So is McCain Pro-Life or is he lying? Biden seems to
know.}
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In two separate television interviews in the spring of 2004, Biden suggested the best way to bring unity to a
divided nation was for the then-Democratic presidential candidate, John Kerry, to select McCain as his
running mate. "I think John McCain would be a great candidate for vice president. I mean it. I know John
doesn't like me saying it, but the truth of the matter is, it is," Biden told Tim Russert of NBC's "Meet the
Press." Only a few months earlier, Chris Matthews of MSNBC TV's "Hardball" asked Biden if he thought
McCain would consider joining Kerry on a "fusion ticket." "I think that this is time for unity in this country, and
maybe it is time to have a guy like John McCain – a Republican – on the ticket with a guy he does like. They
do get along," answered Biden, "and they don't have fundamental disagreements on major policies."
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=73322

McCain Camp Accuses Obama of Passing Over Clinton for VP {I wouldn't put it past McLame to put
Hillary on as his VP. Is Hillary the abortion candidate McCain-Bush has been so interested in? Note:
The Republican Party is controlled by the Bush family from top to bottom, McCain doesn't make any
decisions, if McCain made his own decisions he would know even simple things like how many
houses he owns. People like McCain, Condoleezza Rice, Karl Rove, Alberto Gonzales, Donald
Rumsfeld and yes even the Clintons (Bill & Hillary) and also Joe Biden are just tokens people like the
Bush family are using and manipulating to move around in fulfilling their NWO, global Satanist (Skull
& Bones) agenda.}
In a blistering new ad, John McCain's campaign accused Barack Obama of passing over Hillary Clinton as
his running mate because she pointed out his flaws during the Democratic primaries. Obama announced
Delaware Sen. Joe Biden as his vice presidential pick Saturday, following reports that Clinton was not even
vetted for the job. McCain's ad capitalizes on the lingering tension between Obama and Clinton's supporters,
with just one day remaining until the Democratic National Convention in Denver.
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/08/24/mccain-camp-accuses-obama-of-passing-over-clinton-for-vp/

McCain and Biden both rivals and friends - Those ties made it less than surprising that McCain, the
Republican candidate for president, picked up the phone Saturday morning to call his old pal, just
named the running mate of Democratic candidate Barack Obama "It was a brief call between friends"
said McCain spokesman {There is no conservative representation from the Republican Party.
Conservatives need a backup plan and we need it now. A backup plan that calls for an exit from the
established politics of today and into a new trustworthy 3rd party.}
SEDONA, Ariz. (AP) — Longtime political rivals but personal friends, John McCain and Joe Biden are
reprising those roles that they have mastered for decades in the most exclusive circles of power in
Washington. Both are veteran members of that exclusive club called the United States Senate — Biden
heading the Foreign Relations Committee and McCain forging a campaign finance reform effort. Both are old
hands on the presidential campaign trail, looking for a better result this fall than they had in past election
cycles. Those ties made it less than surprising that McCain, the Republican candidate for president, picked
up the phone Saturday morning to call his old pal, just named the running mate of Democratic candidate
Barack Obama. "It was a brief call between friends," said McCain spokesman Tucker Bounds. "John McCain
simply called to congratulate him and let his friend know he was thinking about him and his wife." That's how
things work in the Senate, where shifting alliances are the order of the day and today's ally can be tomorrow's
rival. There's considerable history between the two, and a lot of shared years in Washington.
http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5j6wHeVJ3_Fcs4hXRYW1B773jfvSQD92O64V00
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iReporter reactions to Biden are mixed bag - The news that Sen. Barack Obama chose Sen. Joe Biden
as his running mate on the Democratic presidential ticket generated hundreds of responses on
iReport.com, ranging from passionate support to extreme disappointment - Obama "failed to do
something historic" - "No wonder Obama revealed his choice in the dead of the night and buried this
over the weekend"
(CNN) The news that Sen. Barack Obama chose Sen. Joe Biden as his running mate on the Democratic
presidential ticket generated hundreds of responses on iReport.com, ranging from passionate support to
extreme disappointment. ... Rick Seno of Dallas, Texas, said he was hoping for Clinton or former Gen.
Wesley Clark to be on the Democratic ticket, so when he received word that it was Biden, he "lost faith" in the
presidential hopeful. "Biden is not change. Biden is status quo," Seno said. Now, with Biden on the ballot,
Seno said, his vote will go to Green Party candidate Cynthia McKinney instead. ... "While I have nothing
against Joe Biden, I am disgusted, and for the first time ever, I have no clue who to vote for. I know Obama's
big message is change, so he picks a running mate that has been in DC longer than I have been old enough
to vote? He picked Biden because of his experience, which sounds logical, but how is he going to change
with a certified member of old Washington on the ticket?"
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/08/23/biden.vp.irpt/

More GOP Reax on Obama-Biden Ticket - Chuck Hagel's kind words weren't the only GOP reaction to
the new Democratic ticket - Dick Lugar, the Republican senator from Indiana - congratulating Dems
for the pick "I have enjoyed for many years the opportunity to work with Joe Biden to bring strong
bipartisan support to United States foreign policy" - Of course not all Republicans share the same
Obama-Biden love {It's official were sold out by the Republicans and the Democrats. It's nice to see
the Republicans still get the NWO talking points memos because EVERYONE talking up Biden's
sudden foreign policy genius can't possibly be a coincidence. Looks like a good year to give a 3rd
Party candidate a try.}
Of course not all Republicans share the same Obama-Biden love. "Americans looking for a pair of candidates
who are ready to fix a [Bush] broken Washington aren't going to find them on the Obama/Biden ticket," House
Republican Leader John Boehner said in a statement. "In Joe Biden, Barack Obama has not only found a
running mate who doesn't believe he's ready to be president, he's proven his opposition to an 'All of the
Above' energy reform strategy to lower fuel costs for families and small businesses," he continued.
http://embeds.blogs.foxnews.com/2008/08/23/more-gop-reax-on-obama-biden-ticket/

RedState.com: Just How Little Change There Is In Obama's Hope - The only twist is that Obama
chose to wake everyone up at 3:00 a.m. in the morning to tell them -- Why? Why was the ad (text
message) sent out at 3 o'clock in the morning? I suspect it was a snub at Hillary Clinton - the Hillary
Clinton ad "The 3 am crisis call" (Video)
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The non-traditional politician chooses (Joe Biden) a gaffe machine who has been in the United States Senate
since The One was eight years old. The only change there is that Obama has finally chosen to ditch the idea
that he is a new type of politician. Obama is part of the failed legacy of liberalism of the past 100 years. There
is nothing new here except the package. The pro-abortion church going secularist chose a pro-abortion
non-church going Catholic. Yeah, yeah, Biden goes to church, it's just that while he's there he finds himself all
alone. It's his private, away from everyone time. See Matt 18:20. The only twist is that Obama chose to wake
everyone up at 3:00 in the morning to tell them. Why? Why was the ad sent out at 3 o'clock in the morning? I
suspect it was a snub at Hillary Clinton: ... It's 3 a.m. and who answered the phone? You did! Because
Barack Obama woke your butt up to tell you he was abandoning his hope and change message in favor of a
guy who did not even think Obama was qualified to be President less than eight months ago -- someone just
like Hillary Clinton, but not her!!!! Beyond the fact it is so galling the Obama campaign told us all he'd text us
at 10 a.m. this morning, and chose 3 o'clock to do it maybe this was honoring the Chinese again, after all it
was 3 p.m. in Beijing, look at where this puts Obama: ... Some see Obama's candidacy as a chance for a
new sort of politics made up of hope and change, which can earn back some international respect for an
America they think desperately needs it. ... Sorry, folks. Did you really think this was about anything genuinely
new?
http://www.redstate.com/diaries/redstate/2008/aug/23/just-how-little-change-there-is-in-obamas-ho/

Biden VP Pick Puts Experience Over Change - 3 a.m. (text message) Call: Why Obama Picked Biden "We weren't trying to hide anything. We're pretty good at keeping secrets. ... I have a feeling that most
of the people who normally text (message) were probably up [at 3 a.m.] and got it" - Biden had been
on Obama's short list, but had cryptically told reporters earlier in the week, "I'm not the guy" {The
ultra divisive Joe Biden can only make it a bumpier road for Obama. Once dumping Hillary it would
have been hard to find a more divisive candidate but they managed to do it. Biden lost big time in
both of his Presidential attempts (1988 & 2008) it's so clear people do not want what Biden is offering.
Unfortunately Biden is just a trusted Shill for the NWO government and that's why I think these
elections are rigged in advance because why else would Obama put Biden on his ticket unless
someone else ordered that it be done. Next McCain will add his prearranged NWO shill to his liberal
agenda based ticket and America will yet again be worse off for it.}
Media reports in the hours before the official announcement strongly hinted at the Obama pick: A private
plane was tracked flying from Chicago's Midway airport to New Castle, Del., and the Secret Service had been
dispatched to protect Biden, the six-term senator. In the early morning hours, those hints were confirmed
prior to the Obama camp's text message. Biden had been on Obama's short list, but had cryptically told
reporters earlier in the week, "I'm not the guy." {The first among many lies from VP candidate Joseph Biden.}
http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalradar/2008/08/biden-vp-pick-p.html

{Flashback} ABA and Joe Biden Join Feminists' War on Fathers - which was produced "for use in
litigation" called the "Commission on Domestic Violence" - "10 Myths" is designed to teach lawyers
how to win money verdicts against fathers by using false or misleading arguments masquerading as
objective research {With the Bush Republican Party amounting to an empty suit when it comes to
legitimate conservative – family causes, we are deeply at risk of being disenfranchised and being
steamrolled by the out of touch, unrealistic, self serving, Joe Biden's of the world.}
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The "Commission's" website notes this disclaimer: "The ABA Commission on Domestic Violence does not
engage in research, and cannot vouch for the quality or accuracy of any of the data excerpted here." Too bad
the "10 Myths" flier doesn't include this disclaimer, too, because most of it lacks both quality and accuracy. A
non-profit research and education organization called Respecting Accuracy in Domestic Abuse Reporting
(RADAR) has just published a detailed analysis of "10 Myths." RADAR's report proves that "10 Myths" uses
bogus statistics and is "profoundly and systematically biased . . . unworthy to be used as a foundation for
legal practice or public policy." ... Senator Joe Biden (D-DE) has rushed to the aid of women who want free
lawyers to help them make domestic violence accusations, and of lawyers seeking income from those cases.
He is the lead sponsor of an extravagant new boondoggle called the National Domestic Violence Volunteer
Attorney Network Act (S.1515). Biden's bill would give $2 million a year to the ABA "Commission" that wrote
"10 Myths" in order to create a National Domestic Violence Volunteer Attorney Network Referral Project.
Biden wants the taxpayers to pay the lawyers' student loans. Biden's bill will channel an estimated $55.5
million of taxpayers' money to lawyers and the special-interest ABA "Commission" will be in the catbird seat.
The bill will authorize federal funding to create and maintain an electronic network, provide mentoring,
training and other assistance, and set up a legal coordinator's office in each state to match lawyers to victims.
http://www.eagleforum.org/column/2008/june08/08-06-11.html

Tunguska Explosion 30 June 1908: In 1907 and 1908, Tesla wrote about the destructive effects of his
energy transmitter - His Wardenclyffe facility was much larger than the Colorado Springs device that
destroyed the power station's generator - When Tesla used his high power transmitter as a directed
energy weapon he drastically altered the normal electrical condition of the earth - By making the
electrical charge of the planet vibrate in tune with his transmitter he was able to build up electric
fields that effected compasses and caused the upper atmosphere to behave like the gas filled lamps
[i.e. the florescent light bulb Tesla invented] in his laboratory. He had turned the entire globe into a
simple electrical component that he could control - The North Pole lies close to a great circle line
connecting Shoreham, Long Island and the Tunguska region - That path passes close by Alert on
Ellesmere Island where Peary spent the winter {It's thought that Tesla while in Long Island NY (1908)
was trying to effect the sky above the North Pole in order to get the attention of Admiral Bird's
Expedition and then gain the attention of the global media. If you start out in Long Island NY and aim
an electronic or particle beam above Admiral Bird's 1908 expedition rest stop and accidently over
shoot the intended target the Tunguska Russia region is directly in the line of fire. It's possible Tesla
overshot and overpowered his experiment and caused a massive explosion in the Tunguska Siberia
region of Russia.} (Photos)
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Then, in 1915, he (Tesla) stated bluntly: It is perfectly practical to transmit electrical energy without wires and
produce destructive effects at a distance. I have already constructed a wireless transmitter which makes this
possible. ... But when unavoidable it may be used to destroy property and life. The art is already so far
developed that the great destructive effects can be produced at any point on the globe, defined beforehand
with great accuracy. ... He seems to confess to such a test having taken place before 1915, and, though the
evidence is circumstantial, Tesla had the motive and the means to cause the Tunguska event. His transmitter
could generate energy levels and frequencies capable of releasing the destructive force of 10 megatons, or
more, of TNT. ... The nature of the Tunguska event, also, is consistent with what would happen during the
sudden release of wireless power. No fiery object was reported in the skies at that time by professional or
amateur astronomers as would be expected when a 200,000,000 pound object enters the atmosphere at tens
of thousands miles an hour. Also, the first reporters, from the town of Tomsk, to reach the area judged the
stories about a body falling from the sky was the result of the imagination of an impressionable people. He
noted there was considerable noise coming from the explosion, but no stones fell. The absence of an impact
crater can be explained by there having been no material body to impact. An explosion caused by broadcast
power would not leave a crater. -- In contrast to the ice comet collision theory, reports of upper atmosphere
and magnetic disturbances coming from other parts of the world at the time of and just after the Tunguska
event point to massive changes in earth's electrical condition. Baxter and Atkins cite in their study of the
explosion, The Fire Came By, that the Times of London editorialized about "slight, but plainly marked,
disturbances of ... magnets," which the writer, not knowing then of the explosion, associated with solar
prominences. -- In Berlin, the New York Times of July 3rd reported unusual colors in the evening skies
thought to be Northern Lights: "Remarkable lights were observed in the northern heavens ... bright diffused
white and yellow illumination continuing through the night until it disappears at dawn." Massive glowing
"silvery clouds" covered Siberia and northern Europe. A scientist in Holland told of an "undulating mass"
moving across the northwest horizon. It seemed to him not to be a cloud, but the "sky itself seemed to
undulate." A woman north of London wrote the London Times that on midnight of July 1st the sky glowed so
brightly it was possible to read large print inside her house. A meteorological observer in England recounted
on the nights of June 30th and July 1st (1908): ...
http://www.frank.germano.com/tunguska.htm

Tunguska Explosion 30 June 1908 {At the Tunguska explosion site there is known radiation
poisoning, meaning an electro-magnetic, nuclear type of explosion and not just a physical explosion
occurred. The Cheko Lake often considered a possible final impact site from an air-bursting meteorite
(bolide) explosion has trees older than 100 years near the lake so likely a meteorite was not the cause
but a directed (shaped) explosion could have been. The Cheko Lake was unknown to exist and was
not on any maps prior to the explosion and no flooding occurred in that area. The lake crater could
have been caused by an electro-magnetic-particle type of explosion.} (YouTube)
At 7:17 AM on the morning of June 30, 1908, a mysterious explosion occurred in the skies over Siberia. It
was caused by the impact and breakup of a large meteorite, at an altitude roughly six kilometers in the
atmosphere. Realistic pictures of the event are unavailable. However, Russian scientists collected
eyewitness accounts of the event. I believe that we now know enough about large impacts to "decode" the
subjective descriptions of the witnesses and create realistic views of this historic asteroid impact as seen
from different distances.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EiXpp-i442s

Catholic group denounces Obama's pick of Biden for V.P. - Barack Obama's selection of pro-abortion
Catholic Joe Biden to be his V.P. running mate "is a slap in the face to Catholic voters" and poses a
major challenge for American Catholics
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The Roman Catholic group, Fidelis, says Barack Obama's selection of pro-abortion Catholic Joe Biden to be
his V.P. running mate "is a slap in the face to Catholic voters" and poses a major challenge for American
Catholics. In a press release sent out overnight, Fidelis president, Brian Burch, declared that Barack Obama
has "re-opened a wound among American Catholics" by picking a pro-abortion Catholic politician like Joe
Biden. According to Burch, the American Catholic bishops have made it clear that Catholic political leaders
must defend the dignity of every human person, including the unborn." Sadly, Joe Biden's tenure in the
United States Senate has been marked by steadfast support for legal abortion" he added. During the recent
Democratic primary campaign Biden said: I am a long-standing supporter of Roe v Wade and a woman's right
to choose." Burch notes that in 2004, John Kerry's support of abortion sparked a nationwide controversey
over whether Catholics who support legal abortion can receive communion. Burch says "now, everywhere
Biden campaigns, we'll have this question of whether a pro-abortion Catholic can receive Communion."
"Senator Biden is an unrepentant supporter of abortion in direct opposition to the church he claims as his
own.
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Business/Default.aspx?id=225738

Obama picks Biden as running mate {This is the same old trash politics Nothing new here. I'm voting
3rd Party, or possibly McCain, it's not even possible that I could ever cast a ballot for Joe Biden.}
Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama has selected Delaware Sen. Joe Biden, one of the
longest-serving members of the Senate, as his vice presidential running mate. "Barack has chosen Joe Biden
to be his running mate," Obama's official Web site announced early Saturday. "Joe Biden brings extensive
foreign policy experience, an impressive record of collaborating across party lines, and a direct approach to
getting the job done."
http://news.cnet.com/8301-13578_3-10024067-38.html

Christian Cinema Special Offers (DVD's)
Unique sets and limited-time offers give you significant savings by combining titles and lowering our prices
even further. As you're building your Christian and family film collection, check back here often for new
specials.
http://www.christiancinema.com/catalog/default.php?cPath=47

Time Changer - This movie starts out rather slow,,,,but stick with it! When the movie started, I
remember thinking that the acting was terrible - I also thought "couldn't they get someone better to
play the main character?" At the end of the movie I was saying "They couldn't have picked anyone
better, to play the main character" - The acting does get better - This movie is an eye opener to all
who claim to be Christian, yet don't stand up out of fear of offending someone for what is right - It is a
"must see" for every christian!! Powerful message (DVD)
The year is 1890 and Bible professor Russell Carlisle (D. David Morin) has written a new manuscript "The
Changing Times." His book is about to receive a unanimous endorsement from the board members of the
Grace Bible Seminary until his colleague Dr. Norris Anderson (Gavin MacLeod) raises an objection. Dr.
Anderson believes that what Carlisle has written could greatly affect the future of coming generations. Using
a secret time machine, Anderson sends Carlisle over 100 years into the future, offering him a glimpse of
where his beliefs will lead. Rated PG for thematic elements. Closed-captioned. Approx. 90 minutes.
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http://www.christianbook.com/Christian/Books/product?event=AFF&p=1008467&item_no=398456

Intel Looks to Power (Electronic) Devices Through Air - Intel has been able to send electrical current
over distances of a couple of feet with 75% efficiency - systems that could deliver [recharging] power
to cellphones, laptop computers and other devices [rechargeable batteries] without [plug-in] cords
and power supplies - relying on magnetic resonance, a concept pioneered by researchers at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) {Note: This technology was discovered in 1882 by the
famous inventor Nikola Tesla.}
Intel Corp. is beginning to talk about a world without wires -- more specifically, power cords. The chip giant
Thursday plans to demonstrate prototype technology that can transfer electricity about two feet through the
air, and could theoretically pave the way for systems that could deliver power to cellphones, laptop computers
and other devices without cords and power supplies. ... What's most promising, Mr. Sample said, is that Intel
has been able to send electrical current over distances of a couple of feet with 75% efficiency --wasting
scarcely more electricity than some power supplies used with computers. For applications that could tolerate
less efficiency, distances could be even greater, he noted. "This is really raw physics research," Mr. Sample
noted. "We still don't know how far we could push this out." Any application of the technology is probably at
least two years away, Mr. Sample said. But ultimately, he and other Intel researchers envision adding
wireless charging coils that in all kinds of environments, including smart cubicles that could provide power to
any device that enters a certain field, he said.
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB121929207799659713.html

n better energy, better communications, more abundant food and water sources even hurricanes
could be dispersed or re-directed. Yet the majority of Teslas discoveries are being used against
mankind and not to help mankind.}">Nikola Tesla - Genius From Smiljan, a fascinating scientist and
inventor, possessed unusual mental characteristics - If somebody would destroy his inventions, the
world would simply stop - his father (an Orthodox priest) hoped he would have a successor in Nikola
- That's why he was preparing his son with different spiritual exercises to become a priest - He should
have become a priest: father gave in to Nikola's wish to study technique only when Nikola got
seriously ill, and when doctors predicted he had only a few months left to live - He lived in a heroic
time of technology. He was a scientist and mystic. A poet of electricity. New Yorkers called him the
"old wizard from the park" {The tragic Nikola Tesla like so many other people of God given genius
ability eventually neglected God to the point that Satan is even considered a source of his ingenuity
and not God. The great painter Vincent van Gogh started the same career as his father a Protestant
Minister but by the end of his genius life Van Gogh was virtually a New Ager and certainly a complete
suicidal wreck. God gives the ability to people then Satan seems to try to take the credit and after
using them Satan then throws their gifted life away. If these gifted, truly genius people had
maintained a Christian walk with Jesus Christ their life would have been much better lived. Note: All
of Tesla's discoveries could have good applications in better energy, better communications, more
abundant food and water sources even hurricanes could be dispersed or re-directed. Yet the majority
of Tesla's discoveries are being used against mankind and not to help mankind.}
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He lived in a heroic time of technology. He was a scientist and mystic. A poet of electricity. New Yorkers
called him the "old wizard from the park". People were afraid of him when he was talking about how he could
cut the planet in half using powerful oscillators. Because of the blue lights that sparked out of his laboratory at
nights, people believed Tesla knew how to set the sky on fire. They laughed at him when he played, just as a
little boy would, with model boats on the Hudson River. They didn't know that with these models remote
control technology was born, which has wide use in every home today. And everything began on July 10,
1856, in the village of Smiljan, not far from Gospic in Lika. Exactly one year before his son Nikola was to be
born, on July 10, 1855, Milutin Tesla had, as he wrote, providence from God. ... Nikola's older brother Dane,
for whom even in early childhood it was discovered that he was a mathematical wunderkind, died from the
consequences of a fall from a horse. His brother's death left a huge impact on Tesla. Years after that, he had
nightmares and hallucinations that reminded him of Dane's death. As Nikola remained the only male child in
the family, his father hoped he would have a successor in Nikola. That's why he was preparing his son with
different spiritual exercises to become a priest. They would spend long hours in prayers. They "played" by
guessing thoughts and communicating without words [of course nothing Christian about mind-reading, so his
Orthodox doctrine was partly distorted]. Only when Nikola became severely ill and doctors predicted the boy
didn't have much time left, his father, a priest, allowed him to study technology.
http://www.nbuv.gov.ua/new/2006/tesla.html

Nikola Tesla - The Forgotten Genius - When I learned that Nikola Tesla invented the radio, and not
Marconi, I was shocked. Tesla also invented [the wireless remote control], the electric generator, the
electric motor, fluorescent lighting, alternating current (AC) and devised the technologies that
generate and deliver our electrical power for our homes, schools and factories. So why didn't I ever
learn about Tesla in school -- the same way I learned about Thomas Edison, Marconi and Einstein?
{Because the government doesn't want people to know how advanced and powerful its surveillance,
weather modification (HAARP), and weapons of mass destruction capabilities really are?}
The story about Nikola Tesla is the story of a genius who was largely disrespected and abused by other
scientists and inventors -- many of whom stole his ideas and took credit for his discoveries. But how did this
happen? ... Born to a Serbian family on July 9th, 1856 in Smiljan, Croatia (former Yugoslavia), Nikola Tesla
was a dreamer with a poetic touch. His first "invention" consisted of a rotary engine, powered by insects that
the young Tesla had glued to a paper wheel. This boyhood fascination with motors developed a unique
mental ability where Tesla could visualize inventions in his mind, complete to the most minute detail, and
execute these plans without the need for a blueprint or meticulous calculations. ... An eccentric genius, Tesla
had few friends and remained reclusive. He never had a home in America, choosing instead to live in hotels.
During the final few decades of his life he withdrew in a New York hotel, only granting interviews and making
annual public appearances on his birthdays. At these press conferences Tesla proposed future inventions,
but his accounts were frequently distorted by the popular press. After Tesla's death the Federal Bureau of
Investigation took note of Tesla's proposals for advanced weapons systems and searched his papers for
information about reports of his death ray machine as world conflict was impending. see also Weapon of
Total Destruction, Viewzone back issue.
http://www.viewzone.com/tesla.html

Wikipedia: Nikola Tesla (10 July 1856 – 7 January 1943) was an inventor [discovered AC electrical
current, replacing the DC current layout of Thomas Edison], a mechanical and an electrical engineer.
Born in Smiljan, Croatian Krajina, Austrian Empire, he was an ethnic Serbian subject of the Austrian
Empire and later became an American citizen - Tesla is best known for many revolutionary
contributions in the field of electricity and magnetism in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Tesla's
patents and theoretical work formed the basis of modern alternating current electric power (AC)
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systems - After his demonstration of wireless communication (radio) in 1894 and after being the
victor in the "War of Currents" [DC Vs. AC], he was widely respected as America's greatest electrical
engineer (Photos)
Colorado Springs: In 1899, Tesla decided to move and began research in Colorado Springs, Colorado, where
he would have room for his high-voltage, high-frequency experiments. Upon his arrival he told reporters that
he was conducting wireless telegraphy experiments transmitting signals from Pikes Peak to Paris. Tesla's
diary contains explanations of his experiments concerning the ionosphere and the ground's telluric currents
via transverse waves and longitudinal waves. At his lab, Tesla proved that the earth was a conductor, and he
produced artificial lightning with discharges consisting of millions of volts, and up to 135 feet long. Tesla also
investigated atmospheric electricity, observing lightning signals via his receivers. ... Tesla researched ways to
transmit power and energy wirelessly over long distances via transverse waves, to a lesser extent, and, more
readily, longitudinal waves. He transmitted extremely low frequencies through the ground as well as between
the earth's surface and the Kennelly-Heaviside layer. He received patents on wireless transceivers that
developed standing waves by this method. In his experiments, he made mathematical calculations and
computations based on his experiments and discovered that the resonant frequency of the Earth was
approximately 8 Hertz (Hz). In the 1950s, researchers confirmed that the resonant frequency of the Earth's
ionospheric cavity was in this range later named the Schumann resonance. ... Tesla left Colorado Springs on
January 7, 1900. The lab was torn down and its contents sold to pay debts. The Colorado experiments
prepared Tesla for his next project, the establishment of a wireless power transmission facility that would be
known as Wardenclyffe. Tesla was granted U.S. Patent 685,012 for the means of increasing the intensity of
electrical oscillations. The United States Patent Office classification system currently assigns this patent to
the primary Class 178/43 "telegraphy/space induction", although the other applicable classes include 505/825
"low temperature superconductivity-related apparatus".
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla

{Flashback} Nikola Tesla: He powered the world (HAARP) Predecessor
In Colorado Springs, where he stayed from May 1899 until 1900, Tesla made what he regarded as his most
important discovery-- terrestrial stationary waves. By this discovery he proved that the Earth could be used as
a conductor and would be as responsive as a tuning fork to electrical vibrations of a certain frequency. He
also lighted 200 lamps without wires from a distance of 25 miles (40 kilometers) and created man-made
lightning.
http://www.teslasociety.com/biography.htm

{Flashback} Nikola Tesla: Mysterious Death
In 1943 Nikola Tesla claimed that he had perfected his "death beam". He died shortly after in the Hotel New
Yorker, where he had been living. The next morning after Tesla died, when his nephew came to his uncle's
room at the hotel, the body was gone and many of his papers were missing.
http://ffden-2.phys.uaf.edu/212_fall2003.web.dir/Danielle_Lavictoire/tesla3.html

{Flashback} HAARP: Weapons of Total Destruction
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Editor's Note: Many articles have been written about HAARP. What this author wishes to make clear is that
he believes HAARP is not the actual facility designed to be used as a military system but a "front" or "red
herring" facility which allows the authorities to deny important questions about its purpose and operation. The
real facility is located in Poker Flats, North of Fairbanks, Alaska. Please read the Congressional Executive
Summary which is provided here in full for the truth.
http://www.viewzone.com/haarp00.html

-- New Link-- {Flashback} HAARP: Did it cause the 2003 Blackout?
Did a Secret Military Experiment Cause the 2003 Blackout, [Editor's Note: It's hard to know for sure what
happened on August 14, (East Coast Blackout) but I never felt that it was a natural occurence...]
http://www.educate-yourself.org/cn/aug14blackoutandhaarp06sep03.shtml

{Flashback} The Government Can Control the Weather (HAARP)
Lots of people know that Nicola Tesla patented weather influencing machinery before 1910, and explained
how it could be used to control weather thousands of miles away. Not only can the technology be used to
guide moisture laden air to drought stricken locations, but it can keep moisture away from droughts as well.
What can be achieved is a barrier to wind flow called a stationary pressure front, which forces weather away
from its natural destination. The modern name for a device of this type is an atmospheric heater, which works
by beaming concentrated radiowaves tuned to heat some component of the atmosphere. Many people now
know that a stationary pressure front has been sitting off the California coast since 19xx because it is blamed
for droughts in recent decades, but few of them also know that stationary pressure regions were unheard of
before 19xx, xx years after the USSR finished constructing an atmospheric heater.
http://www.wealth4freedom.com/truth/6/HAARP.htm

--Updated Link-- The Devil's Delight: Deceiving the Church by Jan Markell - "Don't spend too much
time focusing on the deception but rather, on the truth (Bible)" May I add, don't stop being a
"watchman" or "contender for the faith" - So don't despair and do plan on a great reward for standing
up for truth rather than the razzle-dazzle gimmicks that tell us we can get closer to God if we walk the
labyrinth or practice centering prayer - He's (Holy Spirit) living inside of us - How much closer can He
be to us than living within us?
Writer and researcher Berit Kjos says, "Infiltration and deception have been tools of conspirators through the
ages, and the church has been a primary target! After all, God warns us that 'the whole world is under the
sway of the evil one' (I John 5:19). One of his most effective schemes is to redefine God's Word and divert
Christians from His unchanging truth to man's shifting ideals." ... "Don't spend too much time focusing on the
deception but rather, on the truth." May I add, don't stop being a "watchman" or "contender for the faith" So
don't despair and do plan on a great reward for standing up for truth rather than the razzle-dazzle gimmicks
that tell us we can get closer to God if we walk the labyrinth or practice centering prayer. He's living inside of
us. How much closer can He be to us than living within us?
http://archive.constantcontact.com/fs019/1101818841456/archive/1102136788583.html

Intel Computer CPU Developer Forum (IDF) 2008: Day 1 Wrap Up - "The embedded Internet, where
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every human being is connected to the Internet" Gelsinger said of Intel's vision - Another projection
of his is that this "will result in 15 billion connected devices by 2015"
Instead of diving straight into the technology, the IDF 2008 commencement keynote began with Craig Barrett,
chairman of the board at Intel, emphasizing the importance of education and the things the company is doing
to expand its reach into emerging markets. What is the impact of technology on the five billion people living
outside the United States, Japan, and Europe—world powers that are thriving in this area? And what is to
become of our education system without good teachers and funding for research and development? ... Pat
Gelsinger, senior vice president of Intel's Digital Enterprise Group, took the stage immediately after the SSD
announcement. "The embedded Internet, where every human being is connected to the Internet," Gelsinger
said of Intel's vision. Another projection of his is that this "will result in 15 billion connected devices by 2015."
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2328479,00.asp

'Cold War' fears in Middle East - Israel sees 'theater of conflict' emerging as Russia boosts military
ties with Syria - According to informed security sources, there are already Russian naval troops and
missile crews operating in Syria
JERUSALEM – Israeli security officials have confirmed fears in Jerusalem that Russia may spark a Cold
War-like military build up in the Middle East by sending war ships and advanced weaponry to foe Syria.
Syrian President Bashar Assad arrived today on a two-day visit to Moscow, where he will reportedly discuss
with Russian President Dmitry Medvedev ways to expand military ties with Moscow, whose arms sales to
Mideast countries, including Syria and Iran, have angered Israel and the U.S. In a widely-circulated article,
the London Times reported today Russia is expected to propose a revival of its Cold War-era naval bases at
the Syrian ports of Tartus and Latakia on the Mediterranean. Moscow maintained bases in Damascus during
the Cold War, but Russia's influence in the region weakened after the collapse of the Soviet Union. The
Times information is not new, though. Indeed, the deal was already sealed five months ago. WND reported
March 9 Syria quietly struck a deal with Russia that allows Moscow to station submarines and war boats off
Tartus and Latakia. In exchange, Russia is supplying Syria with weaponry at lower costs, with some of the
missiles and rockets being financed by Iran.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=72926

How Israel Trained and Equipped Georgia's Army - The Russian military blasted Israel today for
supplying weapons and training to its adversaries in Georgia {Many countries have equipped Georgia
and the USA is the biggest supplier. The one thing that has kept Russia back from being a great
world leader is their irrational (Satanic) dislike of Israel. Really the only nations that God will bless are
the nations that support and are friends to Israel. Other nations like Russia, Iran and China try to
force the world to accept their leadership but it doesn't work because any leadership they do produce
is skewed towards an ugly intolerance and away from the freedoms and opportunities God wants for
the Jews and for ALL people to have.}
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"In 2007, Israeli experts trained Georgian commandos," he added. Georgia's Deputy Defense Minister Batu
Kutelia previously said that "Georgian corporals and sergeants train with Germans, alpine units and the navy
work with French instructors, and special operations and urban warfare troops are taught by Israelis." ... In
addition, "Israel has reportedly helped upgrade Soviet-designed Su-25 ground attack jets assembled in
Georgia. And former Israeli generals serve as advisers to the Georgian military," according to the Jewish
Week. All told, "Israel arms sales to Georgia over the last decade have been estimated at some $300 million
to $500 million." *But, by late 2007, Israeli analysts saw war and the horizon for Russia and Georgia,
Ha'Aretz observes. "The defense and foreign ministries started ordering military exports to Georgia be cut
last year, thwarting a major deal for Israeli-made Merkava tanks... Senior Israeli generals apparently felt a
showdown was imminent, and preferred not to get directly involved." Especially because Jerusalem "views
cooperation from Moscow - which has been supplying Iran with arms and help in its nuclear efforts - as
crucial to halting Iran's drive" for atomic weaponry, the Jewish Week adds. During the first few days of the
war, the Russians seemed placated. "We are appreciative of Israel's position of not selling offensive weapons
to a conflict area," Russian diplomat Anatoly Yurkov said. Today, the rhetoric changed.
http://blog.wired.com/defense/2008/08/did-israel-trai.html

{Flashback} August 17, 1790: Letter from (Jewish) Moses Seixas to first American President George
Washington (1789–1797) - Reply Letter from George Washington to Moses Seixas (PDF - pages 5 & 6)
To the President of the United States of America ... Done and Signed by order of the Hebrew Congregation in
NewPort, Rhode Island August 17th 1790. Moses Seixas, Warden ... To the Hebrew Congregation in
NewPort, Rhode Island. Gentlemen ... May the father of all mercies scatter light and not darkness in our
paths, and make us all in our several vocations useful here, and in his own due time and way everlastingly
happy. G. Washington.
http://www.padfield.com/acrobat/sermons/figtrees-and-vines.pdf

{Flashback} George Washington - 1790 goodwill visit he paid to Newport, Rhode Island, during his
first term as President - May the Children of the Stock of Abraham (Jews), who dwell in this land,
continue to merit and enjoy the good will of the other Inhabitants; while every one shall sit under his
own vine and fig tree, and there shall be none to make him afraid
George Washington's private life and writings reveal no evidence of anti-Semitism, and his public attitude
towards religious tolerance was well expressed on a 1790 goodwill visit he paid to Newport, Rhode Island,
during his first term as President. When a goodwill address was presented to him by the Hebrew
Congregation of Newport, Washington responded by penning "the first presidential declaration of the free and
equal status of Jewish-American citizens" ... The Citizens of the United States of America have a right to
applaud themselves for giving to Mankind examples of an enlarged and liberal policy: a policy worthy of
imitation. All possess alike liberty of conscience and immunities of citizenship. It is now no more that
toleration is spoken of, as if it was by the indulgence of one class of people that another enjoyed the exercise
of their inherent natural rights. For happily the Government of the United States, which gives to bigotry no
sanction, to persecution no assistance, requires only that they who live under its protection, should demean
themselves as good citizens.
http://www.snopes.com/quotes/thejews.asp

Poll suggests McCain's support hinges on VP pick - "mainly because evangelicals and conservative
Democrats are disproportionately supporting him" - "McCain really has not unified the (values voters)
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base of the party that has elected every Republican candidate since the Moral Majority started in the
'60s'" Merrill said {It seems that McCain has already dropped the ball on his VP pick. At the very least
McCain has fumbled and bumbled his way into his decision, a decision that should have already been
made at this point. McCain acts like he never knew he needed a running mate and worse McCain acts
like any VP running mate must first serve McCain more than serving the country. If the VP selection is
a preview of John McCain's leadership and decision making skills I can do without McCain in the
White House.}
Sen. John McCain's 10-point lead in Arizona over Sen. Barack Obama - and possibily his chances of winning
the White House - could hang on his choice for vice president, a survey suggests. Pollster Bruce Merrill said
the state's senior senator is maintaining his lead over the likely Democratic nominee "mainly because
evangelicals and conservative Democrats are disproportionately supporting him." But Merrill, who conducted
the survey of 402 registered voters earlier this month for KAET-TV, the Phoenix PBS affiliate, said that fact
has to weigh on McCain's mind as he sifts through potential running mates. And that list, Merrill said, includes
at least one "pro-choice'' candidate: former Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge. "I don't think he can afford to do
that,'' Merrill said of the possibility of a McCain-Ridge ticket. He said that while Pennsylvania's electoral votes
are important, anything McCain picks up there would be lost elsewhere. "McCain really has not unified the
base of the party that has elected every Republican candidate since the Moral Majority started in the '60s,''
Merrill said.
http://www.eastvalleytribune.com/story/123568

The Devil's Delight: Deceiving the Church by Jan Markell - "Don't spend too much time focusing on
the deception but rather, on the truth (Bible)" May I add, don't stop being a "watchman" or "contender
for the faith" - So don't despair and do plan on a great reward for standing up for truth rather than the
razzle-dazzle gimmicks that tell us we can get closer to God if we walk the labyrinth or practice
centering prayer - He's (Holy Spirit) living inside of us - How much closer can He be to us than living
within us?
Writer and researcher Berit Kjos says, "Infiltration and deception have been tools of conspirators through the
ages, and the church has been a primary target! After all, God warns us that 'the whole world is under the
sway of the evil one' (I John 5:19). One of his most effective schemes is to redefine God's Word and divert
Christians from His unchanging truth to man's shifting ideals." ... "Don't spend too much time focusing on the
deception but rather, on the truth." May I add, don't stop being a "watchman" or "contender for the faith" So
don't despair and do plan on a great reward for standing up for truth rather than the razzle-dazzle gimmicks
that tell us we can get closer to God if we walk the labyrinth or practice centering prayer. He's living inside of
us. How much closer can He be to us than living within us?
http://www.olivetreeviews.org/topics/jans_eupdates.shtml

Heartbreak of the Mormon Gospel - Christian friends, is this not heartbreaking? The "gospel" Orson
Scott Card (LDS Missionary) was sent to Brazil to preach was that "the repentance which merits
forgiveness" is found in one's own work and worthiness - This is an impossible gospel - Furthermore,
"The Miracle of (LDS) Forgiveness" maligns the genuine Good News, the biblical Gospel of grace
{"The biblical Gospel of grace" God-Jesus Christ paid for our sins (death) for us because we cannot
pay that high of a penalty for ourselves. Therefore it is important to know that Christianity is a
doctrine of "Promises" God's Promises (Forgiveness, Eternal Life) to mankind and not a doctrine of
works i.e. man's works to obtain God's righteousness or favor. Besides what can people do that God
can't do for Himself [God can send an Angel to Brazil or give someone in Brazil a vision. God doesn't
need a missionary to go do His work. God allows Christian Missionaries to participate in His work of
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Salvation because that is the Relationship some people have with God.] so of course works directed
at God are meaningless. However a real personal RELATIONSHIP directed to God where people
interact (pray, fellowship, abide) with God is priceless.}
I, too, read "The Miracle of Forgiveness" when I began my mission to bring the Gospel to Latter-day Saints.
And like Mr. Card's experience, it touched my heart, as well. But not in the same way. When I read "The
Miracle of Forgiveness" my heart broke for the LDS people. If Mr. Kimball's teaching is believed, Latter-day
Saints live under a sin burden from which they can never escape. "The Miracle of Forgiveness" says that
gaining forgiveness for sins requires the successful completion of a six-step repentance process, which
includes a permanent abandonment of sin and keeping all the commandments of God. In other words, to be
forgiven one must reach a state of perfection ... Christian friends, is this not heartbreaking? The "gospel"
Orson Scott Card was sent to Brazil to preach was that "the repentance which merits forgiveness" is found in
one's own work and worthiness. One must perfectly and completely abandon all sin, and then (as Moroni
10:32 in the Book of Mormon states) Christ's grace is applied. This is an impossible gospel. Furthermore,
"The Miracle of Forgiveness" maligns the genuine Good News, the biblical Gospel of grace:
http://blog.mrm.org/2008/08/heartbreak-of-the-mormon-gospel/

UAW blasts McCain for stand on auto loan - UAW President Ron Gettelfinger criticized Republican
presidential candidate John McCain on Monday for opposing government loans for Detroit
automakers, saying McCain "has slammed the door on any real support for the domestic auto
industry" {What will be prudent for McCain when Detroit is legislated out of business and the only
option Americans have is to buy a foreign car? The simple fact that Bush-McCain refuse to support
the American home front is very disturbing to me. The Bush McCain people are at 'War' with America
and I don't know how else to put it. McCain-Bush absolutely refuse under any circumstances to do
anything to aide American cities, people, farms, factories, jobs, businesses or anything that will be
good for America's future. Yet Bush-McCain give Trillions of our dollars to every foreign radical,
militant group they can find. Why does McCain want to end subsidy support for American causes but
continue to finance every foreign cause? Something is wrong! Seriously wrong! -- When these
politicians can learn to put America first then and only then they might begin to become qualified as a
candidate to run for an American office.}
WASHINGTON -- UAW President Ron Gettelfinger criticized Republican presidential candidate John McCain
on Monday for opposing government loans for Detroit automakers, saying McCain "has slammed the door on
any real support for the domestic auto industry." The UAW, which has endorsed Democratic rival Barack
Obama, has pushed lawmakers to fund $25 billion in low-interest loans for Detroit automakers to help cover
retooling costs. Automakers have embraced the idea in recent months as a vicious economic downturn has
shut their access to traditional financing. Obama has backed a UAW proposal for Congress to approve $4
billion this year that would cover the costs for lending $25 billion, a plan that faces many hurdles to passage.
In his visit to Michigan last week, McCain said such loans wouldn't be prudent, adding he was worried about
"predicting failure on the part of automakers when they've made strides on things like labor agreements."
McCain has proposed a $300-million prize for battery research and a $5,000 tax credit for consumers who
buy fuel-efficient vehicles.
http://www.freep.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080819/BUSINESS01/808190360

Obama: McCain 'Doesn't Know What He's Up Against' - "I don't intend to lose this election - John
McCain doesn't know what he's up against" {If anything the 2008 election especially the Republican
primary has had the look and feel of a rigged election. I think Obama can and likely will win this
election and Obama can win it in a fair, open and honest way something that will be very good for
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America as opposed to the backroom deals that emerged from the past Bush-Clinton-Bush-McCain
campaigns.}
RALEIGH, N.C. - A combative Barack Obama said Tuesday that Republican John McCain "doesn't know
what he's up against" in this election and challenged his rival to stop questioning his character and patriotism.
Obama, campaigning in a state where he hopes to become the first Democratic presidential candidate to win
in more than three decades, implored his supporters to fight for the presidency. "Our job in this election is not
just 'win,' although I'm a big believer in winning," Obama said during the rally. "I don't intend to lose this
election. John McCain doesn't know what he's up against." ... Addressing the Veterans of Foreign Wars
convention in Orlando, Fla., Obama reaffirmed his early opposition to the U.S. invasion of Iraq and said the
strategy of sending in 30,000 additional troops last year had not produced the political reconciliation
necessary to achieve lasting peace in the country.
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/08/20/combative-obama/

r Lieberman nor Ridge can do that">Rush Puts Kibosh on VP Ridge or Lieberman - "They (RINO's)
don't know what makes us tick, we're aliens to them - And they think that we're gonna at the end of
the day sit around and vote for McCain regardless - And this is where the miscalculation is huge" How about some discussion from the McCain campaign about a conservative who can be counted on
across the board, who can help lead the country in the right direction - Who can help rebuild the
Republican party ... neither McCain nor Lieberman nor Ridge can do that
conservative talk radio giant Rush Limbaugh said today. "This is crap," he continued. "What is this about
picking a liberal Democrat or a liberal Republican? McCain has already seen to it that he can walk across the
aisle that he's the top of the ticket. If anybody is going to attract moderates it's going to be the top of the ticket
guy. He's not going to help himself any additional way, he's going to hurt himself by putting a liberal or a
liberal Republican on this ticket, particularly pro-choice. If they do that, if the McCain camp does that, they will
have effectively destroyed the Republican party and pushed the conservative movement into the bleachers."
... Limbaugh suggested "someone like Rick Santorum other than Tom Ridge. How about some discussion
from the McCain campaign about a conservative who can be counted on across the board, who can help lead
the country in the right direction. Who can help rebuild the Republican party - Lieberman can't do that - and
rebuild the conservative movement - neither McCain nor Lieberman nor Ridge can do that."
http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2008/08/rush-puts-kibos.html

Mystery website tipping off this person as McCain's VP - suggests Alaskan governor (Sarah Palin)
will complete GOP ticket - Palin has drawn attention as a potential running mate because of her youth
and charisma, personally demonstrated pro-life beliefs and willingness to tackle tough issues,
including an incident where she took on Republican leadership in her state for ethics violations Editor Fred Barnes of The Weekly Standard last year called Palin "a politician of eye-popping
integrity" {It would be GREAT if the Republican Party selected Gov. Sarah Palin for the VP pick. That
has been what is so frustrating about the Bush Republican Party, there are many, many qualified
conservative candidates for jobs yet Bush puts the Harriet Miers' and the Condoleezza Rice's into
positions. Harriet Miers was the Texas Lottery representative and worked for a crooked realestate
company then Bush tapped her to be his Supreme Court pick completely ignoring greats like Samuel
Alito until Bush was shamed into changing his decision.}
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Palin has drawn attention as a potential running mate because of her youth and charisma, personally
demonstrated pro-life beliefs and willingness to tackle tough issues, including an incident where she took on
Republican leadership in her state for ethics violations. -- Editor Fred Barnes of The Weekly Standard last
year called Palin "a politician of eye-popping integrity." "Her rise is a great (and rare) story of how adherence
to principle – especially to transparency and accountability in government – can produce political success,"
Barnes wrote. Who then, created the McCainPalin.com website and asked readers to "stay tuned" for an
announcement? Several websites and blogs are touting Palin, hoping she'll be chosen as the vice
presidential nominee, including Draft Sarah Palin for Vice President, PalinforVP.com and My McCain Blog,
which created the graphic of the theoretical campaign sign pictured above. Palin's press secretary
acknowledged to WND that these sites have been in existence for several months and are consolidating their
resources to rally Palin supporters.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=72717

RNC: McCain Won't Choose Abortion-Supporting Running Mate - Republican National Committee
officials said Tuesday that McCain is no longer considering former Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge
As speculation grows around who John McCain will select as his vice presidential running mate next week,
Republican National Committee officials said Tuesday that McCain is no longer considering former
Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge. Several sources at the RNC told FOX News that in the last 36 hours, senior
McCain advisers and aides have told RNC officials that McCain "got the message" last week that choosing a
running mate who supports abortion rights would not be helpful. GOP pundits had been vocal in urging the
presumptive presidential nominee not to pick a running mate who supports abortion rights. Ridge, the first
homeland security secretary, was said to be on McCain's short list, and the only candidate who explicitly
supports abortion rights.
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/08/19/rnc-mccain-wont-choose-abortion-supporting-running-mate/

t now is good time for the Republican elites to again betray the conservative part of the
party.}">Conservatives Warn McCain Against Abortion-Supporting Running Mate - The National
Review reported Monday that the McCain campaign has been calling key state Republican officials
around the country in recent days to weigh the consequences of picking a candidate who backs
abortion rights - The conservative magazine interpreted that as a sign that the McCain campaign is
seriously considering Ridge or another abortion rights defender {I don't think that now is good time
for the Republican elites to again betray the conservative part of the party.}
As speculation grows around who John McCain will select as his vice presidential candidate next week, GOP
pundits are urging the presumptive presidential nominee not to pick a running mate who supports abortion
rights. Former Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge is said to be on McCain's short list, and is the only candidate
who is explicit in his support for abortion rights. The National Review reported Monday that the McCain
campaign has been calling key state Republican officials around the country in recent days to weigh the
consequences of picking a candidate who backs abortion rights. The conservative magazine interpreted that
as a sign that the McCain campaign is seriously considering Ridge or another abortion rights defender. -- "I
think it's a hard sell and I don't see much upside to Tom Ridge except for John McCain likes him a lot,"
National Review Editor Rich Lowry told Fox News Tuesday. "I don't think he's going to be a big benefit in
Pennsylvania and even if he is, I think the downside is the rest of the country among conservatives are going
to be upset about this, just at the moment they're beginning to work up being excited about John McCain."
Conservative commentator David Limbaugh went even further Tuesday, labeling a McCain-Ridge ticket
"political suicide."
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http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/08/19/conservatives-warn-mccain-against-abortion-supporting-running-mat
e/

Understanding (computer disk storage) Raid 6 and RAID 61 - Hifn RAID 6 - Hifn RAID 61 {As more and
more Churches and Ministries depend on large, audio and video computer files to distribute their
ministry information a sound and reliable computer disk backup implementation plan is needed. RAID
6 is self correcting with two errors either disk sector errors, complete disk hard drive failures or a
combination of both.} (PDF)
Introduction: The prime directive for a storage manager is simple—don't lose data! Countless hours are
spenton developing and implementing backup/restore plans, disaster recovery plans, information lifecycle
plans, regulatory compliance plans, etc. However, if you don't start with highly protecteddata systems, all your
plans may be for naught. ... With today's larger SATA disk drives being deployed in primary storage
environments, serious data protection issues arise during prolonged storage array rebuild times for RAID 5
based systems. Active/ Passive or even Active/Active failover schemes that limit themselves to a single box
lessen their ability to provide true high availability storage. Hifn's RAID 6 and RAID 61 based IP storage
arrays take data protection and high availability to levels normally associated with enterprise class SCSI or
FC implementations. Hifn brings these enterprise class features to the IP SAN market.
http://www.hifn.com/uploadedFiles/Raid6_Webinar/HifnWP-UnderstandingRAID6&61-2.pdf

Russians Seize Georgia Soldiers, U.S. Humvees - Pentagon says no significant change in occupation;
Medvedev says pullout will happen Friday {It seems likely that Bush and Condoleezza Rice did have a
big part in Georgia's attack on South Ossetia and therefore Bush should not be trying to solve this
crisis because he is likely a big part of the crisis. I doubt Russia has any real interest in negotiating
with Dr. Rice so in this case a more neutral nation should negotiate a real and lasting ceased fire
between Georgia and Russia.}
Also Tuesday, Russian soldiers took about 20 Georgian troops prisoner at a key Black Sea port in western
Georgia, blindfolding them and holding them at gunpoint, and commandeered American Humvees awaiting
shipment back to the United States. ... Along with the soldiers, the Russian troops also took away a container
holding U.S. military property: Five U.S. military regular humvees and one armored humvee, according to
Alan Middleton, CEO of Poti Sea Port. They had been used in a military exercise recently in Georgia
involving U.S. and Georgian troops and were being shipped back to a European base. It is unclear whether
the Georgians seized had anything to do with the container.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,405963,00.html

Settling the hoo-hah about John McCain's "cross in the sand" story - here's a nugget from a former
POW who was in North Vietnam with John McCain: "I recall John telling that story when we first got
together in 1971, when were talking about every conceivable thing that had ever happened to us
when we were in prison" Swindle told me {Did a North Vietnamese prison guard draw a cross in the
sand for John McCain when McCain was in a lot of pain? It's hard to tell. At one time a Republican
could be trusted until doubt surfaced. Now Republican politicians are more doubted until some form
of proof is presented.}
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At this past weekend's Saddleback forum, John McCain retold his story about a Christian North Vietnamese
prison guard sharing a surreptitious Christmas moment when McCain was a POW. In the days afterward,
some people pointed out that McCain's tale was a lot like one told by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn and said that
McCain might have swiped the story. I posted about it, suggesting it was an unfair shot without some proof.
http://religionblog.dallasnews.com/archives/2008/08/settling-the-hoohah-about-john.html

FBI admits error but stands by anthrax probe - "We'll never put all the questions to rest" said Vahid
Majidi, head of the FBI's Weapons of Mass Destruction Directorate [the highest-ranking Muslim in
U.S. law enforcement] - Ivins' lawyers maintain his innocence, saying that more than 100 people had
access to the strain - The FBI says its investigation cleared all of them but Ivins
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- FBI officials, while admitting a mistake, are offering more evidence to support their
assertion that government scientist Bruce Ivins was responsible for the anthrax-laced mailings that killed five
people in 2001. ... "We'll never put all the questions to rest," said Vahid Majidi, head of the FBI's Weapons of
Mass Destruction Directorate. "There's always going to be a spore on a grassy knoll." Majidi, FBI Laboratory
Director David Hassell, six outside scientists, and academicians and several scientists from the FBI
laboratory in Quantico, Virginia, joined the news conference. ... The scientists said their investigation lasted
from 2001 to 2008 because they were using new genetic analytic processes that were unfolding even as the
investigation proceeded. ... The scientists said the anthrax in the letters could have been created in three to
seven days by one person using the type of equipment located at the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute
in Fort Detrick, Maryland, where Ivins worked. Although authorities had previously said the anthrax in the
attacks was "weaponized," coated with a special substance to make it disperse in the air, the scientists at the
briefing said that was not the case. The genetic analysis used in the investigation may yield payoffs in the
future, said Fraser-Liggett. "This has application to homeland security -- our food, water and outbreaks," she
said.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/CRIME/08/19/anthrax.investigation/index.html

National Geographic: Bigfoot Discovery Declared a [rubber suit] Hoax - If the group had instead sent
in hair samples from the body, it would have been relatively simple to confirm that it belonged to an
unidentified primate species, Linville said - Moneymaker called the press conference an elaborate
"profiteering scam" engineered by Biscardi {I wonder what their first clue it was a fake was, the fur
that looked more like a rug or the plastic tongue? Update: CNN is saying the first clue occurred
during defrosting when a (rubber) foot cracked open and a scientist then determined the frozen
freezer contents to be a rubber suit.}
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Within the community of amateur and professional Bigfoot hunters, Biscardi has a "reputation of ill repute,"
Meldrum said. Meldrum is also extremely skeptical about the authenticity of a photograph released in the
days leading up to the press conference showing what appears to be a hairy corpse in a refrigerator. "It looks
like a heap of costume fur. It doesn't look like natural hair," Meldrum said. "The gut pile looks like it was
dumped on there just for effect." ... The DNA sample was analyzed by Curt Nelson, a molecular biologist at
the University of Minnesota, who described it as a mixture of human and opossum. ... Matthew Moneymaker
is the president of the Bigfoot Field Researchers Organization, an international network of Bigfoot
investigators. Moneymaker called the press conference an elaborate "profiteering scam" engineered by
Biscardi. "They know there's tremendous interest in seeing photographs of [Bigfoot], and they're trying to get
people to pay to see hoaxed photos," he said. Moneymaker's organization tracks Bigfoot news in the media,
and he says Biscardi really scored with his latest exploit. "There's been at least a thousand stories in
newspapers across the world," Moneymaker said. "Before this, the highest record was about 200 articles in
newspapers." Moneymaker predicts that the mass exposure could actually hurt Biscardi in the long run. "Now
he's really a famous con man," Moneymaker said. "He was a con man known in Bigfoot circles for years, and
now it won't be long before everybody knows it."
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2008/08/080818-bigfoot-dna_2.html

{Flashback & Reminder} (Loch Ness) Nessie Footage Questions Focus On Filmmaker - Who is
Gordon T. Holmes? - *As I've mentioned before in print and in interviews, a videotape or photograph
of a cryptid should never be analyzed without regard to looking into the background of the person
that took the image or images
What do we know about the man who took the Nessie footage in late May 2007? Does Gordon Holmes have
visions of becoming the next Sherlock Holmes, following in the footsteps of that character's creator, Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle? It is with no disrespect that I compile for my readers the facts that Mr. Holmes has placed out
there in cyberspace about himself. He has freely admitted that he has filmed fairies, seen apparent alien
black cats (ABCs, alien big cats, as they are often called because they are "out of place" or alien - not from
outer space), taken electrical spectrograms of what he thinks are large electric eels in Lake Morar, and has a
"sort of medical condition…for visualising a sort of frame from a Dream whilst being conscious." Now he's
getting publicity for filming Nessie. Whoa.
http://www.cryptomundo.com/cryptozoo-news/holmes-concern/

LivePrayer.com: Pastor Rick Warren Plays Softball with Senators Obama and McCain - In the end we
learned NOTHING new about either of these men and their faith - Warren refused to use the
opportunity to share with the millions watching that there is only one Truth, the Bible, and only one
way to be saved, faith in Jesus Christ - But fear not, there are many faithful pastors, many men and
women who love the Lord who will not compromise the Truth and are part of this last days remnant
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In the end we learned NOTHING new about either of these men and their faith. Warren refused to use the
opportunity to share with the millions watching that there is only one Truth, the Bible, and only one way to be
saved, faith in Jesus Christ. I guess that would be asking too much from a man who envisions himself as the
nation's pastor. His fame of course didn't come from saving souls or taking a stand for the Truth of the Word.
He is actually well known for compromising both to achieve what he calls "the greater good." His fame comes
from being the author of "The Purpose Driven Life," a book that has sold over 20 million copies, largely due to
the fact that tens of thousands of churches used it as a study instead of the Bible and congregations were
expected to buy the book to follow along. Pretty clever marketing strategy. -- The reality is, when studying the
PDL, people are expected to leave their Bibles home and rely on the passages Warren gives you. A closer
check shows those passages come from numerous versions of the Bible, each one carefully picked to give
the passage the intended meaning, even though it may be used out of context. The PDL has caused many
churches to split, while bringing a watered down mentality into those who have followed Warren's guidance. It
is understanding the whole PDL mentality that helps to explain why the event last Saturday night became
what it was, two men using the opportunity to further their political careers and one man using the opportunity
to further his global agenda. Rick Warren has proven that he has no problem getting in bed with people who
follow the false religions, cults, and New Age beliefs in order to advance his global social agenda. ... But fear
not, there are many faithful pastors, many men and women who love the Lord who will not compromise the
Truth and are part of this last days remnant. These people are not part of the elite who rub shoulders with the
powerful and wealthy, but simple men and women of God whose only desire is to serve Him and see the lost
won to Jesus Christ.
http://www.liveprayer.com/ddarchive3.cfm?id=3424

Gnosticism: New Release! Hollywood's War on God - Learn how these movies are initiating the
masses into a Gnostic worldview that will culminate in a "strong delusion" as the world joins Satan &
the final Antichrist in their war against God (DVD - $19.95)
Hollywood's War on God is a mind-blowing, eye-popping documentary that reveals how satanic forces are
using Hollywood's most memorable movies and most popular actors to propagate an ancient lie in fulfillment
of biblical prophecy. Learn how these movies are initiating the masses into a Gnostic worldview that will
culminate in a "strong delusion" as the world joins Satan & the final Antichrist in their war on God. Such titles
include Ron Howard & Tom Hanks "The Da Vinci Code"; Keanu Reeves "The Matrix" and "Constantine";
Brad Pitt's "Fight Club"; Jim Carrey's "Truman Show"; Toby McQuire's "Pleasantville"; Arnold Swarzenegger's
"Total Recall"; Johnny Depp's "From Hell"; Shawn Connery's "League of Extraordinary Gentleman"; J.K.
Rowling's "Harry Potter"; Harrison Ford's "Bladerunner"; Tom Cruise's "Vanilla Sky," "Eyes Wide Shut" and
"Minority Report" and many others.
http://webinsi5.webinsite.net/mivastore/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=blessedhope&Category_
Code=vid

Gnosticism, New Age, and the Da Vinci Code – What do they Have in Common? - Heresies are a lot
like the common cold - They keep coming back around, but in a slightly changed form - But the
change is just enough so that they sneak by the defense of our immune system and pose a new
threat to our spiritual health - Both the New Age movement and the The Da Vinci Code seek
spirituality without sacrifice (Jesus), without authority (Jesus), without the cross (Jesus) - A
Christianity with no cross is a Christianity with no power and a religion with no power doesn't last
very long {The cross is the victory of Jesus Christ over sin, death, and the power of Satan. The proof
of the victory of the cross of Jesus is the Resurrection of Jesus. Jesus is Alive! sin is dead and Satan
is powerless, over our freewill.}
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Heresies are a lot like the common cold. They keep coming back around, but in a slightly changed form. But
the change is just enough so that they sneak by the defense of our immune system and pose a new threat to
our spiritual health. Neither the New Age movement nor the The Da Vinci Code buys into to ancient
Gnosticism lock, stock, and barrel. But they both rely on key Gnostic ideas that have as much appeal now as
they did in the second century. For who does not eventually feel the emptiness and ennui of a life without the
spiritual dimension, a life devoid of mystery? Our contemporary Western society, like 2nd century Roman
society, has lost its soul. We suffer from the desperation that comes from a lack of meaning. -- The New Age
has appeal because it restores a sense of mystery. It imitates the syncretism of the Gnostics, blending
together exotic ideas from the east with traditions native to the west to produce a hodge-podge that may be
incoherent but is nevertheless intriguing. The Da Vinci Code resurrects the claim of a secret tradition that is
earlier and more faithful than the New Testament Scriptures. It offers us a way to feel connected to Jesus
even while we scorn the leaders and laws of the Church said to be founded by him. -- But the appeal of these
currents also constitute their undoing. Both the New Age movement and the The Da Vinci Code seek
spirituality without sacrifice, without authority, without the cross. They follow ancient Gnosticism in preserving
a veneer of Christianity while emptying it of its heart and soul.. But the fate of Gnosticism ought to serve as a
warning here. A Christianity with no cross is a Christianity with no power. And a religion with no power doesn't
last very long. The Da Vinci Code may have sold a few million copies in the first years of the third millennium.
But here is my guess – in the fourth millennium, it will take an archeologist digging in the arid sands of Egypt
to find a copy.
http://www.crossroadsinitiative.com/library_article/438/Gnosticism__New_Age___DaVinci_Code.html

The Da Vinci Code Exposed - The Gnostic Gospels - Notice, however, there is no mention of Mary
being married to Jesus - In fact, there is not one ancient text anywhere, Gnostic or otherwise, that
suggests that Jesus was married to Mary - None! The only famous text of Jesus being married is
Dan's Brown's book itself - (Dan Brown) made it up
The Gnostic followers play an important role in Brown's conspiracy. The word Gnostic means "secret
knowledge." According to the novel there are 80 Gnostic gospels that were burned or buried by the Catholic
Church. These gospels give a different view of Jesus and His teachings. Many have asked me about these
supposedly "lost books of the Bible". First of all, they are not lost books of the Bible. They do not belong to
the Bible at all; therefore, they are not lost books of the Bible. These books were known by the fourth century
Bishops, and they excluded them from the Canon of Scripture because they did not meet the strict criteria to
be included. Actually in truth, there are 52 fragmented texts that were discovered in a cave in Egypt on
December of 1945 by an Arab peasant. These Gnostic writings are a collection of poems and myths
attributing to Jesus certain sayings and beliefs which are very different than the canonical (accepted as
correct-true) Bible. ... The Apostles were not unfamiliar with the teachings of the Gnostics. They denounce
their teachings in several New Testament passages. Timothy, guard what has been entrusted to your care.
Turn away from godless chatter and the opposing ideas of what is falsely called knowledge, which some
have professed and in so doing have wandered from the faith (1 Tim 6:20-21). The Greek word for
knowledge is gnosis. Notice Paul warns against those who "falsely call" themselves knowledgeable ones.
This is a clear reference to the Gnostics of the first century. He even says that those who profess this false
knowledge have wandered from the faith.
http://www.tbm.org/da_vinci_code_exposed.htme

Gnosticism, the Soul-Only "Gospel" and the End Times - Gnosticism falsely concludes: There were
two separate realms—one spiritual, the other material (physical) - The spiritual realm, created by God
[not by Father God but by Satan or some other unknown god that Satan channeled, however more
and more often Satan is being taught as the original Father spirit god], was all good; the material
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realm, created by the demiurge [Father God, Son Jesus, Holy Spirit], all evil - Man needed to be
saved, not from Original Sin, but from enslavement to matter (physical body, physical world and from
God who created the physical world, though the cults sure like sex, drugs, alcohol, money etc. so
maybe they don't want to be 'saved' from everything physical)[rejecting this (physical)
world]-[rejecting the (moral government) law] For this, he had to learn the mystical arts - Thus
Gnosticism became a source for the occult (Satanic) tradition {Gnosticism – Is Jesus who loves us,
gave His life and died for us on the cross God or is Satan who lies to us and kills us God? That is the
dilemma of the Gnostic and actually that is also the dilemma for everyone. However even in this
upside down world where wrong is right and lies are truth it is still easy to tell that Jesus the God of
Love is God!}
In addition, Gnostics engaged in speculative theology, even in the days of the apostles, based upon a higher
form of knowledge not available to "ordinary" Christians. This resulted in "speculations respecting angels and
spirits" and a false dualism "leading to asceticism on the one hand *[rejecting this world], and to an immoral
libertinism on the other hand *[rejecting the law]." Today, we have an eschatological system that purports to
know we are living in the last days, not by an appeal to the Bible but by having a special ability to read
contemporary signs. ... Certain strange inferences were derived from this bizarre worldview. Gnostic doctrine
concluded that Jehovah of the Old Testament was actually Satan, thus, Satan ruled the physical world. The
body also belonged to Satan. It was the prison of the soul. "The Gnostic secret is that the spirit is trapped in
matter, and to free it, the world must be rejected."5 Not only asceticism but escapism became a major tenet
of the Gnostic gospel. If the physical world is evil, then man must do anything and everything to escape it.
http://www.americanvision.org/articlearchive2007/03-19-07.asp

Gnosticism: The Gnostic NIV Bible Exposed - A look At Gnosticism And The NIV - The Gnostics were
a group of individuals who considered themselves as "an elite group that knows it all" - Words
Identifying Christ as God Are Stolen Away
The word "Gnostic" comes from the Greek verb "ginosko", which means "to know, or to be taking in
knowledge". Or you can derive it from the noun "gnosis", which means "knowledge, or a seeking to know".
The Gnostics were a group of individuals who considered themselves as "an elite group that knows it all".
Their headquarters was in Alexandria, Egypt, where they had collected an enormous library. ... They claimed
to understand God and Salvation perfectly. They believed that they themselves were spirit, while all other
people were soul and body. They believed that all matter was evil, and therefore the world produced from evil
matter and possessed by evil demons cannot be a creation of a good God. Therefore they were willing for
Christ to be the creator as long as it was agreed that He was an inferior god. Therefore they denied the reality
and the necessity of the Atonement of Christ, and they claimed that Christ's body was an illusion. They did
not believe that Christ really came in the flesh. They rejected the Old Testament and its God Jehovah. -They were obsessed with a cult of angels, from which they derived the concept of guardian angels. They
were obsessed with the concept of man, and of God, and of the world through religious experiences. They
allegorized all the teachings of Scripture in order to achieve a strange conformity between Gnosticism and
Christianity. The Gnostics worked hard on destroying the Person of Christ as coequal to God, and as having
both a human nature and a Divine nature. Therefore we recognize that the Apostles in their letters were
warning the churches against the influence of the Gnostics. We read that in 1 John 2:22, from which we can
see their struggle against the Gnostics of the 1st century.
http://testallthings.wordpress.com/2007/09/27/the-gnostic-niv-bible-exposed/

Warren: Obama dodged question on when life begins - Warren said "to just say 'I don't know' on the
most divisive issue in America is not a clear enough answer for me" - Warren went on to suggest
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Obama's non-answer will not sit well with many Christians - Psalm 139 clearly states that God has
determined that life begins in the womb -- and a professed Christian should know that
The moderator of Saturday night's presidential forum on faith -- Pastor Rick Warren -- says Barack Obama
failed to adequately address the question of when life begins. Senator Obama (D-Illinois) told Pastor Warren
that it was "above [his] pay grade" to determine at what point a baby should be given human rights. Following
the forum, Pastor Warren criticized Obama's decision to dodge the question. In an interview with Beliefnet,
Warren said "to just say 'I don't know' on the most divisive issue in America is not a clear enough answer for
me." Warren went on to suggest Obama's non-answer will not sit well with many Christians. As Warren puts
it: "If an evangelical really believes that the Bible is literal -- in other word[s], in Psalm 139 God says 'I formed
you in your mother's womb and before you were born I planned every day of your life' -- if they believe that's
literally true, then they can't just walk away from that. They can add other issues, but they can't walk away
from the belief that at conception God planned that child, and to abort it would be to short circuit the purpose."
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Church/Default.aspx?id=214552

'I will win,' Obama promises donors - "I will win. Don't worry about that" Obama, the presumptive
Democratic presidential nominee, said during a Sunday night fundraiser in San Francisco, California
{Bush said exactly the same thing in 2004. I suspect the elections are tremendously rigged. The
candidates go away on vacation then suddenly they have all the answers. I wonder who told them
what while they were gone. Of course the candidates don't need the voters anymore (that is obvious)
everything is now a backroom deal with the Democrats and the Republicans constantly shifting and
dividing up their domains among themselves.}
(CNN) -- Sen. Barack Obama has promised donors that he will recapture the White House for the Democrats
this fall. "I will win. Don't worry about that," Obama, the presumptive Democratic presidential nominee, said
during a Sunday night fundraiser in San Francisco, California. Obama raised a whopping $7.8 million in a
series of events Sunday in San Francisco, a key fundraiser for the Democrat said. The campaign would not
confirm the total, but, if accurate, it would present the largest Obama fundraising day to date. Obama told his
donors that the money was needed to help break through the public's cynicism about politics.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/08/18/campaign.wrap/index.html

Rick Warren Says McCain Didn't Cheat - The only question he knew, I gave them the first question - I
talked to both of them a week before the debate and told them all the themes - I talked personally to
John McCain and I talked personally to Barack Obama {Of course both candidates knew ALL the
Questions and Topics in advance or they would not have shown up. It was a staged event, it's not
even possible for these two political parties to do something that is not 110% rigged and staged in
advance as a meager show for the electorate.}
Rev. Rick Warren strongly denied rumors GOP presidential candidate John McCain had "cheated" at a
political forum he hosted at his church Saturday evening. "That's absolutely a lie, absolutely a lie," Warren
said in an interview with BeliefNet. "That room was totally free, with no monitors--a flat out lie." Warren said
Barack Obama's supporters who are making the accusation McCain had knowledge of the questions Warren
asked him ahead of time are "dead wrong." "That's just sour grapes," Warren said. "They both did
fantastically well. The only question he knew, I gave them the first question and I was changing the questions
within an hour before the forum began. I talked to both of them a week before the debate and told them all
the themes. I talked personally to John McCain and I talked personally to Barack Obama.
http://townhall.com/Columnists/AmandaCarpenter/2008/08/18/rick_warren_says_mccain_didnt_cheat
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er for the GOP over the long term - If Warren succeeds in moving Americas churches towards
non-partisanship the Republican party loses any chance of becoming a majority party over the long
haul - It may turn out that Warren is as big a threat to the Republican party in future election cycles as
the progressive netroots are today {The Bush Republican Party has rejected the values-voters,
conservative, middle-class America to their own peril. I wouldnt be surprised if the McCain
Republican Party gets wiped off the map in the next election. There is no reason to have two Liberal
Parties so there is no reason to even have a Liberal Republican Party when the Liberal Democrats
can sell us down the river just fine by themselves. Besides who would ever trust a Republican they
constantly say one sort-of Conservative thing and then do exactly the opposite.}">Why no matter
what happens at Saddleback this weekend may spell disaster for the GOP over the long term - If
Warren succeeds in moving America's churches towards non-partisanship the Republican party
loses any chance of becoming a majority party over the long haul - It may turn out that Warren is as
big a threat to the Republican party in future election cycles as the progressive netroots are today
{The Bush Republican Party has rejected the values-voters, conservative, middle-class America to
their own peril. I wouldn't be surprised if the McCain Republican Party gets wiped off the map in the
next election. There is no reason to have two Liberal Parties so there is no reason to even have a
Liberal Republican Party when the Liberal Democrats can sell us down the river just fine by
themselves. Besides who would ever trust a Republican they constantly say one sort-of Conservative
thing and then do exactly the opposite.}
Interesting piece by Alan Wolfe over at The New Republic about Rick Warren's efforts for his church to
welcome both parties. Warren wants to be seen as the "anti-Falwell", and move towards a place where
churches are no longer seen as connected to any one political party. Wolfe clearly sees how this benefits
Obama in the short term, and Warren and America's churches in long term. ... But as I read Wolfe's argument
it became clear to me that if he is right, and I think he is, this movement spells disaster for the Republican
party long term. The religious right fueled the rise of the Republican majority from Reagan to Gingrich and
beyond. If Warren succeeds in moving America's churches towards non-partisanship the Republican party
loses any chance of becoming a majority party over the long haul. It may turn out that Warren is as big a
threat to the Republican party in future election cycles as the progressive netroots are today. -- From Wolfe's
piece - "If Rick Warren is successful in linking both political parties with his church, he will pave the way to a
situation in which churches will no longer be identified with any political party. Then and only then will
evangelical Protestantism become the moral and spiritual force it ought to be, urging its members to manifest
their compassion, reminding them of their inclination to sin, and helping them find ways to reconcile their
conviction that their God is the one and true Lord with those who adhere to other faiths or none at all. ... The
United States is unlikely ever to be as secular as Western Europe. If a better balance between religion and
politics is to come about, it will because of what religious leaders do, and not because of what non-believers
such as myself want to happen."
http://www.opednews.com/articles/Why-no-matter-what-happens-by-Joe-Trippi-080818-773.html

A Prayer For Israel Psalm 83 (Flash) -- Psalm 122 I was glad when they said unto me, Let us go into
the house of the LORD - unto thetestimony of Israel, to give thanks unto the name of the LORD - Pray
for the peace of Jerusalem: they shall prosper that love thee - Peace be within thy walls, and
prosperity within thy palaces - I will now say, Peace be within thee - Because of the house of the
LORD our God I will seek thy good {Israel belongs to the Jews, it is their nation, their homeland and
their possession, it is that simple! The rest of the nations of the world need to stay out of Israel and
everyone needs to help, protect and to assist Israel. God has his eyes on Israel, the nation of Israel the Jews are not perfect but they are chosen so to go against Israel is to go against God's will.}
(Flash & Screensaver Downloads) Also [FRENCH VERSION : SPANISH VERSION : GERMAN VERSION
: PORTUGUESE VERSION]
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A Christian flash show based on Psalm 83, as intercession for Israel. -- Holy Bible Psalm 122 - A Song of
degrees of (King) David. - I was glad when they said unto me, Let us go into the house of the LORD. Our feet
shall stand within thy gates, O Jerusalem. Jerusalem is builded as a city that is compact together: Whither the
tribes go up, the tribes of the LORD, unto thetestimony of Israel, to give thanks unto the name of the LORD.
For there are set thrones of judgment, the thrones of the house of David. Pray for the peace of Jerusalem:
they shall prosper that love thee. Peace be within thy walls, and prosperity within thy palaces. For my
brethren and companions' sakes, I will now say, Peace be within thee. Because of the house of the LORD
our God I will seek thy good.
http://www.acwitness.org/psalm83english.html

Movies for children - The Phenomenon Harry Potter - Resemblance to the occult activity - The entire
series Harry Potter is full of allusions to the occultism - The gravity of this fact is usually ignored by
the writer Rowling' s fans - Harry's entire magic activity in Rowlig's books has a correspondent in the
real life - Rowling does not create new types of "imaginary" witchcraft, but, on the contrary, she
presents practices appeared in the ancient times which are still used in the contemporary occultism Madame H.P. Blavatsky [Harry Potter is derived from H.P. Blavatsky] - Blavatsky the founder of the
Theosophical Society whose aim was "to oppose the scientific materialism to any form of dogmatic
theology, especially the Christian one ... Blavatsky said about herself and had been described by her
disciples as being possessed by "somebody" ... she clearly stated [Gnosticism] that "Satan, the
snake of the Genesis, is the real creator and benefactor, the Father of the spiritual world"
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The entire series Harry Potter is full of allusions to the occultism. The gravity of this fact is usually ignored. by
the writer Rowling' s fans. They pretend that they create an imagery world, the way J. R. R., Tolkein and C. S.
Lewis created in their books, and, accordingly, they cannot understand why such a commotion should be
created and that it shouldn't be given too much importance to the presence of the witches and of the other
similar things. Unfortunately, the world of the writer is far from being imaginary; it follows thoroughly the
contemporary occult activity. -- Harry's entire magic activity in Rowlig's books has a correspondent in the real
life. Let's start by taking a look at the Hogwards School's program. It is a seven years' program which
resembles very much the teaching offered by Ordo Anno Mundi (OAM), an occult group in London which
venerates the snakes. Just like the Hogwarts School, the OAM offer a seven years' program of instruction.
The OAM' s program also includes a course on the "ancient runes". In the volume "Prisoner in Azkaban"
Harry Potter is initiated in the "study of the ancient runes" (Rowling, "Harry Potter, Prisoner in Azkaban"-New
York: Scholastic, 1999, pg. 13). The group OAM also offers courses on fortune telling, farsightedness and
divination for the students in the first year. In "Prisoner in Azkaban" Harry Potter is told in the classroom that :
"This year we are going to learn the basic methods of the divination". The OAM members also have a course
on" the metamorphosis into beasts and werewolves". At the Hogwarts School Harry Potter is also told: "the
metamorphosis is one of the most complex and dangerous witchcraft practices we are going to learn" ("Harry
Potter and the Philosophical Stone"-Scholastic, 1997, pg.134). And we could easily go on with other similar
comparisons. Other occult activities mentioned by Rowling are: astrology, spells, necromancy the science of
plants, magic, familial ghosts (spiritism where are invoked relatives), talismans, chiromancy and others. -Rowling does not create new types of "imaginary" witchcraft, but, on the contrary, she presents practices
appeared in the ancient times which are still used in the contemporary occultism. She herself admits having
researched and studied occult practices in order to render her story credible (Abanes,pg. 23, quoting Rowling
in a radio interview in the broadcasting "The Diane Rheim Show", Wamu, National Public Radio, October 20,
1999. ... A character in Mrs. Rowling's books who should be attentively looked at by the Christian readers is
Cassandra Vlabatsky. Richard Abames constantly shows that this character is named after the famous
Helena P. Blavatsky, whose name is reformulated in order to hide the outspoken mentioning (Rowling used
an identical anagram when one of Voldemorteste's pseudonyms is introduced in the form of the anagram
"Tom Marvolo Riddle". This pseudonym is elucidated when the letters are rearanged under the form "I am
Lord Voldemort"). H. P. Blavatsky lived in the 19th century and she is the founder of the Theosophical Society
whose aim was " to oppose the scientific materialism to any form of dogmatic theology, especially the
Christian one that is looked at by the leaders of the society as being extremely dangerous" (taken from a
booklet of the Theosophical Society quoted in the book The Hidden Dangers of the Rainbow" by Constance
Cumbey, Shreveport, Lousiana: Huntington House, 1983, pg. 45). Blavatsky said about herself and had been
described by her disciples as being possessed by "somebody" (M. K. Neff, "Helena P. Blavatsky's Personal
Memories",pg. 244) and moreover, she clearly stated that "Satan, the snake of the Genesis, is the real
creator and benefactor, the Father of the spiritual world" (Helena P. Blavatsky, "The Secret Doctrine - Los
Angeles: The Theosophcal Company, 1925. Third volume, Pg. 386).
http://www.sfaturiortodoxe.ro/orthodox/orthodox_advices_d.htm

'Harry Potter' flick pushed to next summer 2009 - bumping the sixth movie in the series from fall to
next summer - But Entertainment Weekly which shares the studio's parent company, Time Warner
Inc. was unaware, featuring "Potter" star Daniel Radcliffe on the cover of its August 22-29 fall-preview
issue - The magazine leads off the issue with a six-page spread pegged to "Harry Potter and the
Half-Blood Prince"
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LOS ANGELES, California (AP) -- Maybe Harry Potter should have brought a note from his parents saying he
would be missing school. Warner Bros. gave Harry the school year off, announcing last week it was bumping
the sixth movie in the series from fall to next summer. But Entertainment Weekly -- which shares the studio's
parent company, Time Warner Inc. -- was unaware, featuring "Potter" star Daniel Radcliffe on the cover of its
August 22-29 fall-preview issue. The magazine leads off the issue with a six-page spread pegged to "Harry
Potter and the Half-Blood Prince," which Warner Bros. on Thursday moved from its November 21 release
date to July 17, 2009. ... The magazine's online edition added a preface about the date change to the "Harry
Potter" story. It also had a laugh or two about the lack of communication between two Time Warner outfits.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/SHOWBIZ/Movies/08/17/harry.potter.date.ap/index.html

{Flashback} Film Director Sparks Debate Over Origins of 'Harry Potter' - or whether she's just a good
actress fronted by multinational commercial interests
A Norwegian film director has sparked a debate in Norway over whether JK Rowling really is the enormously
successful author who launched the Harry Potter craze, or whether she's just a good actress fronted by
multinational commercial interests. A Norwegian film director has doubts as to whether JK Rowling is really
behind the story of Harry Potter.
http://www.aftenposten.no/english/local/article1169209.ece

American Evangelicalism: New Leaders, New Faces, New Issues - A new generation of evangelical
leaders includes best-selling author and megachurch pastor Rick Warren {At the past Rick Warren
agenda driven event (Global Summit on AIDS & the Church) the Christian cross is encompassed and
submitted to one of Warren's social causes (AIDS). More importantly though the AIDS social cause
ribbon is actually depicted as a Muslim headdress so really Rick Warren and his associates appear to
be attempting to condition his Christian audiences to be submitted to homosexuality and to Islam.}
(Photo)
D. Michael Lindsay, author of Faith in the Halls of Power: How Evangelicals Joined the American Elite,
described eight fallacies or misconceptions he held as he began his book. In the three years of his extensive
research, he made surprising discoveries about the true power brokers and centers of power in American
evangelicalism. He also found that the deep divisions in this movement are not between the political left and
right, not between young and old, but between "cosmopolitan" and "populist" evangelicals. Lindsay discussed
the implications of his findings for this election year as well as the future of the evangelical movement. David
Kirkpatrick, Washington Correspondent for The New York Times, added some history about "old-school"
evangelicalism and ways of categorizing the changes that are occurring within the American evangelical
movement.
http://pewforum.org/events/?EventID=186

Did Rev. Rob Schenk really owe Rick Warren that apology? - Today, a certain Randy J. sent me a
copy of the news release regarding the Reverend Rob Schenk's apology to Warren and the following
terse message under the title "Ready to eat crow?" "The entire nation will know you are a fool, Sir, if
you do not do the same. You have misjudged a godly man" {Did Pastor Rick Warren really hear from
God that America is only to choose from candidate A or candidate B? Rick Warren like the early
un-empowered Christians (before Pentecost) who where voting (Acts 1:15-26) to replace the traitor
Judas decided only two candidates would provide enough diversity. Yet God had a different
candidate in mind to replace Judas. God chose Saul (Paul the Apostle) of Tarsus to be His
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replacement. Rick Warren can't possibly think that he is appointed to lead Christians. I hope and pray
that there will be no more foolish talk about a Rick Warren leadership or representation of
Christians.}
I know numerous Christians who, based on what they knew about Rick who assiduously avoided these
(Pro-Life) issues in the past, as if they didn't exist, ranting on instead about poverty and the social gospel
[they] had issued public statements urging Rick to ask the tough questions. ... Let me be crystal clear: Rick
Warren is advocating socialist programs the likes of which have been tried and have failed in the past. The
only difference is that his proposed programs risk bankrupting Americans now faced with the record gasoline
prices and much less buying power than ever. He is expecting a different outcome but, should his programs
be implemented, will only prove, once again, that socialism does not work. Tragically, we the poor, not he the
rich, will pay. Now, Randy, that is a prediction. -- Finally, there are issues vital to our nation that
internationalist Warren ignored in his forum: -- tackling the oil crisis by down to earth means like drilling,
building refineries, nuclear power and the like. To his credit, John McCain, and McCain alone, emphatically
urged: drill here, drill now, to thunderous applause. -- the dangerous "Fairness" doctrine, which is not only an
infringement on the First Amendment but is anything but fair because the universities and media with the
exception of radio are all solidly in the hands of the left. -- illegal immigration. Neither the candidates nor Rick
Warren seem to consider this a problem. While McCain frames the oil crisis as a national security issue, and
rightfully so, he does not see any security problem in keeping our borders open and inviting 20 million
lawbreakers to reside in our country indefinitely, inviting their friends and family to do likewise. This despite
the roughly 19 Americans who die every day at the hands of illegal immigrants. -- Nor did Rick, or anyone
else for that matter, touch on the way the rights of Christians are trampled in schools, the way any Christian
or other for that matter opposing the homosexual agenda can be threatened with fines and jail under "hate"
crimes legislation and allied human rights issues should such legislation pass. If our "leaders" ultimately
stand for anything, it is not thanks to them. It is thanks to what I call the [watchdog groups] "American sheep
dog."
http://www.renewamerica.us/columns/hank/080817

On Rick Warren ... A few words come to mind; Poseur and phony are the ones I'll say here {Phony is
exactly accurate, absolutely nothing was going to come out of that infomercial that is why both
politicians participated in it. The Warren event was not broadcast on any mainstream media, it was
solely a made for TV event that is to misdirect (only two party candidates) the Christian audience.
Rick Warren does not represent the Christians of America. I don't care who he thinks he is and how
many books he has had written for him, Rick Warren is as "phony" as they get. Rick Warren is a
pretend plant Christian out to deceive the Church by attempting to lead it and send it down a
non-Christian, new-age, psychology, godless NWO path. No thanks or praise to Rick Warren because
I will pray and follow the leading of Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, the KJV 1611 Bible and participate in
the fellowship among the Christian Saints of the Holy Christian Church all without the leading or
guiding of Pastor Rick Warren.}
August 16, 2008: On Rick Warren ... A few words come to mind; Poseur and phony are the ones I'll say here.
If you're not watching the "live coverage" and so-called "grilling" by Rick Warren, let me describe it for you. It's
like an episode of Oprah, with Rick Warren cast as a fat, white, goateed Oprah. The live audience is perhaps
more annoying though, with the constant canned applause.
http://townhall.com/blog/g/28f6b96e-fcd2-46fe-9290-45f5a76983e0?comments=true#comments

On Rick Warren ... A few words come to mind; Poseur and phony are the ones I'll say here {Phony is
exactly accurate, absolutely nothing was going to come out of that infomercial that is why both
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politicians participated in it. The Warren event was not broadcast on any mainstream media, it was
solely a made for TV event that is to misdirect (only two party candidates) the Christian audience.
Rick Warren does not represent the Christians of America. I don't care who he thinks he is and how
many books he has had written for him, Rick Warren is as "phony" as they get. Rick Warren is a
pretend plant Christian out to deceive the Church by attempting to lead it and send it down a
non-Christian, new-age, psychology, godless NWO path. No thanks or praise to Rick Warren because
I will pray and follow the leading of Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, the KJV 1611 Bible and participate in
the fellowship among the Christian Saints of the Holy Christian Church all without the leading or
guiding of Pastor Rick Warren.}
August 16, 2008: On Rick Warren ... A few words come to mind; Poseur and phony are the ones I'll say here.
If you're not watching the "live coverage" and so-called "grilling" by Rick Warren, let me describe it for you. It's
like an episode of Oprah, with Rick Warren cast as a fat, white, goateed Oprah. The live audience is perhaps
more annoying though, with the constant canned applause.
http://townhall.com/blog/g/28f6b96e-fcd2-46fe-9290-45f5a76983e0?comments=true#comments

{Flashback} Mega Pastor Rick Warren's Inquisition - In his latest missive to fellow pastors, he writes:
"You've got to protect the unity of your church. If that means getting rid of troublemakers, do it." And, equally curious, why does Rick Warren eagerly seek to find common ground with Muslim
leaders while, at the same time, so ruthlessly advocating the disfellowship of Christian believers?
I may not be pastor of a mega-church, but, I've got to tell you, Rick Warren's priorities and sensibilities and
his biblical literacy and standards are upside-down, inside-out and twisted beyond anything remotely
connected with Scripture. And I'm not afraid of his threats of ex-communication from the new papacy he
apparently seeks to create. Warren cites Paul's advice in II Timothy 2:23-26 as the basis for when and how
"pastors" should draw the line on disagreements among the flock. However, Paul was addressing Timothy
not as a "pastor" or "priest," but rather as an itinerant evangelist doing his utmost to spread the Gospel to
non-believers. ... That happens to be excellent advice for anyone attempting to evangelize unbelievers. It is
not, however, a call for church "professionals" to declare themselves as founts of unlimited wisdom and
infallibility in spiritual matters. ... No, Satan's greatest weapon is hardly disunity. His greatest weapon since
his fall and since the Garden of Eden has been deception. In fact, Satan loves unity – as long as those
unified are knowingly or unknowingly serving him. He'd love for all of us to "go to hell in a handbasket." Are
more people led to death by debate within the body of Christ or by spiritual leaders who demand absolute
obedience to themselves? ... For heaven's sake, nothing could be clearer from Scripture than that no man
has a monopoly on truth. That is why Paul even had to correct Peter (Galatians 2:11-14). Besides
worshipping God, this would seem to be one of the principal purposes of the church. The church is warned
over and over about false teachers throughout the Bible. Surely Rick Warren is familiar with those warnings.
Why would he assume all pastors to be righteous and assume all lay dissenters to be unrighteous? And,
equally curious, why does Rick Warren eagerly seek to find common ground with Muslim leaders while, at the
same time, so ruthlessly advocating the disfellowship of Christian believers?
http://www.wnd.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=58942

{Flashback} THE RICK WARREN & Ted Haggard DEBATE What do you think of "America's pastor"? I think we can expect more from these wolves in sheeps clothing in the future {They seem to have an
agenda, a New World Order agenda, one that diverts people, finances and resources from delivering
the Christian Gospel and into NWO pet projects.}
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Birds of a Feather Posted by X on Dec 28, 2006 01:29. When I heard about Ted Haggard and Rick Warren
(months before Ted Haggards drugs and *sex scandel) signing on to a statement to incourage congress to
stop Global warming by increasing Federal regulations on carbon Dioxide emisions and to work closley with
the UN (basicly support the Kyoto treaty). That completly ruined their credibility with me. After that the *sex
scandel did not surprise me. I think we can expect more from these wolves in sheeps clothing in the future.
Note * modified word.
http://forums.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=21&forumPage=58

{Flashback} Slick Rick shows Syria video in church - Pastor says clip was pulled from 12 hours of
tapes after denying shooting (video) on trip - "We did not tape anything because it was a courtesy
call, like I do in every country," Warren responded
Saddleback Church Pastor Rick Warren showed a brief video clip of his meeting with Syrian President
Bashar Assad to his mega-congregation after telling WND no recording was done on his controversial trip to
the terrorist-sponsoring nation. ... Warren emailed Joseph Farah, editor of WND, Nov. 16, denying he made
comments as reported by the Syrian news agency. Farah asked Warren in a return email if he made any
notes or recordings in Syria that would show the true intent and purpose of his meetings there. "We did not
tape anything because if (sic) was a courtesy call, like I do in every country," Warren responded. ... He
(Saddleback Church member) also was disturbed that the video was posted on YouTube, then removed, and
hasn't been available since. Those videos are routinely used by church leaders when they travel the world, as
a kind of travelogue to keep members informed about events and plans, he said. "To see it pulled after it gets
put up, that doesn't spell straightforward truthfulness for me and that's not what I'm used to seeing at my
church," he said.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=53171

{Flashback} Rick Warren says he's sorry - {Then calls him Satan's agent to his back in group email} Do you see the contradictions? Who is Rick Warren talking about "doing Satan's job"? I have to
believe it's me. Yet, I got a personal apology from Rick the same day this nasty, brutish, accusatory,
divisive, offensive, UNTRUE mass e-mail went out (Scroll down to Listen to Warren's Audio about
Syria)
Will the real Rick Warren please stand up? And now that the recording of what you actually said in Syria has
been made public, can you please stop blaming distortions by Syria's state press?
http://worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=53135

Russia signs cease-fire, tensions remain high - Russian President Dmitry Medvedev has signed the
cease-fire plan designed to end its military conflict with Georgia, his office says - Medvedev saw the
cease-fire as "very positive," said spokesman Andrei Nesterenko Saturday {Good for Bush for getting
control of this situation and not letting it deteriorate further.}
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TBILISI, Georgia (CNN) -- Russian President Dmitry Medvedev has signed the cease-fire plan designed to
end its military conflict with Georgia, his office says. ... Medvedev saw the cease-fire as "very positive," said
spokesman Andrei Nesterenko Saturday. ... It has been the toughest week in east-west relations since the
end of the Cold War after Georgia launched an offensive against the Russian-allied separatist government in
South Ossetia and Russia responded by invading, the conflict also spreading to a second breakaway region
-- Abkhazia. The fighting has died down, but Russian troops remained within 25 miles (40 kilometers) of
Georgia's capital Tbilisi Saturday, and were still on the western front around the breakaway section of
Abkhazia, according to CNN's Frederik Pleitgen. Nesterenko told CNN the troops were "completing security
operations," which included removing "huge depots" of ammunition and equipment and boobytraps left
behind by retreating Georgian troops.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/europe/08/16/georgia.russia.war/index.html

**Why Joseph Farah (worldnetdaily.com) is forsaking McCain - Editor says Republican's victory
would be worse than Obama's {Joseph Farah is right on this, that McCain (Amnesty Bill 2005) is as
liberal, or even more so than Obama. Farah explains that if the Liberal McCain wins and is able to
move the Republican party far to the left we will lose our party!} (Online Video)
*A must see video!
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=72094

Analysis: Candidates can't ignore values-based voters - This much is clear: Presidential candidates
ignore the importance of the values-based vote at their peril - All of which begs the question: Is the
faltering economy really issue No. 1 in 2008? Or will the mobilization of values voters, particularly
social conservatives, trump pocketbook issues and foreign policy worries on Election Day?
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Exactly how much of a role will faith and values play in determining the next
occupant of 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue? ... While the two presumptive nominees are meeting with Warren,
members of TheCall, an organization of "values voters," will rally on the National Mall in Washington to
emphasize their belief that America is in need of "the mercy of God and a great spiritual awakening." All of
which begs the question: Is the faltering economy really issue No. 1 in 2008? Or will the mobilization of
values voters, particularly social conservatives, trump pocketbook issues and foreign policy worries on
Election Day? This much is clear: Presidential candidates ignore the importance of the values-based vote at
their peril.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/08/15/value.voters/index.html

Rice Presses for Pullout as Georgia Signs Cease-Fire - At the same time, a column of at least a dozen
armored vehicles moved south from Gori, the central Georgian city, to the village of Igoeti, and took
up a position there, about 15 miles from Tbilisi, the Georgian capital - This company-sized unit of
armored personnel carriers, commanded by a Russian captain, has come closer to the capital than
any other so far {Have to see where this goes but for certain Bush-Rice don't have much clout.}
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With Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice standing by, the Georgian president signed a cease-fire
agreement with Russia on Friday. Ms. Rice then declared that all Russian troops must leave Georgian
territory immediately. ... At the same time, a column of at least a dozen armored vehicles moved south from
Gori, the central Georgian city, to the village of Igoeti, and took up a position there, about 15 miles from
Tbilisi, the Georgian capital. This company-sized unit of armored personnel carriers, commanded by a
Russian captain, has come closer to the capital than any other so far. Russia put its signature to the accord
earlier this week, but the agreement included a point that allowed Russian troops to act in what was termed a
peacekeeping role, even outside the boundaries of the separatist enclaves where the war began. It soon
became clear that Russian forces had turned this provision to their advantage as Russian troops, pushed
further into Georgia and seized full control of the central city of Gori in recent days.
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/16/world/europe/16prexy.html

Petropolitics at heart of Russia-Georgia clash - Oil-pipeline routes, market leverage make struggle a
'battle for energy' - the pipeline crossing Georgia, bringing approximately a million barrels of Caspian
oil a day to the West - Oil reserves underneath the Caspian Sea are believed to be huge, perhaps as
much as 200 billion barrels - That compares with the estimated 260 billion barrels in Saudi Arabia
{The keen Bush oil mind has America over a barrel at approx. $4 a gallon at the pump. The Bush
know it all plans sure manage to ruin the American middle-class.}
President Bush has heated up what Klare regards as a struggle over vital resources, rather than a throwback
to the cold-war era or classic balance-of-power politics. In that struggle, the US helped Mikheil Saakashvili
win the presidency in Georgia after its 2003 "Rose Revolution" and helped build up and train Georgia's armed
forces. When the American-educated Saakashvili attempted to show his mettle and restore the breakaway
regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia to Georgia's control, the Russians took the opportunity to show who is
boss. Klare worries that an American military adviser might be hit inadvertently by a Russian bomb, raising
US-Russia tensions further. ... The $4 billion BTC pipeline, managed by and 30 percent owned by British
Petroleum (BP), was routed through Georgia to avoid sending Caspian oil through Iran, Afghanistan and
Pakistan, or Russia. A 10-mile pipeline could have connected Caspian oil to the well-developed Iranian
pipeline system. Beeman charges that millions in government bribes changed hands to place the pipeline in
its tortuous route.
http://www.csmonitor.com/2008/0816/p14s01-cogn.html

U.S. Rep. Barney Frank (D-Newton) says Romney has no 'moral scruple'- Frank said, (Mitt Romney)
lacks "any commitment to any particularly principle and is willing to say anything that will win the
next election" and practices politics "completely without moral scruple" {It's a sad day when Barney
Frank one of the world's sickest individuals has the high ground on the Republican Party but the
Bush-McCain-Romney RINO's are sick enough to make it happen. Mormon Mitt Romney relentlessly
peddled his Marriot hotel porn mostly to traveling businessmen enticing them to elicit prostitutes and
to cheat on their wives. That is the Mormon-Romney-Republican values of today. The Budweiser
McCain family peddles alcohol to minors that is used in numerous date-rapes. Not to be out done the
Bush family peddles their Satanism, lies and mass murder throughout the world.}
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John Walsh, the chairman of the Massachusetts Democratic Party, was also on the call, and reiterated
Frank's point. "The flip flopping is legendary," he said, "I don't think it's possible for anyone to be comfortable
with his positions." In particular, Walsh added, Romney's "gyrations on abortion are really of Olympic"
proportions. Walsh also criticized Romney's tenure as governor of the Bay State. He said that the state
ranked 46th in the national in job creation during Romney's term and that fewer people worked in the state
when he left office than when he entered. And that is why, Walsh said, "Mitt Romney was so unpopular when
he left. Recent polls show that 41 percent of Massachusetts voters would be less likely to vote for John
McCain if Mitt Romney was on the ticket." "He wasn't very good at governing," added Frank. Romney, Frank
said, has no pension for governance and lacked any interest in it. "He was simply there to advance his
political career," he said. Ultimately, Frank criticized Romney for inconsistencies on policy positions. "This
man," he said, "has zig-zagged extraordinarily."
http://www.politickerma.com/jeremyjacobs/687/frank-tells-romney-he-has-no-moral-scruples

Rice Presses for Pullout as Georgia Signs Cease-Fire - At the same time, a column of at least a dozen
armored vehicles moved south from Gori, the central Georgian city, to the village of Igoeti, and took
up a position there, about 15 miles from Tbilisi, the Georgian capital. This company-sized unit of
armored personnel carriers, commanded by a Russian captain, has come closer to the capital than
any other so far {Have to see where this goes but for certain Bush-Rice don't have much clout.}
With Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice standing by, the Georgian president signed a cease-fire
agreement with Russia on Friday. Ms. Rice then declared that all Russian troops must leave Georgian
territory immediately. ... At the same time, a column of at least a dozen armored vehicles moved south from
Gori, the central Georgian city, to the village of Igoeti, and took up a position there, about 15 miles from
Tbilisi, the Georgian capital. This company-sized unit of armored personnel carriers, commanded by a
Russian captain, has come closer to the capital than any other so far. Russia put its signature to the accord
earlier this week, but the agreement included a point that allowed Russian troops to act in what was termed a
peacekeeping role, even outside the boundaries of the separatist enclaves where the war began. It soon
became clear that Russian forces had turned this provision to their advantage as Russian troops, pushed
further into Georgia and seized full control of the central city of Gori in recent days.
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/16/world/europe/16prexy.html

McCain adviser (Randy Scheuneman) got money (Millions) from Georgia [and other small nations] The payments raise ethical questions about the intersection of Randy Scheunemann's personal
financial interests and his advice to the Republican presidential candidate who is seizing on Russian
aggression in Georgia as a campaign issue - "Scheunemann's work as a lobbyist poses valid
questions about McCain's judgment in choosing someone who and whose firm are paid to promote
the interests of other nations" {That's the problem with McCain in that he is so easily manipulated
(big government spending, pro-choice, open borders, global warming, anti-farm subsidies) by foreign
countries and any (liberal) special interest really, McCain is easily bought and sold.}
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WASHINGTON - John McCain's chief foreign policy adviser and his business partner lobbied the senator or
his staff on 49 occasions in a 3 1/2-year span while being paid hundreds of thousands of dollars by the
government of the former Soviet republic of Georgia. ... "Scheunemann's work as a lobbyist poses valid
questions about McCain's judgment in choosing someone who - and whose firm - are paid to promote the
interests of other nations," said New York University law professor Stephen Gillers. "So one must ask
whether McCain is getting disinterested advice, at least when the issues concern those nations." ... In
addition to the 49 contacts with McCain or his staff regarding Georgia, Scheunemann's firm has lobbied the
senator or his aides on at least 47 occasions since 2001 on behalf of the governments of Taiwan and
Macedonia, which each paid Scheunemann and his partner Mike Mitchell over half a million dollars;
Romania, which paid over $400,000; and Latvia, which paid nearly $250,000. Federal law requires
Scheunemann to publicly disclose to the Justice Department all his lobbying contacts as an agent of a foreign
government. -- After contacts with McCain's staff, the senator introduced a resolution saluting the people of
Georgia on the first anniversary of the Rose Revolution that brought Mikhail Saakashvili to power. Four
months ago, on the same day that Scheunemann's partner signed the latest $200,000 agreement with
Georgia, McCain spoke with Saakashvili by phone. The senator then issued a strong statement saying that
"we must not allow Russia to believe it has a free hand to engage in policies that undermine Georgian
sovereignty."
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20080813/ap_on_el_pr/mccain_lobbyist

Biblical Proof that Jesus is God - The Names used to refer to Jesus reveal that Jesus is God in
Substance, Authority, and Character - Luke 2:21 ... His name substance, authority, character was
called JESUS ((JE = God, Yahweh, Jehovah) + (SUS = Salvation, Healing)), which was so named of the
angel before He was conceived in the womb
A note about the Holy Bible, as a document the Bible was spoken by God and written down by prophets and
scribes. Today some people think of the Bible as a collection of ancient events and stories while in actuality
the Bible is a legal document containing both the Old & New Testaments, the covenant and contract between
God and mankind. The words, terms and phrases are legal in nature and binding in stature. When Jesus
refers to Himself as Christ, Lord, Savior, and God, He is saying it in a legal binding term, a legal binding term
between God and mankind. -- In the historical events of the life and crucifixion of Jesus Christ the reason for
the guilty verdict, the recorded "crime", by the leaders of His day in order to condemn Him at His multiple
trials was that Jesus repeatedly declared Himself to be God to many eyewitnesses. Declaring oneself to be
God is a part of the crime of blaspheming (misrepresenting God) unless of course as in the case of Jesus
where God actually was in human flesh visiting mankind to remove the sins of the world. In other words
Jesus was sentenced to death and crucified not for committing a crime like robbing a bank or kidnapping or
something that we would normally associate with a death penalty case. Jesus was convicted of the "crime" of
blasphemy, declaring Himself to be God. ...
http://www.basicchristian.org/biblicalproof.html

Planet's been saved already (2,000 years ago), Bachmann says - Responding to Democratic Speaker
of the House Nancy Pelosi's comment about creating an energy policy to help save the planet Bachmann said "We all know that someone (Jesus Christ) did that over 2,000 years ago, they [Father,
Son Jesus, Holy Spirit] saved the planet - we didn't need Nancy Pelosi to do that"
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Continuing her push for a comprehensive energy plan that includes increased oil drilling, Rep. Michele
Bachmann, R-Minn., reminded Americans that the Democrats message to save the planet doesn't add up.
The world has been saved already, she says. Responding to Democratic Speaker of the House Nancy
Pelosi's comment about creating an energy policy to help save the planet, Bachmann added religion to the
energy crisis during her interview with OneNewsNow, a Web site run by Christian American Family News
Network. "[Pelosi] is committed to her global warming fanaticism to the point where she has said that she's
just trying to save the planet," Bachmann said. "We all know that someone did that over 2,000 years ago,
they saved the planet - we didn't need Nancy Pelosi to do that."
http://politicalblogs.startribune.com/bigquestionblog/?p=1119

McCain Says He'd Consider Pro-Choice (pro-abortion) VP - McCain opposes abortion rights [or does
he really?] {All the while the Bush-McCain-Romney RINO's keep pushing the party to the left. To think
that McLame is going to protect innocent children is misplaced trust. The Republican Party is no
longer the Party of Life, Freedom and Opportunity. The Republican Party is now another Party of
Death, Deciet (Oppression) and Slavery.}
WASHINGTON - Republican presidential candidate John McCain on Wednesday floated the prospect of
picking a running mate who supports abortion rights and cited former Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge as
someone worth considering. "I think that the pro-life position is one of the important aspects or fundamentals
of the Republican Party," McCain said in an interview with The Weekly Standard. "And also I feel that - and
I'm not trying to equivocate here - that Americans want us to work together," McCain added. "You know, Tom
Ridge is one of the great leaders and he happens to be pro-choice. And I don't think that that would
necessarily would rule Tom Ridge out."
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/08/13/mccain-says-hed-consider-pro-choice-vp/

Iran rejects magic Olympic moment - An Iranian athlete mysteriously runs into problems ahead of an
event, failing to show for a contest for which the draw places him against an Israeli - In the fourth
heat of the 100-metre breaststroke, the empty lane designated for Iran's Mohammad Alirezaei eerily
rippled with the waves of other swimmers' strokes - Israel's Tom Be'eri raced to a new Israeli record Iran has managed to avoid competing against Israel since the revolution of 1979
Ah, the Olympic Games: exalting the brotherhood of man, the human spirit, the quest for peace through
sport. And then there's Iran. We saw it again on the first full day of competition. An Iranian athlete
mysteriously runs into problems ahead of an event, failing to show for a contest for which the draw places
him against an Israeli. In the fourth heat of the 100-metre breaststroke, the empty lane designated for Iran's
Mohammad Alirezaei eerily rippled with the waves of other swimmers' strokes. Israel's Tom Be'eri raced to a
new Israeli record. As for Alirezaei, we can only imagine how he spent the moments of the competition for
which he had trained so hard. Did he watch it on television? Did he weep? Did he feel pride – or rage?
Having Israelis and Iranians swimming together at the same time in the same pool would have created one of
those magic Olympic moments, adding to that fiction we love that the Olympics are apolitical. It would not
have put an end to the animosity between the two countries. It would not have changed the course of history.
But athletic competitions bring to life the knowledge that beneath all the bluster of politicians stand human
beings with their shared dreams and their ability to transcend hatred.
http://www.thestar.com/comment/article/477990

Jews - God's Chosen People - Why are the Israelites God's chosen [redeemed] people? {The Jews are
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currently 'redeemed' (physically redeemed - in the presence of God) by God, it is their 'salvation'
(Spiritual healing) that is postponed.} -- Holy Bible Isaiah 43:1-2 But now thus saith the LORD that
created thee, O Jacob, and He that formed thee, O Israel, Fear not: for I have *redeemed thee, I have
called thee by thy name; thou art Mine. When thou passest through the waters, I will be with thee...
God does not play favorites among His people, however, the Bible does tell us that God's chosen people are
the Jewish race because they were the ONLY ones to obey Him in lieu of other gods. Deuteronomy 7:6 says,
"For you are a people holy to the LORD your God. The LORD your God has chosen you out of all the peoples
on the face of the earth to be his people, his treasured possession." This does not mean they are
automatically "saved" and will go to Heaven. In order to assurance of eternal life in heaven, one must believe
in God's Son, Jesus. Because of God's Promise to redeem the Jews in the end times, Israel will turn to her
Messiah and be saved. So, in the meantime, any believers in Jesus are "grafted in" and may partake of the
Tree of Life. What are the factors that were involved in God's selection of Israel? ... Not only are the people of
Israel special and God's chosen people, but the land is also special. In Deuteronomy 11:12, we read, "It is a
land the LORD your God cares for; the eyes of the LORD your God are continually on it from the beginning of
the year to its end." God is working out Israel's salvation from the time of the Old Testament. He desired the
Messiah to appear there, and that the church would be formed there. {Israel is still in Bible prophecy as the
antichrist will set up his throne in the rebuilt Jewish Temple during the time of the book of Revelation. Also
during Revelation Jesus continues to provide for and protects the Jews and when Jesus returns to the earth
He returns to the Jews [who are in hiding], (the Jews of Israel will have had to flee from the antichrist).}
http://www.allabouttruth.org/gods-chosen-people-faq.htm

History Of Israel - God's Purpose - History of Israel: The Descendants of Abraham (Isaac and Jacob) the descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob are often referred to as the "Children of Israel"
History of Israel: The Descendants of Abraham - The history of Israel commences with God's covenant with
Abraham in approximately 2000 B.C., "I will make you into a great nation" (Genesis 12:2). The name "Israel"
(meaning either "one who fights victoriously with God" or "a prevailing prince with God") comes from the new
name God gave Abraham's grandson Jacob, after Jacob withstood a spiritual struggle at Jabbok (Genesis
32:28). It is at this point that the descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob are often referred to as the
"Children of Israel."
http://www.allabouttruth.org/history-of-israel.htm

Don't bomb Iran, Bush warns Israel {Bush warns? It seems that Bush has spent months and possibly
years attempting to coerce Israel into attacking Iran and now Bush is claiming he has prevented it.}
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WASHINGTON - President Bush and the top U.S. military commander warned Israel Wednesday against
bombing Iran, suggesting the U.S. doesn't want to get involved in a third war. "This is a very unstable part of
the world and I don't need it to be more unstable," Adm. Mike Mullen, the Joint Chiefs chairman, said at a
briefing. Bush said, "I have made it clear to all parties including Israel that the first option is diplomacy," in
getting Iran to stop enriching uranium that could be used for a nuclear weapon. The warnings came after the
disclosure that Israel had conducted air operations over the Mediterranean that could simulate a strike on
Iran. ... Comments: Logical Conclusion Jul 4, 2008 10:45:07 PM - Israel in 1948 was given statehood under
the UN. Under that mandate, TWO states were to be created [*TWO States were created Israel for the Jews
and Jordon for the Palestinians, how convenient for the Arabs to now change the original intent of Jordon].,
one for Israel and one for the Palestinians. 60 years LATER, that mandate still has not come about. The UN
and the United States MUST place peace keeping troops BETWEEN the two and create this Palestinian
state. Since we give BOTH enormous amounts of aid, it is unlikely that EITHER will fire on our or the UN
troops. THEY CAN NOT MAKE PEACE AMONG THEMSELVES...60 years of war is enough!! A Palestinian
state will ease Arab tensions in the Middle East and give us an opportunity to interact with them to our
advantage! AIPAC must stop running our middle east policy!
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/us_world/2008/07/02/2008-07-02_dont_bomb_iran_bush_warns_israel-1.
html

Chef Julia Child, others part of WWII spy network - The full secret comes out (today) Thursday, all of
the names and previously classified files identifying nearly 24,000 spies who formed the first
centralized intelligence effort (OSS-CIA) by the United States - They were soldiers, actors, historians,
lawyers, [Politicians], athletes, professors, reporters, [newscasters] But for several years during
World War II, they were known simply as the OSS - They studied military plans, *created propaganda,
infiltrated enemy ranks and stirred resistance among foreign troops
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Famed chef Julia Child shared a secret with Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg
and Chicago White Sox catcher Moe Berg at a time when the Nazis threatened the world. They served in an
international spy ring managed by the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), an early version of the CIA created
in World War II by President Franklin Roosevelt. The full secret comes out Thursday, all of the names and
previously classified files identifying nearly 24,000 spies who formed the first centralized intelligence effort by
the United States. The National Archives, which this week released a list of the names found in the records,
will make available for the first time all 750,000 pages identifying the vast spy network of military and civilian
operatives. They were soldiers, actors, historians, lawyers, athletes, professors, reporters. But for several
years during World War II, they were known simply as the OSS. They studied military plans, created
propaganda, infiltrated enemy ranks and stirred resistance among foreign troops. ... Other notables identified
in the files include John Hemingway, son of author Ernest Hemingway; Quentin and Kermit Roosevelt, sons
of President Theodore Roosevelt, and Miles Copeland, father of Stewart Copeland, drummer for the band
The Police. ... Information about OSS involvement was so guarded that relatives often couldn't confirm a
family member's work with the group. Walter Mess, who handled covert OSS operations in Poland and North
Africa, said he kept quiet for more than 50 years, only recently telling his wife of 62 years about his OSS
activity. "I was told to keep my mouth shut," said Mess, now 93 and living in Falls Church, Va.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/US/08/14/spies.revealed.ap/index.html

Russia denounces U.S. statement on Russia-Georgia conflict - Russian Foreign Minister Sergei
Lavrov on Wednesday slammed the statement made by U.S. President George W. Bush on the
conflict between Russia and Georgia - "I listened to George Bush's statement -- and was surprised -the facts he cited are untrue" - The Russian top diplomat said Bush did not mention the arming of
Georgia in recent years, including by the United States, which also trained Georgian troops
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MOSCOW, Aug. 13 (Xinhua) -- Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov on Wednesday slammed the
statement made by U.S. President George W. Bush on the conflict between Russia and Georgia, saying facts
mentioned in the speech are untrue, Russian news agencies reported. "I listened to George Bush's statement
-- and was surprised -- the facts he cited are untrue," Lavrov was quoted by the RIA Novosti news agency as
saying. He flatly denied the claims of the U.S. president that Russian troops had blocked Georgia's Black
Seaport of Poti. The Russian top diplomat said Bush did not mention the arming of Georgia in recent years,
including by the United States, which also trained Georgian troops. "No mention was made about what
happened on Aug. 8, when Western leaders fell silent while Tskhinvali was shelled and bombed," Lavrov
said, adding that there was also no mention of Russia's efforts to broker a ceasefire deal between Tskhinvali
and Tbilisi. Washington will have to choose between cooperation with Russia and a "virtual project" described
Georgian leadership, Lavrov said.
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2008-08/14/content_9286403.htm

Mercenaries and The Secret Government - It aired on PBS in 1987 and is as good as anything on tape
*must see (YouTube 21 min)
It aired on PBS in 1987 and is as good as anything on the tape (must see). Moyers is a very respected TV
journalist who also worked for Lyndon B. Johnson and has a very professional approach. He interviews many
different people involved with the CIA and other government agencies. His documentary gives quite an
overview of what has actually happened in the last 50 years regarding the CIA and the cold war (including
Iran, Guatamala, Cuba, Viet Nam and Chile). He features such people as Ralph McGeehee and Phil Retinger
(both former CIA agents), Rear Admiral Gene La Rocque (Ret. U.S.N.), Theodore Bissell (active in the CIA at
the time), Sen. Frank Church and many others. Moyers is so very credible. The full video "The Secret
Government" is 90 minutes - this segment is edited by Frank Dorrel to 20 minutes.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sstDwKTCpM

Did (USA) mercenaries help Georgia? - The president of South Ossetia claims mercenaries took part
in Georgia's offensive against the breakaway republic, according to Russia's RIA news agency
(YouTube)
The president of South Ossetia claims mercenaries took part in Georgia's offensive against the breakaway
republic, according to Russia's RIA news agency. Eduard Kokoity says Ukrainians, people from the Baltics as
well as nationals from other countries were involved.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bcv-ynUDYHc

s well. The Bush career, professional, Republicans spend more time promoting and furthering the
Democratic Party so no wonder Republicans are losing every election.}">Colin Powell to Endorse
Barack Obama - Sources say former Secretary of State Colin Powell will endorse Barack Obama at
the Democratic National Convention - Powell told ABC News "I am not going to the convention I have
made this clear" - Powell has unofficially advised Obama and Republican candidate John McCain but
had not endorsed anyone {Bush gal pal Dr. Condoleezza Rice has hinted that she is going to back
Obama as well. The Bush career, professional, Republicans spend more time promoting and
furthering the Democratic Party so no wonder Republicans are losing every election.}
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Sources say former Secretary of State Colin Powell will endorse Barack Obama at the Democratic National
Convention, Weekly Standard editor Bill Kristol told FOX News exclusively on Thursday. "He may well give a
speech at the Democratic convention explaining his endorsement of Obama," Kristol m a FOX News
contributor, said, citing inside sources. "This is not an absolute done deal, but these people are very confident
that Powell will endorse Obama," Kristol said, adding that he thinks Powell, a Republican, still has "a high
respect" for John McCain, Obama's Republican rival. Powell immediately denied the report. ... Kristol said
sources told him Powell will "quite possibly" speak at the Democratic convention on the same night as
Obama's vice-presidential selection and former President Bill Clinton. "The Obama people are quietly trying
to line up a pretty strong convention," Kristol said. "I think the Obama campaign shouldn't be underestimated.
Obviously anyone would like to have Powell's endorsement."
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/08/13/kristol-colin-powell-to-endorse-barack-obama/

The Double Sputnik of 2008: An End to Illusions - Today, in August 2008, we are seeing the end of the
illusion that American political values will shape the rest of the world {Before Bush Jr. the world was
in a good place to cooperate and work together on major problems but Bush blew it big time … now
Bush is going to have the whole world turning on each other, nation against nation and region
against region as no one can trust anyone after the Bush years of lies and deceit.}
Today, in August 2008, we are seeing the end of the illusion that American political values will shape the rest
of the world. Indeed, we are seeing what Michael Lind of the New America Foundation first called a "Double
Sputnik" - that is, incidents in which the Russians, as well as Chinese, show their strength, their determination
not to let the 21st century be another American Century. ... What's happening in Christian Georgia is surely
tragedy, but one of the illusions that we must part with, in 2008, is the notion that we are moving toward some
sort of "end of history"-in which countries will grow closer together through democracy and capitalism, leaving
us more time to concentrate on such peaceable pursuits as the reduction of carbon emissions. To put it
another way, the environmental movement has hit a big roadblock: The world can only really think about
difficult environmental cooperation in the absence of overt military confrontation. -- The truth seems to be that
the world might be moving away from communism, but it is not moving toward freedom-and certainly not
carbon reduction. ... And so if the world isn't becoming more like the West, then what is it becoming like? The
answer, most likely, is that the world is going to revert back to the way it was before the US won World War
Two and imposed a Pax Americana on what we called "The Free World." Pre-1945, there were lots of great
powers jockeying around, fighting proxy wars constantly, attacking each other when it suited them. And now,
it seems, we are returning back to that world. It is indeed sad when the illusions of an age melt away in the
hot glare of a new era-although, of course, the great work of defending the United States, and its values,
must continue in any era. But meanwhile, the Russians are going to be Russians, the Chinese are going to
be Chinese-and the rest of the world, too, will go its various ways. So in the future, we Americans will look out
at the world and see power plays, fighting, more power plays, and more fighting. And we had better be ready.
http://foxforum.blogs.foxnews.com/2008/08/11/the-double-sputnik-of-2008-an-end-to-illusions/

August 11, 2008: American Mercenary Captured By Russians - An American mercenary has been
captured by Russian forces along with a number of Georgian soldiers - The story also backs up
previous reports of dead black Americans having been found in Tskhinvali, the capital city of South
Ossetia - Another report from the Russia daily Kommersant states that thousands of mercenaries
from numerous different countries are fighting on the Georgian side and are being "commanded by
the U.S. military instructors"
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An American mercenary has been captured by Russian forces along with a number of Georgian soldiers
according to a report from the Russian news website Izvestia, providing more evidence that the U.S. and
NATO are covertly supporting the Georgian army in a proxy war with Russia. According to the report, the
mercenary is an African-American who is a NATO instructor and an ordinance specialist. He has now been
transferred to the Russian base of Vladikavkaz. The story also backs up previous reports of dead black
Americans having been found in Tskhinvali, the capital city of South Ossetia. ... U.S. soldiers recently
conducted training programs where they instructed Georgian soldiers how to deal with unexploded ordinance
as part of the Georgia Train and Equip Program. -- Another report from the Russia daily Kommersant states
that thousands of mercenaries from numerous different countries are fighting on the Georgian side and are
being "commanded by the U.S. military instructors." "The U.S. military instructors directly command and
coordinate actions of mercenaries without being involved in actual fighting, the source specified. According to
intelligence data, there are roughly 1,000 military instructors of the United States in Georgia," states the
report. "Task force of Russia has annihilated a few groups of mercenaries. Some of mercenaries have been
captured, and investigators are working with them, the source said."
http://www.prisonplanet.com/american-mercenary-captured-by-russians.html

July 4, 2008: Bush to attend opening of Olympics - Although human rights concerns about China
have led some leaders to boycott the Games' opening ceremony, the White House says Bush will go
{Bush probably wanted to personally stab the world in the back one more time before he leaves
office.}
WASHINGTON -- The White House confirmed Thursday that President Bush would attend the Beijing
Olympics opening ceremonies next month, despite human rights concerns that have led to boycotts by his
counterparts in Britain and Germany. ... Other world leaders have said they may attend the Games to watch
their athletes compete but avoid the opening ceremonies as a way to quietly protest Chinese policies. British
Prime Minister Gordon Brown and German Chancellor Angela Merkel have stated that they will not be at the
opening ceremonies; French President Nicolas Sarkozy has held out the possibility of attending, depending
on the progress of talks involving Chinese officials and representatives of the Dalai Lama, the exiled Tibetan
spiritual leader. ... The White House had signaled in recent weeks that Bush was unlikely to stay home. He
has said repeatedly that his attendance as a spectator at the Games would simply demonstrate his support
for U.S. athletes. The White House held off announcing the trip, which will include visits to Japan, South
Korea and Thailand, until virtually the last minute, and did so on the eve of a three-day holiday when the
announcement was likely to draw little notice.
http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/world/la-fg-bush4-2008jul04,1,5484466.story

ns and other foreigners were among the Georgian troops killed in the Russian operation {According
to President Bush, Georgia never attacked South Ossetia and never planned such an attack
especially on the opening day of the Beijing Olympics but somehow Bushs mercenaries ended up
being used in Georgias surprise attack on Ossetia.}">74 Russian army (troops) killed in Georgia
fighting - and 171 injured in five days of fierce fighting triggered by Georgia's attempt to regain
control over the breakaway republic of South Ossetia - he was unable to give exact number of
Georgian soldiers killed in action - Gen Nogovitsyn hinted that several (mercenaries) black
Americans and other foreigners were among the Georgian troops killed in the Russian operation
{According to President Bush, Georgia never attacked South Ossetia and never planned such an
attack especially on the opening day of the Beijing Olympics but somehow Bush's mercenaries
ended up being used in Georgia's surprise attack on Ossetia.}
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Moscow, 13 Aug (PTI) Russia today said at least 74 army men were killed and 171 injured in five days of
fierce fighting triggered by Georgia's attempt to regain control over the breakaway republic of South
Ossetia.At least 19 servicemen were also reported missing, Deputy Chief of the General Staff Col-Gen
Anatoly Nogovitsyn said and added that Russia has asked the Georgian military to exchange lists of POWs
and persons missing in action. However, he was unable to give exact number of Georgian soldiers killed in
action. Gen Nogovitsyn hinted that several black Americans and other foreigners were among the Georgian
troops killed in the Russian operation. ... Meanwhile, the United States has cancelled upcoming joint military
exercises with Russia, its first concrete response to the armed conflict in Georgia, as officials consider
broader reprisals following Moscow aggression. A senior US defence official, speaking on condition of
anonymity yesterday said, the August 15-23 exercises involving Russian, French, British and US warships in
the Sea of Japan "have been scrapped." The exercises were to involve an onshore component in the
Russian port of Vladivostok.
http://www.ptinews.com/pti%5Cptisite.nsf/0/8777A29D86D5606A652574A4004D42C0?OpenDocument

Ohio sues e-voting company (formerly known as Diebold-now Premier Election Solutions), can't ditch
faulty machines - The suit blames faulty software for losing votes in 11 of the 44 counties that use
Premier machines - Brunner has advocated reverting to a system of optically-scanned paper ballots,
the solution endorsed in the 2006 study
The name may have changed, but the artist formerly known as Diebold-now Premier Election Solutions-is still
catching heat over problems with its electronic voting machines. Ohio Secretary of State Jennifer Brenner is
suing the firm, seeking unspecified damages for breach of contract and fraud. The suit blames faulty software
for losing votes in 11 of the 44 counties that use Premier machines. The company was already embroiled in a
legal battle with Ohio's Cuyahoga county, one it filed preemptively in May after election officials there decided
to mothball $22 million worth of Premier touch-screen machines. Premier had hoped to forestall any claims
against it by seeking a declaratory judgment that it had met its obligations. ... Brunner has advocated
reverting to a system of optically-scanned paper ballots, the solution endorsed in the 2006 study, though it
would not be feasible to make the switch before November's elections at this point. Still, she says, Ohioans
"should not be alarmed" as they head to the polls in the fall, pledging that officials will work to catch and
correct any problems that arise. Forgive us if we remain skeptical.
http://arstechnica.com/news.ars/post/20080812-ohio-sues-e-voting-company-cant-ditch-faulty-machines.html

d - Jones was invited to speak - What he got instead was a swear-word laden rebuke from Democratic
Sen. Pat Wiggins {This is why America needs a strong conservative Republican Party. Democrats talk
this way to American constituents and easily treat people like garbage in public because they know
that the Bush-McCain Republicans have become just as ugly as the Democrats have been for a while
and that no one in politics will stick up for the interest of American citizens. -- McCain would go to a
thousand Democratic fund raisers with these people and sign every liberal bill he could get his hands
on before he would even consider supporting one conservative cause.} (Youtube)">Michelle Malkin:
Democrat calls pastor's testimony b***s*** - The Rev. Robert Jones went to the (California) Capitol
last Wednesday hoping to make his voice heard - Jones was invited to speak - What he got instead
was a swear-word laden rebuke from Democratic Sen. Pat Wiggins {This is why America needs a
strong conservative Republican Party. Democrats talk this way to American constituents and easily
treat people like garbage in public because they know that the Bush-McCain Republicans have
become just as ugly as the Democrats have been for a while and that no one in politics will stick up
for the interest of American citizens. -- McCain would go to a thousand Democratic fund raisers with
these people and sign every liberal bill he could get his hands on before he would even consider
supporting one conservative cause.} (Youtube)
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The Rev. Robert Jones went to the Capitol last Wednesday hoping to make his voice heard. What he got
instead was a swear-word laden rebuke from Democratic Sen. Pat Wiggins, who interrupted Jones' testimony
to say: "Excuse me, but I think your arguments are bull--." The exchange left Jones, the senior pastor at Oak
Park United Methodist Church, stunned and offended. "It is a slap in the face," he said in an interview.
http://michellemalkin.com/2008/08/13/video-democrat-calls-pastors-testimony-bs/

Michelle Malkin: Democrat calls pastor's testimony b***s*** -The Rev. Robert Jones went to the
Capitol last Wednesday hoping to make his voice heard - What he got instead was a swear-word
laden rebuke from Democratic Sen. Pat Wiggins {This is why America needs a strong conservative
Republican Party. Democrats talk this way to American constituents and easily treat them like
garbage in public because they know that the Bush-McCain Republicans have become just as ugly as
the Democrats have been for a while and that no one in politics will stick up for the interest of
American citizens. -- McCain would go to a thousand Democratic fund raisers with these people and
sign every liberal bill he could get his hands on before he would even consider supporting one
conservative cause.} (Youtube)
The Rev. Robert Jones went to the Capitol last Wednesday hoping to make his voice heard. What he got
instead was a swear-word laden rebuke from Democratic Sen. Pat Wiggins, who interrupted Jones' testimony
to say: "Excuse me, but I think your arguments are bull--." The exchange left Jones, the senior pastor at Oak
Park United Methodist Church, stunned and offended. "It is a slap in the face," he said in an interview.
http://michellemalkin.com/2008/08/13/video-democrat-calls-pastors-testimony-bs/

Georgia Caused This War - In all likelihood, the opportunistic Saakashvili saw the opening day of the
Olympics in Beijing on Friday as his best chance for a successful blitzkrieg against recalcitrant South
Ossetia - and to bring Abkhazia and South Ossetia under Georgia's control {It seems George W. Bush
and his 9/11 fingerprints are on this sneak attack as well. Bush went to Florida to be reading a goat
story book to school kids during the 9/11 sneak attack on America. This time Bush used the Olympics
in China as a reason to be out of town when the sneak attack occurred. Who else but a Bush could be
so miserable as to start a war on the opening day of the Olympics? I think the Chinese took notice.}
The war in South Ossetia must be understood for what it really is -- Georgia's one-sided escalation of the
conflict. This places full responsibility for the bloodshed on Georgia's side. Georgian President Mikheil
Saakashvili's decision to send in heavy equipment and artillery late Thursday led to large civilian casualties in
South Ossetia. In all likelihood, the opportunistic Saakashvili saw the opening day of the Olympics in Beijing
on Friday as his best chance for a successful blitzkrieg against recalcitrant South Ossetia. He also wagered
that Russia's reaction would not be fast or powerful enough to stop Georgian divisions from seizing a large
part of the unrecognized republic under their control, or from forcing the civilian population to flee through the
Roki Tunnel into neighboring North Ossetia. ... Since he was unable to replace the Russian peacekeepers,
Saakashvili opted to resolve the conflict by the simplest of means -- by force. Georgia's position is undeniably
advantageous. Should it emerge victorious, Georgia would earn the honor and respect of the United States
and the other NATO members. Should it lose and suffer a retaliatory strike by Russia, NATO will have great
sympathy for Tbilisi. Thus, a tactical defeat could turn into a strategic victory if NATO decides at its December
summit to grant Georgia membership. On the other hand, Georgia's recklessness may strengthen the
position of NATO members, such as Germany, who are opposed to granting Tbilisi membership. -- It was
inevitable that this conflict, which had been simmering for years, would eventually erupt into open warfare.
Moreover, since South Ossetia and Abkhazia, the other breakaway republic, are allies, the Abkhaz leadership
understood clearly that if Georgia was successful in Tskhinvali, it would turn its war machine toward Sukhumi.
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http://www.themoscowtimes.com/article/600/42/369764.htm

t rich quick scheme (no-bid contracts) for himself and his friends. If the Bush family and friends were
personally losing lives and money in Iraq they wouldnt be there but its a profitable venture for them
so they dont want to leave even to the point that the Bush backed Iraq is trying to kick Bush out, yet
Bush still wont leave.}">Two Years Before 9/11, Candidate Bush was Already Talking Privately About
Attacking Iraq, According to His Former (autobiography) Ghost Writer - "He was thinking about
invading Iraq in 1999" - the political benefits of attacking Iraq - According to Herskowitz, George W.
Bush's beliefs on Iraq were based in part on a notion dating back to the Reagan White House ascribed in part to now-vice president Dick Cheney - "Start a small war Pick a country where there is
justification you can jump on, go ahead and invade" {Reagan didn't have that philosophy or that
mentality, though VP Bush Sr. and Cheney seem to have. Reagan rescued American students in
Granada and committed Marines to stabilize Beirut but Reagan never went looking for any small
country to kick around like the Bush passion seems to be. -- Also Bush seems to think that Iraq is a
get rich quick scheme (no-bid contracts) for himself and his friends. If the Bush family and friends
were personally losing lives and money in Iraq they wouldn't be there but it's a profitable venture for
them so they don't want to leave even to the point that the Bush backed Iraq is trying to kick Bush
out, yet Bush still won't leave.}
HOUSTON -- Two years before the September 11 attacks, presidential candidate George W. Bush was
already talking privately about the political benefits of attacking Iraq, according to his former ghost writer, who
held many conversations with then-Texas Governor Bush in preparation for a planned autobiography. "He
was thinking about invading Iraq in 1999," said author and journalist Mickey Herskowitz. "It was on his mind.
He said to me: 'One of the keys to being seen as a great leader is to be seen as a commander-in-chief.' And
he said, 'My father had all this political capital built up when he drove the Iraqis out of Kuwait and he wasted
it.' He said, 'If I have a chance to invade·.if I had that much capital, I'm not going to waste it. I'm going to get
everything passed that I want to get passed and I'm going to have a successful presidency." Herskowitz said
that Bush expressed frustration at a lifetime as an underachiever in the shadow of an accomplished father. In
aggressive military action, he saw the opportunity to emerge from his father's shadow. The moment,
Herskowitz said, came in the wake of the September 11 attacks. "Suddenly, he's at 91 percent in the polls,
and he'd barely crawled out of the bunker." -- That President Bush and his advisers had Iraq on their minds
long before weapons inspectors had finished their work - and long before alleged Iraqi ties with terrorists
became a central rationale for war - has been raised elsewhere, including in a book based on recollections of
former Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill. However, Herskowitz was in a unique position to hear Bush's
unguarded and unfiltered views on Iraq, war and other matters - well before he became president. -- In 1999,
Herskowitz struck a deal with the campaign of George W. Bush about a ghost-written autobiography, which
was ultimately titled A Charge to Keep : My Journey to the White House, and he and Bush signed a contract
in which the two would split the proceeds. The publisher was William Morrow. Herskowitz was given
unimpeded access to Bush, and the two met approximately 20 times so Bush could share his thoughts.
Herskowitz began working on the book in May, 1999, and says that within two months he had completed and
submitted some 10 chapters, with a remaining 4-6 chapters still on his computer. Herskowitz was replaced as
Bush's ghostwriter after Bush's handlers concluded that the candidate's views and life experiences were not
being cast in a sufficiently positive light. According to Herskowitz, who has authored more than 30 books,
many of them jointly written autobiographies of famous Americans in politics, sports and media (including that
of Reagan adviser Michael Deaver), Bush and his advisers were sold on the idea that it was difficult for a
president to accomplish an electoral agenda without the record-high approval numbers that accompany
successful if modest wars.
http://www.commondreams.org/headlines04/1028-01.htm
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Democracy Now! Premieres the Full Interview with Bush Biographer J.H. Hatfield Who Died 2 Years
Ago of an Alleged Suicide Amidst Controversy Over his (George W. Bush Jr.) Book Fortunate Son - In
the book, Hatfield charges that Bush was arrested in 1972 for cocaine possession - Why wasn't the
future President charged? Hatfield writes that Bush's father used his political connections to have his
son's record expunged - Hatfield had previously refused to reveal the source of his information about
Bush's alleged cocaine arrest - He now to decided to name him - He claimed it was none other than
Karl Rove, Bush's closest political adviser {Apparently Bush's cocaine abuse problem was going to
break into the public view so Karl Rove leaked the info to a hack writer who was then easily
discredited lessening the damaging impact on Bush's reputation and credibility.}
In the book Fortunate Son: George W. Bush and the Making of an American President author J.H. Hatfield
charges that President Bush was arrested in 1972 for cocaine possession and that Bush's father George Sr.
used his political connections to have his son's record expunged. ... St. Martins Press promised to turn
Fortunate Son into "furnace fodder." It withdrew 70,000 copies from bookshelves and destroyed them. But a
small publisher Soft Skull Press reprinted the book with the banner "The Book They Burned is Back." -Hatfield had previously refused to reveal the source of his information about Bush's alleged cocaine arrest.
He now to decided to name him. He claimed it was none other than Karl Rove, Bush's closest political
adviser. If Rove did indeed leak the information, he couldn't have leaked it to a better subject. Soon after
publication of the Fortunate Son, Hatfield's credibility came under fierce attack. The media followed the trail
laid out for them. They diverted inquiries about Bush's drug history to stories about Hatfield's checkered past.
He lost two other book contracts and faced financial ruin and obscurity. The character assassination finally
took its toll. In July 2001, Hatfield was found dead of an apparent suicide in a hotel room in Springdale,
Arkansas. He was 43 years old. Police said he left notes for his family and friends that listed alcohol, financial
problems and Fortunate Son as reasons for killing himself.
http://www.democracynow.org/2003/8/11/democracy_now_premieres_the_full_interview

o fashion an effective response to Russias muscle-flexing on its borders - Condoleezza Rice--if she is
even slightly remembered--will go down in history as an ineffective and ignorant Secretary of State,
who more than even just incompetence, helped her boss (George W. Bush Jr.) usher in Islamic
terrorist states around the world [Gaza, Lebanon, Kosovo, Iraq, Liberia 2003, Somalia, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Philippines, Georgia, Spain, France, England, Netherlands, Canada, USA, etc.] that grew
in power and threatened us and our allies">DebbieSchlussel.com: More Condi Clueless: U.S. Missed
Russian/Georgian Conflict Because . . .incompetent Secretary of State Condoleezza - seemed so
preoccupied with Iraq, Iran and the Arab-Israeli conflict that she didn't have time to fashion an
effective response to Russia's muscle-flexing on its borders - Condoleezza Rice--if she is even
slightly remembered--will go down in history as an ineffective and ignorant Secretary of State, who
more than even just incompetence, helped her boss (George W. Bush Jr.) usher in Islamic terrorist
states around the world [Gaza, Lebanon, Kosovo, Iraq, Liberia 2003, Somalia, Pakistan, Afghanistan,
Philippines, Georgia, Spain, France, England, Netherlands, Canada, USA, etc.] that grew in power and
threatened us and our allies
By Debbie Schlussel: I've always said--repeatedly on this site and elsewhere--that the choice of Rice, a
Sovietologist in an age when that was mostly not the hot spot and the Soviet Union was gone, was a stupid
move and one that could only be attributed to affirmative action. Her area of expertise was not and still isn't
the Middle East, which is why huge new terrorist states in Gaza and Lebanon crystallized under her blind
"watch." Ditto for Kosovo, an Islamic terrorist state, which she and Bush recognized. ... Now, as she prepares
to leave office, there is actually a conflict she might have foreseen. But she was so busy creating Greater
Barbaria, she was basically useless and failed to notice or intercede. -- Condoleezza Rice--if she is even
slightly remembered--will go down in history as an ineffective and ignorant Secretary of State, who more than
even just incompetence, helped her boss usher in Islamic terrorist states around the world that grew in power
and threatened us and our allies.
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http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/08/more_condi_clue.html

Official: Child Singer Not Pretty Enough for (Beijing) Olympics Opener; Girl Lip-Syncs Her Song - A
member of China's Politburo asked for the last-minute change to match one girl's face with another's
voice, the ceremony's chief music director - "The audience will understand that it's in the national
interest" Chen said - It was the second straight Olympics where the opening ceremony involved
lip-syncing
BEIJING - A 7-year-old Chinese girl was not good-looking enough for the Olympics opening ceremony, so
another little girl with a pixie smile lip-synced "Ode to the Motherland," a ceremony official said - the latest
example of the lengths Beijing took for a perfect start to the Summer Games. A member of China's Politburo
asked for the last-minute change to match one girl's face with another's voice, the ceremony's chief music
director, Chen Qigang, said in an interview with Beijing Radio. "The audience will understand that it's in the
national interest," Chen said in a video of the interview posted online Sunday night. The news follows reports
that some footage of the fireworks exploding across China's capital during the ceremony was digitally
inserted into television coverage, apparently over concerns that not all of the 29 blasts could be captured on
camera. ... It was the second straight Olympics where the opening ceremony involved lip-syncing. Luciano
Pavarotti's performance at the 2006 Winter Games in Turin was prerecorded. The maestro who conducted
the aria, Leone Magiera, said earlier this year that the bitter cold made a live performance impossible for
Pavarotti, who was in severe pain months before his cancer diagnosis. Pavarotti died in September 2007 at
age 71.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,402093,00.html

BP (previously known as British Petroleum - Wikipedia) shutters (one of three) Georgian pipeline(s) The BTC pipeline(s) usually provides around 1 million barrels of Caspian crude to international
markets - However, he added that BP had no reports of damage to pipelines in Georgia, despite
claims from some officials there that Russian forces had attacked the lines - "I think those reports out
there are inaccurate" he said
LONDON (AP) -- BP PLC said it shut down an oil pipeline that runs through Georgia on Tuesday as a
precautionary measure, but added that it is unaware of any Russian bombings on pipelines in the region. BP
(BP) said the 90,000-barrel-a-day pipeline to Supsa on Georgia's Black Sea coast from Baku in Azerbaijan
will remain closed indefinitely. Another pipeline operated by the London-based oil company in the former
Soviet Republic, the larger Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline, is already out of action after a fire last week on its
Turkish stretch. The BTC pipeline usually provides around 1 million barrels of Caspian crude to international
markets. ... However, he added that BP had no reports of damage to pipelines in Georgia, despite claims
from some officials there that Russian forces had attacked the lines. "I think those reports out there are
inaccurate," he said.
http://money.cnn.com/2008/08/12/markets/bp_pipeline.ap/index.htm

High Infidelity - What if three admitted adulterers (McCain, Giuliani, Newt Gingrich) run for president
and no one cares? - But the most notorious of them all is undoubtedly Newt Gingrich, who ran for
Congress in 1978 on the slogan, "Let Our Family Represent Your Family" - He was reportedly
cheating on his first wife at the time - In 1999, he (57 year old - Newt Gingrich) was disgraced again,
having been caught in an affair with a 33-year-old congressional aide while spearheading the
impeachment proceedings against President Clinton
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Lurking just over the horizon are liabilities for three Republicans who have topped several national,
independent polls for the GOP's favorite 2008 nominee: Sen. John McCain (affair, divorce), former House
Speaker Newt Gingrich (affair, divorce, affair, divorce), and former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani (divorce,
affair, nasty divorce). Together, they form the most maritally challenged crop of presidential hopefuls in
American political history. ... McCain was still married and living with his wife in 1979 while, according to The
New York Times' Nicholas Kristof, "aggressively courting a 25-year-old woman who was as beautiful as she
was rich." McCain divorced his wife, who had raised their three children while he was imprisoned in Vietnam,
then launched his political career with his new wife's family money. In 2000, McCain managed to deflect
media questioning about his first marriage with a deft admission of responsibility for its failure. It's possible
that the age of the offense and McCain's charmed relationship with the press will pull him through again, but
Giuliani and Gingrich may face a more difficult challenge. Both conducted well-documented affairs in the last
decade--while still in public office. ... Giuliani informed his second wife, Donna Hanover, of his intention to
seek a separation in a 2000 press conference. The announcement was precipitated by a tabloid frenzy after
Giuliani marched with his then-mistress, Judith Nathan, in New York's St. Patrick's Day parade, an
acknowledgement of infidelity so audacious that Daily News columnist Jim Dwyer compared it with "groping
in the window at Macy's." In the acrid divorce proceedings that followed, Hanover accused Giuliani of serial
adultery, alleging that Nathan was just the latest in a string of mistresses, following an affair the mayor had
had with his former communications director. ... But the most notorious of them all is undoubtedly Gingrich,
who ran for Congress in 1978 on the slogan, "Let Our Family Represent Your Family." He was reportedly
cheating on his first wife at the time. In 1995, an alleged mistress from that period, Anne Manning, told Vanity
Fair's Gail Sheehy: "We had **** sex. He prefers that modus operandi because then he can say, 'I never slept
with her.'" Gingrich obtained his first divorce in 1981, after forcing his wife, who had helped put him through
graduate school, to haggle over the terms while in the hospital, as she recovered from uterine cancer
surgery. In 1999, he was disgraced again, having been caught in an affair with a 33-year-old congressional
aide while spearheading the impeachment proceedings against President Clinton (over his lies about his
Monica Lewinsky affair in the White House oval office).
http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/features/2006/0607.benen.html

The Strange Death of the Woman (Margie Schoedinger 1965-2003) Who Filed a (2002) Rape Lawsuit
Against President George W. Bush Jr. - Sugar Land police found out that she dated Bush as a minor Schoedinger said she was surprised the case wasn't covered more because "it is true......People have
to be accountable for what they do, and that's why I'm pursuing it" - I remember thinking, "I hope she
doesn't wind up on the wrong side of a gun" And sure enough, in late September (2003), Schoedinger
did
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Early one Saturday afternoon in July 2003, I made a simple phone call to Margie Schoedinger, a Texas
woman who filed a rape lawsuit against George W. Bush in December 2002. I expected to leave a message
on a machine, so I was caught a little offguard when Schoedinger answered. ... "I am still trying to prosecute
[the lawsuit]," said Schoedinger, a 38-year-old African-American woman who lived in the Houston suburb of
Missouri City. "I want to get this matter settled and go on with my life." -- Well, Schoedinger hasn't gone on
with her life. In fact, three months after I spoke to her, she died in an apparent suicide. And this matter
remains unsettled. ... In her court petition, Schoedinger said police in Sugar Land, another Houston suburb
where she said some assailants linked to Bush attempted to unsuccessfully abduct her from her car shortly
before the 2000 election, refused to take a report or do anything about that incident. She filed a lawsuit
against the Sugar Land department and said that in preparing its defense, Sugar Land police found out that
she dated Bush as a minor. --Just wait. This story gets stranger-- I haven't seen stories on this strange death
of a woman who filed a rape lawsuit against the U.S. president and wound up dead nine months later. I can't
say I'm surprised. Or even angry. I don't know what the hell to think. All I know is I was one of the last - if not
the last - reporters to speak to Schoedinger, and she didn't sound "deranged" to me in July 2003. She
sounded like someone who had gone through something weird and was trying to sort it out. She sounded like
someone who wanted the truth to come out. And now she's dead. ... I can really understand media members
being intimidated, even frightened, of the Bush administration. As I've detailed before, these are not Boy
Scouts running the show. The Schoedinger death is just the latest in a string of strange ones surrounding the
Bush family - Bush biographer J.H. Hatfield ('Fortunate Son' book), Sen. Paul Wellstone, Sen. Mel Carnahan,
and others that are detailed on various sites, including at
http://members.boardhost.com/gwbush/msg/362.html ... For the record, I contacted Bush's media office about
Schoedinger and have yet to hear back.
http://www.opednews.com/thoreau1103bush_rape_suicide.htm

Wikipedia - Jennifer Fitzgerald - who allegedly had a long-term affair with President George H.W.
Bush (Sr.) from the time he was United States ambassador to China (1974) which continued while he
was Vice President and then President - The affair was first publicly reported by LA Weekly in 1988 That August (1992), Spy magazine made her the centerpiece of a story suggesting she was but one of
many Bush Sr. paramours (concubines)
Jennifer Fitzgerald (born Jennifer Ann Isobel Patteson-Knight in 1932) is a British-born retired U.S. diplomat
who allegedly had a long-term affair with President George H.W. Bush from the time he was United States
ambassador to China which continued while he was Vice President and then President. During her career,
she worked for Bush in several different capacities, and her influence on him has in turn reportedly caused
friction between her and others working for him. She has never spoken about this allegation. Bush has
denied it. -- The rumored affair, and Fitzgerald's full name, were often well-known to members of the media
who had covered Bush and his career but never discussed in public. Veteran New York Times reporter R.W.
Apple said her name was "known everywhere, and it is not used". The affair was first publicly reported by LA
Weekly in 1988. During the 1988 presidential campaign, Donna Brazile, a campaign aide to Bush's opponent
Michael Dukakis, was asked to resign after she told reporters that George H.W. Bush needed to "'fess up"
about unsubstantiated rumors of an extramarital affair. Said Brazile, "The American people have every right
to know if Barbara Bush will share that bed with him in the White House." -- However, the alleged affair did
not come to the full attention of the public until the next presidential campaign in 1992, after Bush's opponent,
Bill Clinton, had to deal with disclosures of his own sexual infidelity. That August, Spy magazine made her the
centerpiece of a story suggesting she was but one of many Bush paramours, and then other stories forced
the media to address the issue. As a result Bush was personally confronted about it by NBC and CNN, and a
front page story in the Washington Post. Bush did not give a direct answer to the question of an affair on
these occasions. In a White House press conference he called the allegations "a lie".
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jennifer_Fitzgerald
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Bush, George Sr. - United Nations Representative - In 1971, President Richard M. Nixon appointed
Bush U.S. Permanent Representative to the United Nations - In 1973, Bush was named chairman of
the Republican National Committee - Bush, acting for the Republican Party, asked Nixon to resign Nixon did so on August 9, 1974 - The new president, Gerald R. Ford, appointed Bush to what was
then the top diplomatic post in the People's Republic of China, chief of the U.S. Liaison Office, in
1974. Bush remained in China until he was called home at Ford's request to become director
(1976-77) of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) - On July 13, 1985, the powers of the presidency
were transferred temporarily to Bush while Reagan underwent cancer surgery - in 1992, Bush signed
the North American Free Trade Agreement with Canada and Mexico
Appointive Offices -- United Nations Representative: In 1971, President Richard M. Nixon appointed Bush
U.S. Permanent Representative to the United Nations. It was a crucial time for the world organization. The
United States had agreed to allow the admission of the People's Republic of China to the United Nations for
the first time since 1949, when the Communists took over the mainland of China. Bush argued forcefully for a
so-called two-China policy. Under this compromise, a special seat would have been created for the Republic
of China (Taiwan), which had held the China seat since the founding of the United Nations in 1945. But the
United Nations rejected the two-China plan and expelled the Taiwan government in favor of the People's
Republic. -- Republican Party Chairman: In 1973, Bush was named chairman of the Republican National
Committee. At this time, President Nixon and the Republican Party were under the cloud of the Watergate
scandal. For a long time Bush defended Nixon. But when the White House tape recordings exposed Nixon's
illegal activities, Bush, acting for the Republican Party, asked Nixon to resign. Nixon did so on August 9,
1974. Envoy to China and CIA Director: The new president, Gerald R. Ford, appointed Bush to what was
then the top diplomatic post in the People's Republic of China, chief of the U.S. Liaison Office, in 1974. Bush
remained in China until he was called home at Ford's request to become director (1976-77) of the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA). ... And in 1992, Bush signed the North American Free Trade Agreement with
Canada and Mexico. ... Bush's successes in foreign affairs were offset by an economic recession at home,
which became a decisive issue in the 1992 election campaign. Bush's Democratic opponent was Governor
William (Bill) Clinton of Arkansas. H. Ross Perot, a Texas businessman, also ran as an independent
candidate. Clinton won overwhelmingly, with 370 electoral votes to Bush's 168.
http://ap.grolier.com/article?assetid=a2004060-h

s may have more to do with George Bushs (Sr.) obsessive support of Beijings mass murderers than
one may think - MAO WAS A YALIE - Back in 1903, Yale Divinity School established a number of
schools and hospitals throughout China - The Maoists made China into the worlds largest opium
producer - The Anglo-American Establishment hated Sun, because he wanted to develop China - On
the other hand, they loved the Chinese communists because they intended to keep China backward,
and were committed to growing dope (opium) - Nor should it be forgotten that Averell Harriman, the
former Ambassador to Moscow who did so much to build up the Soviet Union, was a member of Skull
and Bones. Harriman was also a business partner of Prescott Bush, Sr., the father of Maoist
enthusiast George Bush">dark-truth.org: Skull & Bones The Bush's China Connection - An obscure
secret society known as "Skull and Bones" may have more to do with George Bush's (Sr.) obsessive
support of Beijing's mass murderers than one may think - "MAO WAS A YALIE" - Back in 1903, Yale
Divinity School established a number of schools and hospitals throughout China - "The Maoists
made China into the world's largest opium producer" - The Anglo-American "Establishment" hated
Sun, because he wanted to develop China - On the other hand, they loved the Chinese communists
because they intended to keep China backward, and were committed to growing dope (opium) - "Nor
should it be forgotten that Averell Harriman, the former Ambassador to Moscow who did so much to
build up the Soviet Union, was a member of Skull and Bones. Harriman was also a business partner
of Prescott Bush, Sr., the father of Maoist enthusiast George Bush"
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The January 26, 1990 issue of THE NEW FEDERALIST revealed even more about the Bush - one world
connection. In his article, BUSH'S CHINA POLICY: SKULL AND BONES, Joseph Brewda writes: "Jan 19
(EIRNS)--An obscure secret society known as "Skull and Bones" may have more to do with George Bush's
obsessive support of Beijing's mass murderers than one may think. ... "What has this to do with Bush policy
towards China--or for that matter, Bush's "War on Drugs"? (Note: the last television news reporter to ask
Bush a critical question concerning the many narcotics agents who are complaining about how bad the "drug
war" was going, was promptly fired from his job shortly after the press conference - Branton) ... "George
Bush, the first U.S. diplomatic representative to the People's Republic of China back in 1973, was a member
of Skull and Bones. So were his father, brother, son, uncle, nephew, and several cousins. Winston Lord, the
Reagan-Bush administration Ambassador to China was a member; so were his father and several other
relatives. James Lilley, the current Ambassador to China, was a member of Skull and Bones, as was his
brother. Except during the Carter administration, every U.S. Ambassador to Beijing since Kissinger's deal
with Mao Zedong was a member of the same tiny Yale cult. A mere coincidence? ... "MAO WAS A YALIE Back in 1903, Yale Divinity School established a number of schools and hospitals throughout China that were
collectively known as 'Yale in China.' It has since been shown that 'Yale in China' was an intelligence network
whose purpose was to destroy the republican movement of Sun Yat-sen on behalf of the Anglo-American
Establishment. The Anglo-American "Establishment" hated Sun, because he wanted to develop China. On
the other hand, they loved the Chinese communists because they intended to keep China backward, and
were committed to growing dope. One of 'Yale in China's' most important students was Mao Zedong. -"During World War II, 'Yale in China' was a primary instrument used by the U.S. Establishment and its Office
of Strategic Services (OSS) to install the Maoists into power. 'Yale in China' was run by OSS operative
Reuben Holden, the husband of Bush's cousin, and also a member of Skull and Bones. "The Maoists made
China into the world's largest opium producer. "'Yale in China' was also closely associated with the New
York-based Union Theological Seminary, which has been a center for U.S. subversion of Asia (literal wolves
in sheep's clothing - Branton). Every prominent radical leader operating in Korea today, for example, was
trained at Union Theological. Union Theological was dominated for twenty years by Henry Sloane Coffin, a
U.S. intelligence executive from the Sloane and Coffin families. He was a Skull and Bones member as were a
dozen of his relatives. "Nor should it be forgotten that Averell Harriman, the former Ambassador to Moscow
who did so much to build up the Soviet Union, was a member of Skull and Bones. Harriman was also a
business partner of Prescott Bush, Sr., the father of Maoist enthusiast George Bush."
http://www.dark-truth.org/okt17-2006-11.html

She (Doro Bush Koch) Remembers Father Bush Sr. - Koch tries to explain her family's distrust of the
media, and how, despite a lifetime in the public eye, they often felt under siege - Doro Bush Koch
joins President Bush and their father, George H.W. Bush, at the christening of the USS George H.W.
Bush, in Newport News, Va. {Well now the Bush people own all of the larger media sources so
apparently they can rest easy now knowing that their version of lies and deceit is going out
unabated.}
Koch tries to explain her family's distrust of the media, and how, despite a lifetime in the public eye, they often
felt under siege. She examines a damaging story from 1992 "the worst political year" of Bush's life -- when
the New York Times reported that the president didn't understand how a basic grocery store scanner worked,
which Bush has long refuted. "The trouble is, it gets stuck in the computer, and it's still there today," he tells
Koch. "It's just manufactured news -- fake history -- but there's no question that it hurt me a lot." She
describes a scene of hurt and turmoil in the family when Newsweek published its infamous cover in 1987
referring to Bush as a "wimp." She says they all felt stunningly betrayed because they had cooperated with
the magazine and the reporter. ... Koch brings up the rumor that Bush (Sr.) had an affair with a longtime aide
(U.S. diplomat Jennifer Fitzgerald ) -- which he always denied.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/10/22/AR2006102201015_2.html
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e of Tskhinvali (South Ossetian) ruins to cover Georgian (town of Gori) report - This Russian reporter
is (angery) If I was him I would be too - They (CNN) stole his film and changed the story [of] it to the
world {The CNN reporter said the city of Gory is apparently ... he knew it was a misleading broadcast.
More and more news is vague, misleading and hedged with denying buzz words like apparently,
sources say, its likely. During the first Bush Presidency (1989–1993) Bush Sr. was eaten alive by the
news coverage. Things like Bush didnt like broccoli and how Bush didnt know how to purchase sox
at the store because his servants had shopped for him all his life and the thing about Bush lying all
the time. Now this time for the Bush Jr. Presidency (2001-2009) the Bushes really do own all of the
news agencies. It doesnt matter how liberal the news agencies like CNN used to be now they are all
pumping out the Bush lies and deceit at full volume.} (YouTube)">**CNN used footage of Tskhinvali
(South Ossetian) ruins to cover Georgian (town of Gori) report - "This Russian reporter is (angery) If I
was him I would be too - They (CNN) stole his film and changed the story [of] it to the world {The CNN
reporter said "the city of Gory is apparently ..." he knew it was a misleading broadcast. More and
more news is vague, misleading and hedged with denying buzz words like "apparently," "sources
say," "it's likely." During the first Bush Presidency (1989–1993) Bush Sr. was eaten alive by the news
coverage. Things like Bush didn't like broccoli and how Bush didn't know how to purchase sox at the
store because his servants had shopped for him all his life and the thing about Bush lying all the
time. Now this time for the Bush Jr. Presidency (2001-2009) the Bushes really do own all of the news
agencies. It doesn't matter how liberal the news agencies like CNN used to be now they are all
pumping out the Bush lies and deceit at full volume.} (YouTube)
In one of its news bulletins CNN has shown Russian tanks and ruined buildings which they claimed are in the
Georgian town of Gori. Russian cameraman of the Russian TV channel, who did the footage in reality in
South Ossetian city of Tskhinvali says CNN aired footage of Tskhinvali district close to former Russian
peacekeepers headquarters, nearly all of them were killed by Georgians after the footage was made.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVNblG9PJMk

Russian president calls halt to Georgian war - Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said - it would
be best if Saakashvili stepped down as Georgia's leader - Lavrov also had harsh words for the West,
saying he was "deeply disappointed" Western powers had not talked Georgia (Saakashvili) out of
attacking South Ossetia last Thursday {The President of Georgia is supposedly a Christian but the
Eastern Orthodox Christians, the Palestinian Christians and the Republican Christians that follow the
Satanist George W. Bush and his hateful actions and evil deeds in part by aligning themselves
against the real Jews and against Israel (by removing the Jews and putting themselves and others
(Muslims) as God's chosen people) are placing themselves in danger of belonging to what Jesus
called the "synagogue of Satan" Rev 2:9. All of these different groups of Christians would be better
off if they were Christians first and Eastern Orthodox, Palestinian and Republicans second. -- Holy
Bible Revelation 2:9 I (Jesus) know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, but thou art rich and I
know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan.}
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MOSCOW, Russia (CNN) -- Russian President Dmitry Medvedev announced Tuesday that he has ordered
an end to military operations against Georgia. ... The decision ends five days of fighting that began in
Georgia's breakaway region of South Ossetia and spread well into Georgia. ... Georgian Interior Ministry
official said Tuesday that Russian bombs hit one of the three pipelines carrying oil to the Black Sea port of
Poti. There was no oil in the pipeline at the time, the ministry official said. ... The Russians say Saakashvili
(Georgia) attacked first in an attempt to gain control of South Ossetia. ... Lavrov said it would be best if
Saakashvili stepped down as Georgia's leader -- something the president has vowed not to do -- but that
Russia is not demanding his resignation. "We have no plans to throw down any leadership," Lavrov said. "It is
not part of our culture. It is not what we do." However, Lavrov said Moscow did not trust the country's
leadership. He said Saakashvili's "barbaric and brutal action" had undermined trust in Georgia. Lavrov also
had harsh words for the West, saying he was "deeply disappointed" Western powers had not talked Georgia
out of attacking South Ossetia last Thursday.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/europe/08/12/georgia.russia.war/index.html

Inconsistencies Raise Concerns John Edwards May Still Be Lying About Affair - discrepancies
between his story and the unraveling timeline of events raise more questions about whether
Edwards' attempts to come clean are in fact just more lies and half-truths - By the time Hunter was
signed on to the Edwards campaign as a videographer - for a fee of $114,000 - O'Brien said they were
already in a steamy relationship
John Edwards' explanation of his affair with videographer Rielle Hunter includes several apparent
inconsistencies, which grate against his assertion that he was telling "99 percent" of the truth before coming
clean Friday in a confessional interview. ... But discrepancies between his story and the unraveling timeline of
events raise more questions about whether Edwards' attempts to come clean are in fact just more lies and
half-truths. -- A former close friend to Edwards' mistress told FOXNews.com on Monday that the former
presidential candidate's affair began months before she was hired to work for his campaign - contrary to
Edwards' claim that the relationship began only after Hunter was hired to film Edwards for a series of
documentaries to appear on the Internet. ... By the time Hunter was signed on to the Edwards campaign as a
videographer - for a fee of $114,000 - O'Brien said they were already in a steamy relationship. ... In his
written statement admitting the affair, Edwards said the "misconduct took place for a short period in 2006. It
ended then." But according to reports, Hunter wrote e-mails in early April about a trip she took to North
Carolina to see her "love lips."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,401462,00.html

e can even imagine. I agree we have a situation where Political and Religious (Christian) leaders and
commentators are becoming completely detached from the message they are giving. They claim to
have the answers to government, society and spirituality yet in the end they are just another inferior
talking head. This mixed lifestyle message that some conservative and some Christian leaders are
giving is really eroding the trust people have in the country and it is also undermining the faith
people have in God.}">DebbieSchlussel.com: On John Edwards' Affair - A Couple of Blind Items on
Some Hypocrites I Know {Debbie Schlussel is excellent as always in her commentaries and with her
inside experience and knowledge she really has traveled ground few people can even imagine. I
agree we have a situation where Political and Religious (Christian) leaders and commentators are
becoming completely detached from the message they are giving. They claim to have the answers to
government, society and spirituality yet in the end they are just another inferior talking head. This
mixed lifestyle message that some conservative and some Christian leaders are giving is really
eroding the trust people have in the country and it is also undermining the faith people have in God.}
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I'm glad the mainstream media finally exposed--if kicking and screaming--the hypocrisy of John Edwards.
That said, even though I've made a couple of snide references to him on this site, his affairs are not the
biggest issue with him. First of all, we know that this is Democratic family values, and sometimes, Republican
ones Newt Gingrich, David Vitter, etc. ... But second, the most objectionable thing to me about John Edwards
will still and always be what an incredibly leeching, scumsucking trial lawyer he was and how he amassed his
fortune off the backs of doctors and other professionals who actually provided something of substance to
society. What he did in his marriage I just don't care about so much as I do what he did to America and would
have done more of had he been elected to the White House. ... However, almost as objectionable to me are
two very prominent, fraudulent conservative talk show hosts who've been going on and on and on and on
over the last few weeks about Edwards the last few weeks, when both are currently married and both are
known philanderers. I won't say their names here for obvious reasons, but I will tell you about them, because
hearing them carry on makes me see visions of giant black pots.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/08/on_john_edwards.html

Bush: Russia's actions in Georgia 'unacceptable' - "Such an action is unacceptable in the 21st
century" he said {Does Bush have amnesia? Has he never heard of Iraq and Afghanistan? Bush is so
involved in what he thinks is the all powerful NWO he seems to think that just by opening his mouth
he can make other countries do what he wants. Bush might have forgotten that he is an extremely
unpopular, untrustworthy world figure and a lame-duck leader to boot but it's doubtful the Russians
have.}
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Russia's "brutal escalation" of attacks against the former Soviet republic of Georgia
has jeopardized Russia's relationship with the United States and European nations, President Bush told
reporters Monday after returning from his trip to Asia. "Such an action is unacceptable in the 21st century," he
said. ... Bush said evidence suggests Russia may be preparing to depose Georgia's government. "Russia
must reverse the course it appears to be on and accept this peace agreement as a first step in resolving this
conflict," Bush said. ... Rice's Monday call was one of more than 90 she made this weekend to discuss the
situation in Georgia, Wood said. ... The U.S. is trying to transport 2,000 Georgian troops serving in Iraq back
home to fend off Russian advances, but beyond that "there are no discussions about the U.S. getting
involved militarily," Wood said.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/08/11/us.georgia/index.html

Russian military pushes into Georgia - A CNN crew in Gori saw Georgian forces piling into trucks and
leaving the city at high speed - CNN saw thousands of troops driving out of the city {Georgia went
into a neighboring province (likely at the instigation of George W. Bush) and Russia heavily
responded. Russia showed their hand in this situation and it is a winning hand, coming in with 500+
tanks and 300+ pieces of heavy artillery in "a well planned attack." President Bush should recognize
the resolve of Russia and sign a peace treaty giving Russia most or all of what they want. President
Bush is escalating this and Bush can't put in what Russia can so this really has all the potential of
being "Bay of Pigs 2". Bush Sr. handed us the original "Bay of Pigs" and now Bush Jr. has no better
military skills than his father and is about to hand us another foreign intervention disaster.}
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TBILISI, Georgia (CNN) -- The Russian military advanced into Georgia on two fronts Monday, heading
towards cities outside the breakaway provinces that have been the centers of fighting. From the flashpoint
South Ossetia, the Russian military moved south towards the central Georgia city of Gori, Georgia said.
Russia said its troops were on the outskirts of the city. A CNN crew in Gori saw Georgian forces piling into
trucks and leaving the city at high speed. CNN saw thousands of troops driving out of the city, as well as
thousands of civilians traveling by convoy from Gori toward Tbilisi. Gori lies along Georgia's main east-west
highway, and is an important site for Georgia's communication systems. Russian troops were also in Senaki,
in western Georgia, having advanced from Abkhazia, Russian and Georgian officials said. ... The skies over
the breakaway regions and Georgia belonged to the Russians, he said, as the Georgian air force was not
flying.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/europe/08/11/georgia.russia/index.html

Russia Forces Move to Within 35 Miles of Tbilisi - Russian forces swept across Georgia on Monday,
capturing the town of Gori and moving to within 35 miles of the capital city Tbilisi, FOX News
confirmed - Putin criticized the United States - "It's a pity that some of our partners instead of helping
are in fact trying to get in the way" Putin said at a Cabinet meeting - "I mean among other things the
United States airlifting Georgia's military contingent from Iraq effectively into the conflict zone" {If
Bush did want to de-escalate the Georgia-Russia crisis his airlifting 2,000 Georgia combat troops
directly into the conflict was not a smart move. Besides it is added stress to American troops in Iraq
who now have to cover for the missing Georgian troops. Bush always governs at the spur of the
moment and by the seat of his pants. Bush has his overall goal of Global Government but generally
he can't seem to stabilize individual situations. -- If Bush thinks 2,000 troops are going to make the
difference and save Georgia from Russia then Bush really is an amateur. Russia can handle them in
about two hours therefore Bush is committing a rookie error in sending troops in piecemeal instead
of keeping them in Iraq where they are essentially safe.}
(Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin) Putin's comments reflected Russia's growing irritation with Western
condemnation. "The scale of their cynicism causes surprise," Putin said. "It's the ability to cast white as black
and black as white which is surprising, the ability to cast the aggressor as the victim and blame the victims for
the consequences." Putin remarks also reflected deep anger at Georgia's President Mikhail Saakashvili. "Of
course, Saddam Hussein ought to have been hanged for destroying several Shiite villages," Putin said. "And
the incumbent Georgian leaders who razed ten Ossetian villages at once, who ran elderly people and
children with tanks, who burned civilian alive in their sheds - these leaders must be taken under protection."
Putin and other Russian officials have accused Georgian forces of committing atrocities against civilians in
South Ossetia - claims that could not be independently verified.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,401243,00.html

Eyes on Georgia...Violence in Afghanistan...Raids in Pakistan... {This is what the Bush Presidency
has brought, unresolved conflict after unresolved conflict, conflicts that are growing and intensifying
in every region. These conflicts are growing because Bush is funding (with our tax dollars), arming,
equipping, training, and most importantly indoctrinating these groups of people (particularly the
Muslims) into Bush's Satanic [anti-Jewish, anti-Christian], New World Order (NWO).}
Washington (AP) The world's seven largest economic powers are urging Russia to accept the offer of an
immediate cease-fire with the former Soviet republic of Georgia. They're also calling on Russia to respect
Georgia's borders and agree to mediation over the crisis in Georgia's separatist regions.
http://www.kxmb.com/News/263447.asp
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Conspiracy for a Global Government - Shortly after [losing] the Civil War, (Freemason) Grand Master
Albert Pike, a confederate general, laid out a plan to establish [a new war] a global (Satanic)
government - Pike envisioned three world wars as a means of establishing a global government {The
Illuminati envisioned that it would take three terrible wars before the world's people would be ground
down to the point where they would finally comply to living in servitude under an oppressive and
Godless global government. WWI & WWII have come and gone and now the Illuminati is hard at work
ushering in a WW3.}
Shortly after the Civil War, Grand Master Albert Pike, a confederate general, laid out a plan to establish a
global government. Tragedy and crisis are always opportunity for change. The civil war was such an
experience. Pike envisioned three world wars as a means of establishing a global government. The first war
would be an awareness of the need for global government. The second world war would be an atrocity
against the Jews to build world sympathy for a need to give them their homeland in Israel again. The third
world war would be an aggravation of the Jewish presence amidst the Islamic world that would cause such
destruction that a global unity would usher in the global government. ... Meanwhile Albert Pike's plan was put
to work. World War I, over an assassination of a duke, brought the failed League of Nations into existence.
World War II over German aggression against Europe and the holocaust against the Jews ushered in both
the United Nations and the country of Israel. -- Likewise the scattered Illuminati and the European nobility that
still believes they are descended from Christ formed the Council on Foreign Relations and an innumerable
other organizations that continue their agenda of a one world government. And in these organizations there
are many who consciously do Satan's bidding and many who are ignorant of the Satanic driving force behind
the agenda. Instead they believe the various lies used to foster the global government upon the world. -Christian reader, do you think these things have happened in a vacuum? There is a conspiracy to destroy
godliness and morality which are the main bulwarks against the progress of the global government. This
conspiracy is both public and private. Do not believe the mockery of the word "conspiracy" for it is the norm of
all human life.
http://freethechurch.org/Truth/World/conspiracy.html

ENDGAME - ALEX JONES - Blueprint for Global Enslavement (Google Online Video)
Extremely interesting, shocking and disturbing. It should be essential viewing for everyone. Wake up world
[and follow Jesus Christ], before it's too late.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1070329053600562261

Georgian Troops Begin Exiting Iraq To Fight Russians, Leaving Gap - The U.S. began flying Georgian
troops out of Iraq on American military aircraft Sunday, and U.S. officials expect to have all of the
Georgians home by midweek "so that they can support requirements there during the current
security situation," according to Col. Steve Boylan, a military spokesman {Bush is entangling the
world in war. Bush never seems to lessen a crisis whether it is jobs, housing, oil, crime, drugs,
immorality, disobedience, the Katrina disaster in New Orleans or conflicts throughout the world they
all seem to worsen under the Bush administration. But of course Bush being a Satanist (Skull &
Bones) is out for evil and not for good.}
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BAGHDAD -- The crisis in the Caucasus spread to Iraq when Georgian troops began returning home to fight
the Russians, leaving American commanders scrambling to figure out how to replace them. ... The U.S.
began flying Georgian troops out of Iraq on American military aircraft Sunday, and U.S. officials expect to
have all of the Georgians home by midweek "so that they can support requirements there during the current
security situation," according to Col. Steve Boylan, a military spokesman. Col. Boylan acknowledged that the
Georgians' departures were "unexpected" but said U.S. officials "are accommodating the changes." Still,
replacing the Georgians will be difficult. The 2,000-strong Georgian contingent was the third-largest foreign
force in Iraq, and Georgia, unlike most of the other coalition countries, allowed its forces to carry out
dangerous missions near the Iraqi-Iranian border.
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB121842661082829141.html

Russia bids to rid Georgia of its folly - a Russian war aim to drive Saakashvili from power? - The
Russian argument is that, since coming to power in 2003, Saakashvili has militarized his country with
US, NATO and Israeliarms arms [Bush always tries to use Israel as the scapegoat for his scams] - The
Georgian political opposition at home, and in exile abroad, agrees - They charge the president and
his family, - of growing corruptly rich off the arms trade and of seizing the country's resource, port
and trading concessions for themselves and their supporters {This sounds just like the Bush family
and some Republicans-Democrats who use their office and powers solely to confiscate wealth and
American property for themselves.}
But is it now a Russian war aim to drive Saakashvili from power? Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov
reportedly told US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice over the weekend that Saakashvili "must go".
Bernard Kouchner, the French foreign minister, on a mediation mission on Monday between the Georgian
and Russian capitals, will hear the same view in Moscow. The Russian argument is that, since coming to
power in 2003, Saakashvili has militarized his country with US, NATO and Israeli arms, military training and
money, for no purpose except to threaten Russia, and the minority nationalities of the region, who seek the
protection of Moscow - the Abkhazians and the Ossetians. Saakashvili, the Russian argument runs, has
initiated military escalation over the past year because his political base has cracked and his domestic
support is dwindling. The Georgian political opposition at home, and in exile abroad, agrees. They charge the
president and his family, including the powerful Timur Alasaniya, Saakashvili's uncle, of growing corruptly rich
off the arms trade and of seizing the country's resource, port and trading concessions for themselves and
their supporters. Alasaniya, brother to Saakashvili's mother, holds the official position of Georgian
representative to a United Nations Commission on Disarmament in New York (no relation to Irakly Alasaniya,
Georgia's ambassador to the United Nations). The leaders of the Georgian opposition nearly succeeded in
toppling Saakashvili last autumn. The president was forced to impose military rule in Tbilisi, while his former
defense minister, Irakly Okruashvili, publicly accused him of murder and corruption.
http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Central_Asia/JH12Ag02.html

Analysis: Georgia's major miscalculation? - perhaps hoping that he could consolidate power there
while the world was preoccupied with the Olympics {President George W. Bush and Dr. Condoleezza
Rice have been instructing and aiding the Georgian President. Is this Bush initiated 'oil war' conflict
now happening because Bush has been unable to get his oil war in Iran underway? Bush seems to be
intent on controlling every single drop of oil in the world and we have already experienced what Bush
likes to do with the price of oil once it is within his control.}
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(CNN) -- There has been no doubt of Europe's priority in the conflict between Georgia and Russia: Bringing
about a ceasefire on both sides and minimizing further bloodshed. Beyond that, nothing in this conflict is
simple. European leaders feel a special responsibility for preventing further escalation and several of them
have condemned a "disproportionate" use of force by Russia. The European Commission has called for an
end to all Russian military activity on Georgian soil. But at the same time European diplomats accept that
Mikheil Saakashvili initiated military action in seeking to reassert Georgian control of its breakaway province
of South Ossetia, perhaps hoping that he could consolidate power there while the world was preoccupied
with the Olympics. ... If Saakashvili thought that the Europeans in particular and the Western world in general
would rally to his cause, he miscalculated. European diplomats have for a while been confessing a degree of
"Georgia fatigue." That was why several of the Europeans banded together at the NATO summit in Bucharest
in March to frustrate U.S. President George W. Bush's demand that Georgia should be set on the first step
there towards NATO membership.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/europe/08/11/georgia.russia.oakley/

Cease-fire proposed in Russia-Georgia conflict - Georgia's president says he has signed an
international-brokered proposal for a cease-fire with Russia in their conflict over the breakaway
province of South Ossetia {Truth has certainly been a causality of this conflict. 1. This is another oil
(control) war. 2. The Georgian military entered and attacked the province of South Ossetia first and
Russia then responded to defend Ossetia. 3. The conflict does involve territory that contains oil field
equipment and oil pipelines that are a main oil supply to Europe.}
TBILISI, Georgia (CNN) -- Georgia's president (Mikheil Saakashvili) says he has signed an
international-brokered proposal for a cease-fire with Russia in their conflict over the breakaway province of
South Ossetia. President Mikheil Saakashvili said Monday that the proposal would be taken to Moscow by
the French and Finnish foreign ministers. ... Saakashvili said that Georgian troops had downed "18 or 19"
Russian warplanes, killed hundreds of Russian troops and repelled a Russian assault on the Georgian city of
Gori. ... A Russian defense ministry spokesman denied that Russian troops had entered Georgian territory
outside of the breakaway regions South Ossetia and Abkhazia, and said only four planes had been lost. ...
Stubb said they had a proposal which included a "forceful way forward" to a cease-fire and withdrawal plan. "I
agreed with every point of it," Saakashvili said. "They are going now back to Moscow trying to convince the
Russians to take the offer."
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/europe/08/11/georgia.russia/index.html

JFK: The Orville Nix Story - The Warren Report (YouTube)
Mr. Nix originally said that he believed that the fatal shot had come from "behind the picket fence", until he
was approached during a taping of a CBS special by a "man" who told him what "they" wanted him to say. As
a result, Mr. Nix publicly supported the Warren Report, but privately did not.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJE9XQZvis8

Interview - Richard Randolph Carr - Carr was Not Interviewed by the Warren Commission - Richard
Randolph Carr was born in Dallas. During the Second World War Carr was a member of the Fifth
Ranger Battalion. He served in North Africa and took part in the fighting at Anzio where his battalion
was annihilated only 13 men survived - Richard Randolf Carr was cross-examined by Jim Garrison on
19th February, 1969 - I heard three rifle shots in succession, they seemed to be fired from an
automatic rifle - there was a picket fence along in this area here, it does not show it in here, and it
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seems the shots came from this direction
Richard Randolph Carr was born in Dallas. During the Second World War Carr was a member of the Fifth
Ranger Battalion. He served in North Africa and took part in the fighting at Anzio where his battalion was
annihilated (only 13 men survived). After the war Carr worked as a steel construction worker in Dallas. On
22nd November, 1963, Carr was working on the seventh floor of the new courthouse building on the corner of
Houston Street in Dealey Plaza. Just before President John F. Kennedy was shot Carr saw a heavy-set man
with horn-rimmed glasses and a tan sport jacket on the sixth floor of the Texas Book Depository. After the
shooting Carr saw the man emerge from the building. Carr followed the man and later told the FBI: "This
man, walking very fast, proceeded on Houston Street south to Commerce Street to Record Street. The man
got into a 1961 or 1962 gray Rambler station wagon which was parked just north of Commerce Street on
Record Street." This evidence corroborated those claims made by Roger Craig. Both Carr and Craig
described the driver of the car as being dark-skinned. Carr's story was not believed by the authorities. The
Warren Commission did not call him as a witness nor was he mentioned in any of their published evidence.
http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/JFKcarrR.htm

Interview - Lee H. Bowers, Jr. - The Warren Report - [Bowers died mysteriously (shellfish poison
toxin? a CIA invention) in August, 1966] (YouTube)
Mark Lane interviews Lee H. Bowers Jr., who was in a 14ft tower in the parking lot of the railroad yard.
Bowers claimed to see two men and "a flash of light or smoke" in the area of the picket fence on top of the
grassy knoll. He was never asked about this by the Warren Commission.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tm3neVe8Nlw

Radios and Railwaymen (Lee H. Bowers, Jr.) - Did a key JFK assassination witness unwittingly
overhear conspirators' radio transmissions during those crucial minutes before and after the
murder? - There are indications that Lee Bowers' recorded (Warren Report) testimony is incomplete Furthermore, there is tantalizing evidence that Bowers might have picked something up on his
railroad communications equipment that made him stop the train running through the Union Terminal
railroad yards--a train that may have figured into the conspirators' plans
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Did a key JFK assassination witness unwittingly overhear conspirators' radio transmissions during those
crucial minutes before and after the murder? Was this interception of radio transmission the catalyst behind
why the infamous Dealey Plaza "Tramps" were apprehended? Was this information suppressed from the
Commission's records? There are indications that Lee Bowers' recorded testimony is incomplete.
Furthermore, there is tantalizing evidence that Bowers might have picked something up on his railroad
communications equipment that made him stop the train running through the Union Terminal railroad yards--a
train that may have figured into the conspirators' plans. ... Bowers goes on to say that after the shooting, a
mob of policemen converged on the spot where he saw two strange characters milling about before the
assassination. At this point, he decided to "[hold] off the trains until they could be examined, and there was
(sic) some transients taken on at least one train." At this point in the testimony, Ball seems to cut off Bowers'
elucidation of the so-called "Tramps" by implying that this material was covered in a previous deposition: ...
Here the reader is confused as to whether the "anything" being alluded to here is in the previous recorded
testimony or the mysterious "deposition" of which there appears to be no record. Could this deposition
contain allusions to more detailed events that Bowers--the eagle-eyed observer--may have described?
Allusions about which the Warren Commission lawyers would have rather "forgotten"? Allusions to radio
transmissions or interference? ... And what of Lee H. Bowers the keenly-observant switching supervisor?
Bowers died mysteriously in August, 1966--some six months before the deaths of Ferrie and del Valle--in a
one-car accident that took place in Midlothian, Texas. Bowers physician told independent researcher Penn
Jones that he "never saw a case like this--that man was in some sort of strange shock (shellfish toxin)."
Bowers was dead in three hours and cremated the next day. No autopsy was performed.
http://spot.acorn.net/JFKplace/09/fp.back_issues/01st_Issue/rr.html

Gerald R. Ford told FBI about panel's doubts on JFK murder - two of his fellow members on the
Warren Commission doubted the FBI's conclusion that John F. Kennedy was shot from the sixth floor
of the Texas Book Depository in Dallas - Warren Commission records released in 1997 revealed that
in the final report Ford changed the staff's original description of one of Kennedy's wounds - Ford's
wording falsely made the wound seem higher on the body to make the panel's conclusion that one
bullet hit both Kennedy and Texas Gov. John Connally more plausible
WASHINGTON - Former President Ford secretly advised the FBI that two of his fellow members on the
Warren Commission doubted the FBI's conclusion that John F. Kennedy was shot from the sixth floor of the
Texas Book Depository in Dallas, according to newly released records from Ford's FBI files. ... That Ford
served as the FBI's eyes and ears inside the commission has been known for years. Long ago, the
government released a 1963 FBI memo that said Ford, then a Republican congressman from Michigan, had
volunteered to keep the FBI informed about the panel's private deliberations, but only if that relationship
remained confidential. The bureau agreed. ... "Two members of the commission brought up the fact that they
still were not convinced that the President had been shot from the sixth floor window of the Texas Book
Depository," DeLoach wrote. "These members failed to understand the trajectory of the slugs that killed the
President. He stated he felt this point would be discussed further but, of course, would represent no problem."
There was no explanation of what Ford meant by "no problem." -- Warren Commission records released in
1997 revealed that in the final report Ford changed the staff's original description of one of Kennedy's
wounds. Ford said then he only made the description more precise. Skeptics said Ford's wording falsely
made the wound seem higher on the body to make the panel's conclusion that one bullet hit both Kennedy
and Texas Gov. John Connally more plausible.
http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/hotstories/5933838.html

Radio Liberty: "Conservites Betrayed" by the current Bush Administration - Date: 06-12-08 Hour: b - 1
hr. Richard Vigerie: Conservites betrayed (Mp3)
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Bringing you the Story behind the Story, the News behind the News. Hoping to convince you that reality is
usually scoffed at and illusion is usually king, but in the battle for the survival of Western civilization it will be
reality and not illusion or delusion that will determine what the future will bring. Radio Liberty is hosted by Dr.
Stanley Monteith.
http://www.soundwaves2000.com/radio_liberty/

CollegePlus! a qualified and cost-effective alternative to the traditional college - A CollegePlus!
information e-packet - Special Limited Time Offer: Enroll by September 30th - any student who enrolls
in the CollegePlus! program, will receive two free months of CollegePlus! coaching plus a $250 gift
certificate good for any merchandise sold through Vision Forum [Promo Code: VFM08]
Due to the fact that the first two years of college are considered to be a review of high school, CollegePlus!
merges high school and college together avoiding the wasted time. Homeschooled students across the
nation are combining college with high school and are even graduating with their entire bachelor's degree by
the time they turn 18! It's time homeschoolers take dominion over mediocrity and maximize their education.
After all, our nation's Founders were earning their degrees by their late teens. ... Perspective: CollegePlus!
takes a decidedly different approach from traditional colleges to obtaining a degree in that they see it as a
means to an end, and not an end in itself. They see a degree as a powerful tool that can and should be used
for God's glory through all of life, not just in the pursuit of a career.
http://www.collegeplus.org/requestinfo/visionforum

Battle of Gettysburg 'Witness Tree' Downed in Storm - Standing just 150 feet from the platform on
which President Abraham Lincoln delivered his most famous speech, one of the few remaining
"witness trees" to the Battle of Gettysburg has been severely damaged by a storm, National Park
Service officials said
GETTYSBURG, Pa. - Standing just 150 feet from the platform on which President Abraham Lincoln delivered
his most famous speech, one of the few remaining "witness trees" to the Battle of Gettysburg has been
severely damaged by a storm, National Park Service officials said. The huge honey locust tree on Cemetery
Hill fell Thursday evening. "The top of it is totally broken off, and [the storm] severely damaged 70 to 80
percent of the tree," Gettysburg National Military Park spokeswoman Jo Sanders said. "That means there's
not a whole lot left of it. But it didn't kill the tree." The tree, which stood on the right side of the Union lines,
"was there as a silent witness - to the battle, to the aftermath, to the burials, to the dedication of the
cemetery," park historian John Heiser said. "I have no doubt that Union soldiers sat under it for all three days
of the battle," he said. Park maintenance officials will assess what to do with the remains of the tree.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,400942,00.html

ENDGAME - ALEX JONES - Blueprint for Global Enslavement (Google Online Video)
Extremely interesting, shocking and disturbing. It should be essential viewing for everyone. Wake up world,
before it's too late.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1070329053600562261

a council emerging unified view solution to this very ugly scene. Supposedly civilians everywhere
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are now to put their trust in the EU as the protectors of the people and the overseers of international
commerce.}">Russian response called 'far disproportionate' - U.S. official: Russia's attack on
Georgia is 'disproportionate' - The EU and the "Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe"
were sending envoys to Georgia to secure a cease-fire {It seems this latest very public 'flashpoint'
war was created, on the opening day of the Beijing Olympics no less, with the opportunity in mind for
the EU to find a council "emerging unified view" solution to this very ugly scene. Supposedly
civilians everywhere are now to put their trust in the EU as the protectors of the people and the
overseers of international commerce.}
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Russia's use of strategic bombers and ballistic missiles against Georgia's civilians
outside of the South Ossetian conflict is "far disproportionate" to Georgia's alleged attack on Russian
peacekeepers, a senior U.S. official said Saturday. The official was not authorized to speak on the record due
to the sensitive nature of the diplomacy. Russia's use of its potent air weaponry signals a "severe" and
"dangerous escalation in the crisis," the official said. "For the life of me, I can't image that being a
proportionate response to the charge that Georgia has attacked Russian peacekeepers," the official said. "It's
hard for us to understand what Russia's plan is here." ... The EU and the Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe were sending envoys to Georgia to secure a cease-fire, but a senior U.S. State
Department official said the United States would send only a representative after a cease-fire is in place. The
European Union said it was working with other parties "towards a ceasefire in order to prevent further
escalation of this conflict." EU spokeswoman Christina Gallach told CNN: "We think it is not acceptable to see
these scenes of bloodshed and destruction."
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/europe/08/09/georgia.reax/index.html

China Keeps Millions of Eyes Peeled in Massive Security Watch for Olympics - Beijing is being
monitored by 300,000 security cameras with face-recognition technology - China has engineered an
effective lockdown on the city of 16 million, making it difficult to get food into Beijing
The country is keeping millions of eyes peeled for threats to the 2008 Beijing Olympics games. Every inch of
Beijing is being monitored by 300,000 security cameras with face-recognition technology. By contrast, only
8,000 electronic eyes were employed in Athens for the 2004 Summer Games. ... About 130,000 police and
army officers are on guard in the Chinese capital, but larger still is a much less visible security force: the
300,000 volunteers watching for suspicious activity - and carefully eying foreigners. ... China has engineered
an effective lockdown on the city of 16 million, making it difficult to get food into Beijing. That has driven up
the price of fruit and vegetables by about 100 percent, the price of meat by about 40 percent. Many Chinese
workers have been affected by factory shutdowns on the edge of the city, costing hundreds of millions as the
government tries to improve air quality and imposes stringent controls on trucking. China also refused to
provide many visas in advance of the games, which it said was another needed security precaution.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,400923,00.html

John Edwards Sabotaged in (hidden code) Song? - we decided to take a better look at the
"Webisodes" she (Rielle Hunter) made about him - Each one uses a theme song at its end by Boyd
Tinsley of the Dave Matthews Band - The first verse says it all: When you look into a mirror Do you
like what's looking at you? Now that you've seen your true reflections What on earth are you gonna
do?
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The first verse says it all: When you look into a mirror Do you like what's looking at you? Now that you've
seen your true reflections What on earth are you gonna do? That doesn't sound like a song endorsing the
person it's describing. It's an indictment. It's unclear when Hunter put this music on the film. ... Then again,
the rest of the lyrics are even worse - and portentous. I thought by now you'd be the president But after all
that was yesterday But you've had time to go out in the world now But you chose to run away Well, people
ask you what you're doing now You don't even know what to say.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,400862,00.html

John Edwards scandal is about money not [only] sex - It's a sorry, sordid tale and I think it far from
over - This bizarre statement from Edwards in which he even says that he was "99% honest" {John
Edwards has been a career lawyer a man who made millions based on testimony in the court of law.
John Edwards was an elected Senator. John Edwards is a favorite of the establishment insiders and a
media darling. John Edwards was awarded "Father of the Year" for 2007. John Edwards has twice run
for the office of President and was on the 2004 Democratic ticket to be Vice President. Would John
Edwards look America in the face and repeatedly lie even with mounting evidence? Apparently!}
Here's my story about the John Edwards bombshell that he's been lying like a hairy egg about his affair. It's a
sorry, sordid tale and I think it far from over. This bizarre statement from Edwards in which he even says that
he was "99 per cent honest" when he flatly denied he'd been bonking Rielle Hunter begs many questions
does not draw a line under this. ... Last autumn, no one followed the original National Enquirer story because
Edwards was so outspoken about it being untrue. The mainstream media has been lambasted for keeping
silent then and after the more recent Enquirer story. ... Edwards made his family life a centerpiece of his
campaign. Elizabeth Edwards (cancer battles) inspired a lot of affection though, if Edwards version of events
is to be believed, she colluded in her husband's lie. Their sometimes tragic family story was already a public
drama - which helps ensure that the drama will continue.
http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/toby_harnden/blog/2008/08/09/john_edwards_scandal_is_about_money_not_sex
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**Announcement** Basic Christian is going to 'broadcast' a smaller news feed version – Past Basic
Christian Info-News Feed items have been archived and are now available in both PDF and RSS
format
The Basic Christian info-news feed is now broadcasting a smaller version news feed. Originally the feed
maintained about 50 news items however the feed has ballooned to over a couple of hundred of news items.
This is an attempt to save time for those who download the current news feed and also to more evenly
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